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Abstract

Generalized Learning Models for Structured Data

by

Rakshit Agrawal

Structures are present in almost everything around us. In most of the systems that

we interact with, or the way we interact with them, some emergent structure can

often be observed. A simple sentence is a sequence of words. A small classroom

of interacting students can be depicted as a network with each student defining a

node of it. The emergent structures, therefore, highlight the inter-relatedness of

different entities within systems, where while each entity has a significant individ-

uality, it is also a component of a larger structure. This structural information,

combined with the individual knowledge, can assist the task of learning proper-

ties in such systems. On a social network, for instance, we can learn link related

properties between users by learning from the users as well as the graph of several

users on the same network. Similarly, in an interactive sequence of a click-stream

on a system, using the ordered information of these click actions, we may be able

to learn the intent of a user performing the clicks.

In this dissertation, we present the concept, methodology, and experiments for

performing generalized learning from structural data. We discuss the emergence

of structures within datasets, and the entire approach to learn from those struc-

tures. We provide a methodology for capturing the structures and assembling the

information hidden within the structures. We present a concept of neural aggre-

gation which helps combine information from complex structures while ensuring

the learning capability of the models. We present several neural network based

architectures for learning different properties from sequential and graphical struc-

x



tures. The dissertation provides the general approach, as well as specific learning

frameworks for problems and datasets across several application domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world on the whole is the culmination of several entities interacting with

each other. These entities are generating numerous actions at every second and

these actions are feeding into the overall growth of the world. This continuous

activity may generally seem chaotic, but it is surprisingly structured in a way

that almost every entity at a particular point in time can be assumed to be a

part of a partial structure that may seem to make greater sense than the entity

itself. It is generally possible to observe a certain kind of structure in almost

everything. A snowflake, for instance, has a special crystalline structure in itself.

An organization of several such snowflakes can make up snow mountains, and

new structures of a larger scale can emerge from those. Each structure, in itself,

also consists of this special ability to add information to the individual elements.

Elements, while by themselves, may consist of several characteristics; they also

become a part of a larger space of information once they are associated with more

elements. The individual traits of an element no longer continue to be the only

factors affecting its contribution to different scenarios. The more we observe larger

systems, we see different kinds of structures appearing within them. While we

speak with someone, or write, we are using words and dialects in a specific order.
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This generates structures of sequential nature. Our interactions with others, using

these sequentially structured communications, once observed from a higher level,

create a network: the network of different individuals interacting with each other.

Within this larger network, there may appear a large number of smaller networks

or graphs in the form of interest groups, organizations, among others. Further,

when these individuals interact with different kinds of entities, we can observe

more emergent structures like bipartite graphs and heterogeneous graphs.

The scope of observing structures keeps expanding as we start to observe

interaction between elements across different dimensions. In large scale real world

systems, such interactions are more commonly observed. This leads to the idea

of emergent structures in real world systems. The structures add this additional

discovery of information that can potentially be used for learning properties from

the overall structures and elements within them. In this dissertation, we explore

this process of developing generalized learning models for real world datasets,

where the models extract the emergent structures within the data and learn from

the structure along with the elements. The process of learning, as detailed in the

dissertation, can be summarized as follows.

1.1 Process of learning

The need for learning starts by the requirement to learn a certain property in

the underlying data. While this property may be learned using only the available

features and characteristics, the underlying structure within the data can often

lead to additional information which may help in learning the property under con-

cern. Therefore, in learning from structures, we want to identify this underlying

structure and build the framework required to learn the property while extracting

additional information from the structure. The process of learning presented in

2



this dissertation proceeds as follows.

1.1.1 Emergence of Structures

Data of different kinds can be represented in different ways. Often within the

way we look at data, a structure can be observed which seems to bind different

elements together in a reasonable way. For instance, a typical category of inter-

active web systems includes e-commerce platforms where users purchase different

items. While in this data, we can create a linear observation of each entry in

the dataset being a single transaction between a user and an item, we can also

observe a structure emerging within this relation. For a certain finite set of users

and a finite set of items at a particular point in time, the transactions can depict

the emergence of a bipartite graph. In this graph, one class consists of each user

as a node, and the other class consists of each item as a node. The edges of the

graph are created only when a certain user purchases a certain item. But with

the graphical representation of this data, now each user-item transaction pair is

instead an edge in the graph, allowing us to look at more properties of the overall

structure.

This idea of observing the structure emerging from a certain kind of data can

be utilized to build learning models that can utilize this structural information of

interaction between different elements in the dataset instead of looking only at the

individual entries. Section 2.1 describes this concept of emergence of structures

in further detail along with real and synthetic examples.

1.1.2 Capturing the Structures

The structure emerging within the data, however, for learning, needs to be

captured in a way so as to allow the learning models to operate over it. By

3



itself, once the data shows emergence of a certain structure, it is not necessarily

defined such that the learning model can discover the structural relations. It is

therefore important to engineer the process of capturing the structure from the

data and representing it in a way that can be understood by the complete learning

framework. In order to do this, the first step is to identify the lowest level elements

in the data that can be uniquely defined. For instance, in a text corpus, where each

sentence can be represented as a sequential structure, the unique words can be

observed as lowest level elements, whereas in a social network connecting different

users, representing the graph of users as nodes, and relations as edges can use

each unique user as the lowest level element.

The concept of uniquely defining the lowest level elements allows us to de-

fine a dictionary or a lookup that the learning framework can refer to at each

point. The structure can now be defined using relations between these elements,

resulting into different structures like graphs, trees, sequences, etc. The process

of capturing the structures is discussed in detail in Section 4.1 where we describe

how different emergent structures are captured and engineered for use with the

learning framework.

1.1.3 Assembling the sub-structures

Once the larger structure is captured, it may not be sufficient to pass it through

a learning model directly each time we need to learn a specific property. In a sim-

ple sequence of a certain length, if we want to learn from the sequence, it is

possible to use just the sequential structure and pass it through a learning model.

In more complex structures like graphs, we often want to learn a property on

nodes, or edges, or a sub-graph. In order to learn from these particular elements,

we need to access smaller sub-structures within the graph that may provide addi-

4



tional information to the learning model. For instance, when learning a property

associated with an edge in the graph, it may be beneficial to use neighborhoods

(or sub-graphs) around each node, paths between the nodes, or random walks

starting at each node. Different sub-structures from the graph can add useful in-

formation and if the learning models are able to capture those sub-structures, they

can benefit from this available structural information. Therefore, in learning from

structures, after capturing the structure, we often identify relevant sub-structures

and assemble them together for use in the later phases of the overall learning

framework.

This concept of extracting sub-structures and using them in the learning pro-

cess provides the framework additional learning components which can be used

with a variety of tools to help the training process. Use and description of sub-

structures is further explained in Section 4.2 including examples of sub-structures

used in this dissertation.

1.1.4 Aggregation

The large amounts of assembled information now needs to be utilized by the

framework in ways such that the learning modules can use and understand them.

We refer to this process as aggregation where different sub-structures are combined

together to obtain representations that are further utilized by the framework. Ag-

gregation, in general refers to only the combination of assembled information. In

case of neural networks, we define aggregators as smaller neural network mod-

ules which are themselves trainable and can be plugged into a larger architecture.

These aggregators take input tensors of a certain shape, and are responsible for

producing a tensor of a reduced rank. The neural aggregators also maintain the

ability to be trained via backpropagation which allows them to be trained along

5



with the larger model. A simple example of an aggregator can be a linear feed-

forward network that processes a large number of inputs, and generates a final

single vector by performing an element-wise max-pooling operation on the result-

ing vectors.

Aggregators, therefore, introduce a unique concept of assimilating different

pieces of information derived by several sub-structures, which can then be inte-

grated into the larger learning process. The concept of aggregators is inspired by

GraphSage [63] and several aggregators introduced in the models presented in this

dissertation are explained in Section 4.3, where we present the different properties

targeted by aggregators, and the potential extensibility of this concept.

1.1.5 Objective mapping and learning

The primary purpose of a learning model is to learn a certain objective. In

classification models, the objective can refer to a prediction among classes. Sim-

ilarly, in regression, the object can refer to a certain score. The final phase of

the learning framework, therefore, is the objective learning. While there is struc-

tural information that we want to use in learning, our framework still needs to

be optimized for the final objective under concern. This creates the need to map

our structural understanding to a final objective. The learning process is directed

by the final outcome, which requires for us to map the elements, sub-structures

and aggregated outputs to a final representation which is then used to learn the

objective.

For instance, in link prediction on graphs, the input to a model is the graph

and a pair of nodes. The objective is to predict the likeliness of an edge existing

between the two nodes. A potential system learning from the graphs in this case

will learn certain representations from sub-structures around the two concerned
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nodes and will generate a representation on which final objective learning will

be performed. In case of link prediction, the final objective can be treated as a

binary classification task where a label τ = 1 refers to the presence of an edge

and a label τ = 0 refers to the absence of an edge. The aggregated information

is passed through a final learning engine for this binary classification task, which

can either be a part of the complete learning system, or can be a separate module

trained using available representations.

The objective learning, therefore, drives the entire training process of the learn-

ing framework. While the initial layers of a model are responsible for extracting

information from the structure, the final modules that are tied to the objective

help gather the required loss to train the framework. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 discuss

this final concept of objective mapping and learning which is used to train the

overall framework.

1.2 Problems and Experiments

The process of learning from structures described here can then be used to

build learning architectures for different structures. We first need to identify the

lowest level elements and then define the relations between those elements to

define the structure. Further, we can discover different learning problems where

such structures can be used. In this dissertation we discuss such learning problems

on real world datasets for two kinds of structures - Sequences and Graphs. These

two structures are commonly observed in a large number of real systems and

therefore the learning frameworks developed for such structures can potentially

be transferred to a much larger number of problems.
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1.2.1 Sequences

Sequential structures refer to the structures where different elements are re-

lated in a certain linear order. For example, a natural language sentence can be

represented as a sequence of words. An executable programming code can be

referred to as a sequence of commands. Given a certain sized dataset, the lowest

level element in a sequential structure based learning can be identifying by ob-

serving all the samples and gathering the unique individual elements which are

used to generate each sequence. The lookup obtained by gathering the unique

elements can now be used to define each sequence as an ordered list of those el-

ements. For a certain learning objective on a sequence, the sequence can then

be processed through the phases of partition into sub-structures, assembly and

aggregation of the resulting sub-structures, followed by the final learning modules

for the objective under concern. Since the learning framework treats the input

simply as a sequence, this same architecture can be used on different problems

where the underlying structure resembles sequences.

In Chapter 5, we will discuss sequence based architectures in detail. We will

also present different real world problems in learning from sequences, followed by

the evaluation of our models on respective datasets.

1.2.2 Graphs

Graphs are one of the most commonly occurring structures in systems around

us. Social networks, power grids, road maps, among several others can be repre-

sented by graphs. A graph is simply a structure comprised of nodes and edges,

where each node represents a certain entity and an edge defines a relation between

two nodes. Social networks, for instance, when observed as a graph correspond to

a structure with the users as nodes, and a relationship between two users being
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represented through an edge between them.

Learning objectives on graphs include determining certain properties on the

nodes, or on the edges. For instance, a co-author network in academic publishing

can be represented as a graph where each node is an author, and an edge exists

between two authors if they have authored a publication together. A common

learning objective here can be to predict whether two authors will become co-

authors on a publication in the future. For the learning framework, this can be

translated into a link prediction problem where the system gets a graph and the

pair of authors as its input. The output of this system is, therefore, in the form of

a binary classification result, where a positive value indicates the prediction that

two authors will co-author a paper in the future, and a negative value presents a

prediction that the two authors will not collaborate.

In Chapter 6, we will discuss graph based learning architectures in detail. We

will present different models that operate on a large variety of problems and real

world datasets with underlying graph structures. We will also present evaluation

of those models on these datasets proving the utility of such learning architectures.

1.3 Contributions

The primary contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as:

• We develop a general framework for learning from emergent structures by a

process of capturing the structure, assembling the sub-structures, aggregat-

ing the learned representations and mapping a specific learning objective to

the process.

• For sequential structures, we define a family of deep learning methods that

can learn properties from extremely long sequences.
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• We provide a comprehensive definition of a sequence learning based modular

system for detecting the malicious nature of JavaScript files using only the

raw files, presenting the best performance in malicious Javascript detection.

• We present and implement methods for learning factors about actions and

contributions on systems with usage history with experiments including plat-

forms like Wikipedia and e-commerce.

• For learning from recent events in sequences, we present attention based cells

which use recent input information when processing an event in a sequence

and demonstrate improvement over standard LSTM based models.

• We present methods for capturing neighborhoods in graphs while learning

objectives on the nodes using Multi-level Sequence Learners.

• We present and implement a novel deep learning framework, LEAP (Learn-

ing Edges by Aggregation of Paths), for learning and predicting edge prop-

erties of graphs. The framework is general, and it requires no feature engi-

neering, as it relies on deep learning to predict edge properties.

• We define several edge aggregators for LEAP, each suited to particular

classes of prediction problems, and we illustrate how LEAP can take ad-

vantage of any graph embeddings that may be already available.

• We consider two standard graph prediction problems: link prediction (used,

e.g., to predict the formation of connections in social networks) and edge

weight prediction (used, e.g., to predict user ratings). We show that LEAP,

in spite of its generality, closely matches or improves, on the performance of

specialized systems that have been built for these tasks.
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1.4 Overview of Thesis

Chapter 2 starts the dissertation by providing a detailed understanding of

the concept of structures and their emergence. It provides a formal definition

of learning from structures and shows examples of real and synthetic datasets

where emergence of structures can be observed. Chapter 3 then reviews the neu-

ral networks before they are used extensively in the learning frameworks. We

describe feed-forward neural networks, convolutional neural networks (CNN) and

recurrent neural networks (RNN). We also discuss the concept of embeddings and

attention mechanisms in neural networks. Chapter 4 then provides an in-depth

understanding of the process of learning from structures. We describe how the

larger structure is first captured and then sub-structures are extracted and assem-

bled. We introduce and explain the concept of aggregators which act as pluggable

neural network modules in our different architectures and help learn properties

from different sub-structures. We then explain the objective mapping and learn-

ing process which builds the core of the learning framework. In Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6, we describe the learning architectures for sequential and graph based

structures respectively. We describe different learning problems, present learn-

ing models, and demonstrate their performance on a large number of real world

datasets spanning across a variety of problems. We then conclude this dissertation

with a short discussion on the generalizable learning models for structural data

and directions towards future work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Structures

The concept of building generalized learning models for structured data ad-

heres to the specific properties provided by structures that can help the process

of learning. Generally, in a machine learning process, each record can be treated

as an individual entry, updating the model independently. However, if there is an

emergent structure under the data, then there are several properties of this larger

structure that can influence the learning. For instance, in a social network, the

properties associated with one user influence the friends on the network. In order

to learn more about a user, while user’s characteristics can be used, knowledge

about the friends can potentially add more value. The structural information

between interaction of different elements, therefore, provides more context to the

learning models and expands the space of knowledge accessible to the model. In

this chapter, we describe the concept of identifying such structures within data.

The core property in our learning models is to discover the emergent structures

that can be observed within data of a certain kind and then build the learning

process around the structure without any knowledge of the data. Models thus

developed can be used on different datasets where the data is then superimposed

on the structure and the learning model can use information from the data as well
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as the structure.

2.1 Emergence of Structures

A general problem in machine learning can be defined as learning a certain

objective for a given source of data. Depending on the type of data, the objective

functions can vary vastly. The nature and type of data itself can vary across a

broad space. For instance, in language models, the data is usually a large text

corpus where each entry in the dataset can be a sentence. The objective in such a

model is to predict the next word given a certain state of the sentence. Similarly in

simpler problems like classification, the data may consist of several characteristics

and properties, and the objective can be a simple classification of each item in the

dataset.

By itself, this data may look like tabular structured data, or feature-label

pairs. But the elements that constitute this data may still have more dependencies

among them. In language models, for instance, the dataset consists of documents.

Each document consists of several sentences. Each sentence consists of words and

punctuation. These words and punctuation are pulled up from a finite vocabulary

and use a specific grammar. Therefore, each sentence is a certain relation between

the words, that may appear in another sentence forming another relation. The

sentences are not entirely independent as they still share the same underlying

vocabulary. This interdependence on common underlying elements causes some

structures to emerge within the dataset. While each individual record could be

seen separately, it is still much more valuable to acknowledge the relations shared

by different records due to some common underlying set of lowest level elements.

The concept of emergence of a structure refers to this possibility that exists

in several datasets where a set of lowest level elements can be identified, and
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each record in the dataset can then be represented as a structured relation on

top of those elements. Similar to the language model datasets sharing a common

vocabulary, social networks often share a limited set of users. For instance, a

friendship based social network connects different users and allows them to interact

among themselves. On such a network, a common business need is to predict the

users that are more likely to connect with each other in the future. A simple way

of looking at this problem is to consider pairs of users, and their characteristics,

and then make a prediction whether these users are likely to become friends on

the platform or not. Such data can be represented as input pairs of two user

characteristics, and a target label specifying whether the two users become friends

at some point or not. A classifier can be trained on such data which will learn

the relation between different characteristics of the users and their impact toward

friendship prediction. However, the set of users on the network at a certain point

in time is finite. Moreover, if the problem is to predict friendship between two

existing users, then a snapshot of the network with a fixed number of users can

be used. Now within this finite set we can pull user characteristics in the form

of features for a learning model. While that may provide good information for

building a classifier, there is still inter-data dependence that can be used to further

improve the learning. The snapshot of the social network at a point in time

can be observed as a graph, where each node of the graph is a user, and each

edge represents friendship. If two nodes are connected, it means that they are

friends. Any two nodes that are not connected, may be connected sometime in

the future and therefore, a prediction can be generated for those nodes. This

shows the emergence of a certain structure in the dataset, where in addition to

the characteristics (or features) per user, there is a rich new set of information that

can be accessed from the underlying graphical structure. Each user, as a node
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in the graph, has a neighborhood, which shows the friendship network of this

particular user. In addition to the characteristic of that individual user now, we

have access to characteristics of this neighborhood as well. Similarly, we can now

access a large number of properties from the graph like degree, walks, associativity,

centrality, among others.

Emergence of structures, therefore, can be defined as the discovery of an un-

derlying set of lowest level elements shared by the records in the dataset, forming

a certain kind of relation. This relation can resemble sequences of ordered ele-

ments, or it can be seen as a graph connecting the elements based on different

properties, or any other complex structure. For instance, lattices can be observed

in data where a unidirectional flow is generated between different elements of the

data. Trees can be observed when a relation rooted at a certain element can span

across more elements forming a tree of a certain kind. This possibility of mapping

the data to a known structural architecture leads on to the concept of learning

from structures discussed further in this dissertation.

2.2 Synthetic structures

Emergent structures provide the key definition to the concept of learning dis-

cussed in this dissertation. However, before understanding the methods used to

learn from emergent structures, we will discuss structures in general. In this sec-

tion, we specifically discuss synthetic structures. Synthetic structures are tools

built to help the development of learning models. Real structures emerging in dif-

ferent datasets can contain properties that may be possible to learn and predict.

However, while developing the concept, theorems and the algorithms, it is helpful

to develop synthetic data which can be used to validate the models. A learning

algorithm validated against synthetic data may or may not perform well on real
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datasets. But a learning algorithm that cannot present good results on synthetic

data is not principally validated enough to develop a strong understanding of the

model under concern.

In learning from structures, we develop synthetic data by creating synthetic

structures, and then develop the learning algorithms to learn from those struc-

tures. For instance, graphs resembling social networks can be developed as syn-

thetic structures where the size of the graph is not as large as a real network,

but the choice of edges is directed towards a known property. In friendship based

networks as discussed in the previous section, we assume that the friendship links

between different users may be based on certain properties of the users, and prop-

erties derived from their neighborhoods. In synthetic graphs, we can force the

graph to confirm to such assumptions.

For example, a synthetic graph can resemble a gaming network. The nodes on

the graph are players, and the edges represent the players that play against each

other. Each player has two properties, their gaming skill (beginner or expert), and

their interest (action or adventure). Now let us assume that two users can play

against each other if they are at the same skill level and share the same interest.

Given this graph and the associated set of rules, in order to build a learning model

for predicting whether two players will play against each other, we only need these

two features (gaming skill and interest), and we can build a classifier on them.

Such a classifier can then be trained on node pairs extracted from this graph,

and since the edges follow a specific rule, true labels can be generated for each

node pair. Now in the same graph, we can assume an additional information. In

addition to the existing rules, two players can also play against each other if they

have played at least one game with a player of opposite gaming skill. Now if we

want to build a learning model for predicting whether two players can play against
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each other with this added rule, the information of individual player features is not

sufficient. In addition to those features, the model also needs information about

the current neighborhood of the node and the properties of those neighbors. This

naturally adds structural dependence on the learning problem, where information

from the structure is required in order to make the correct prediction. A model for

learning from structures, therefore, can be developed for such a synthetic problem

where the impact of structural information is already known, and the model can

be validated if it manages to learn this relation.

Similar synthetic structures can be developed for learning different kinds of

properties and can serve as the tools used for validating the learning ability of the

models. The learning models discussed in this dissertation follow such develop-

ment process, where the proposed model is first validated on specifically generated

synthetic data, and then evaluated against real world datasets. In the next section,

we will discuss more about the structures emerging in real world datasets, and

will describe the analytical process that goes behind developing learning models

for such structures.

2.3 Real structures

Emergent structures help provide us with a rich collection of information within

the available data that can be used to learn several relations between the data

elements. In the previous section we described the process of developing synthetic

structures that can be used in developing learning models. In this section, we dis-

cuss the types of structures that are observed in real world datasets, and describe

the kind of learning problems that can be developed on top of such structures.
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2.3.1 Sequential Structures

Sequences, or sequential structures, are the simpler structures, where the un-

derlying elements are connected to each other in a linear order. The position of

each element in a sequence is key, and its relation to other elements is observed

in the form of ‘preceding’ or ‘succeeding’ element. A sequence S, therefore, can

be represented as S = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] where for any given position i ∈ [1, n], the

value xi ∈ F, where F is the finite set of elements that constitute the sequence.

For instance, in a card game, the moves played by each player, together form a

sequence. The element in this sequence is the card that has been played. The type

of card belongs to a finite set of options depending on the game being played. The

sequence relates these cards in an ordered sequence. If a card A appears before B

in the sequence, then it means that A was played before B.

Sequences, therefore, provide us a simple structure where information is hidden

in the way different elements are related. This allows for a large number of learning

problems to be developed on sequences.

Generation/ Completion

A commonly studied problem on sequences is the task of generation, or com-

pletion. Given a sequence at a certain state, the task is to predict the next element

in the sequence. In Natural Language processing (NLP), it is a common task to

build language models [22], where given a text sentence at a certain state, the

learning task is to predict the next word in the sentence. Language models treat

each sentence as a sequence of words, and perform a task of generation where a

new word from the underlying vocabulary is predicted as the next word in the

sentence. Language models were further extended in [106] followed by a large

amount of work in the space of natural language using recurrent neural network
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architectures.

Classification

Another commonly observed learning task on sequences is that of classification.

In terms of sequences, classification means that given a certain sequence, it has

to be classified into a certain set of classes. While the sequence still comprises

of smaller elements in a particular order, the learning task treats the sequence

as a whole. A commonly used dataset for classification of sequences is the 20

newsgroup dataset [92]. This dataset consists of a large number of documents

that belong to a certain news class. The documents are sequences of sentences,

which are further sequences of words in the english language. Text classification,

in general, leads to a task on sequence classification.

Detection

Classification on a sequence is aimed at classifying the overall sequence into

a certain class. Detection, whereas, refers to the task of detecting a certain kind

of event or a property in sequential data. For instance, given a sentence as a

sequence of words, a classification task may be to classify the sentence among

different news categories. Detection, however, on same sentence, can refer to a

smaller task focused at identifying whether something related to stock prices was

mentioned in the sentence. In terms of classification, an article belonging to the

Technology news category may mention details about the stock prices at certain

points. But for detection, whether the article belongs to the Technology class or

Business class, or any other class, there can be an additional detection task on it

where across several occurrences, detection of a stock price mention can represent

a separate learning problem.
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In practice, detection problems may be framed as binary classification tasks, in

which case they can also fall under classification. However, in terms of a category

of problems, detection forms a separate category which is quite different from

classification.

Time Series

Besides language data, another commonly available category of sequential

datasets is data in the form of time series. In time series data, elements are

ordered with respect to time. For instance, in a power management system, the

time series data can reflect information about the power usage at a certain loca-

tion, logged over a certain period of time, available as a sequence of power usage

information, where the position of each log in the time series is fixed. Time series

data can then be used to formulate problems in generation, classification, or de-

tection domains. But the underlying relation in these kind of sequences is guided

by time instead of any other logical order. This property makes time series data

particularly interesting in several learning tasks. Regression problems are also

studied on time series data, where given a certain sequence of values, the next

value is to be predicted. In stock markets, for example, a common prediction

problem is to perform regression on the time series data of stock prices, in an

effort to predict the next price.

2.3.2 Graphical Structures

Graphs are one of the most commonly occurring structures in real world sys-

tems. A graph G = (V,E)) is defined as a structure constituting of nodes from

a set V which are connected among themselves via edges belonging to set E. In

an undirected graph G, for a node u ∈ V and a node in v ∈ V , an edge exists
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between the two nodes only if ∃(u, v) ∈ E.

A graph may be directed or undirected, weighted or unweighted. A graph may

also be homogeneous, heterogeneous, or bipartite in nature. The problems in the

space of graphical structures can be seen across different categories.

Node properties

A large number of problems related to graphs focus on properties associated

with the nodes. Since the nodes in a graph represent the underlying elements,

several properties surrounding the nodes can be learned or predicted. For instance,

in node classification, given a graph, each node is to be classified into a certain

number of classes. An commonly used example in node classification is the Cora

dataset [131]. It consists of a large number of scientific publications classified into

seven classes. Each of these publications are the nodes on the graph. The edges

between two nodes refer to a link formed by citation. If a paper is cited by another

paper, an edge is created between them. In addition to the graph structure, this

dataset also provides a word vector over 1433 unique words specifying the presence

or absence of the word in the publication. Given the graph and the word features,

a common learning task is to predict the class that the publication (node) belongs

to. While the dataset can also be used directly by treating publication-class pairs

as data and target, using the citation graph helps provide much more information

on each publication which could not be captured by the word based vector.

Edge properties

Edges define the relations within the graph. For a same set of nodes, several

types of relations are possible. Edge properties, therefore, define a large space of

learning problems. Some of the most commonly addressed problems in this space
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include link prediction [97] and edge weight prediction [91].

In link prediction, given a certain state of the graph, the learning objective is

to predict whether an edge will be created between two nodes in the future. For

example, in a social network, this can be defined as whether two users will become

friends in the future. Whereas on a co-authorship network, where each node is an

author of a scientific publication, and each edge refers to two authors who have

collaborated on a certain publication, the link prediction problem can be defined

as predicting whether two authors will collaborate in the future. The citation

network mentioned earlier can also be a part of the link prediction problem, where

given two citations, one has to predict whether a certain publication will cite the

other.

In edge weight prediction, an added assumption is that the graph is a weighted

graph. A weighted graph is a graph where each edge eu,v ∈ E between the nodes

u ∈ V and v ∈ V , has a weight wu,v associated with it which represents the

magnitude of a certain edge property. In edge weight prediction, given the graph,

the task is to predict the weight associated with an edge instead of predicting

the presence or absence of an edge. For example, in trust networks, where each

node is a user, and an edge between two users consists of a weight representing

the amount of trust between the users, the learning task of edge weight prediction

refers to predicting the trust between two given users.

In addition to link prediction and edge weight prediction, a much larger set of

problems in graphs can rely on edge properties. In graphs evolving over time, the

link prediction problem further expands into a future edge prediction problem.

The same can be further represented as a graph completion problem, where given

the graph at a certain state in time, following cumulative link predictions, a new

graph is generated with approximations along the new edges.
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Heterogeneous graphs

In the graphs discussed so far, we have treated the nodes of the graph as

belonging to a single category. In reality, however, graphs can be much more

complex. Heterogeneous graphs refer to graphs, where in graph G = (V,E), the

set of nodes V can be further partitioned into disjoint sets where each smaller set

defines a particular category. Each node in an heterogeneous graph, therefore,

belongs to a certain kind of category. Heterogeneous graphs are easy to find

in large real world systems. For example, authorship networks can be further

expanded by adding the publication venues of each paper. In one such graph

based on the AMiner dataset [144] presented in [44], the nodes belong to three

sets — authors, papers, and venues. The links in such graphs define more complex

relationships. Several learning problems can be developed on such graphs, and

they continue to be an interesting space of research.

Bipartite graphs

Bipartite graphs, are a subset of heterogeneous graphs, where the graph con-

sists of nodes belonging to two disjoint classes. Further, edges in a bipartite graph

can be created only between nodes belonging to different classes. Therefore, a bi-

partite graph can be represented as B = (U, V,E) where the nodes belong to the

two sets U and V , and an edge eu,v ∈ E can exist only if u ∈ U and v ∈ V .

In real world systems, bipartite graphs are also very commonly observed. Most

of the interactive web systems create a bipartite graph. For example, e-commerce

websites where we purchase products create a bipartite graph between users and

items. Each edge in such a graph represents a purchase of a certain item by a

certain user. Review websites similarly create a bipartite graph between reviewers

and items where each edge is a review from a user to an item.
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Bipartite graphs have their own family of learning problems. Link prediction

is a major problem in bipartite graphs also, where given a state of the graph, one

has to determine whether a new edge will be created. In e-commerce, this means

whether a user will purchase a certain product or not. Edge weight prediction

can further be observed in bipartite graphs as a rating problem. For example,

on review platforms, the edge weight prediction can be defined as predicting the

score that a user will associate with a certain business. Another space of learning

problems in bipartite graphs refers to the recommender systems. In recommender

systems, typically items are recommended to the users. The prediction require-

ment in such systems is, given the graph, one needs to predict the items a certain

user is more likely to purchase or use, based on the interactions of the user on the

graph so far.

2.3.3 Other structures

While sequential are graphical structures are more commonly observed and

discussed in this dissertation, several other kinds of structures can also emerge

within datasets. Trees, for instance can be found in language datasets. One of

the common methods of representing sentences in language datasets is through

the use of parse trees [30]. While earlier we discussed that a sentence can be

represented as a sequence of words, the parse tree is a richer representation which

helps learn relations between words within the sentences semantically.

Similarly, when a certain dataset is represented as a graph, trees can be gener-

ated from that graph, by using a certain node as the root, and traversing through

the neighborhood while creating a tree. Learning methods for tree structures in

natural language processing have been explored using TreeLSTM [142]. We also

discuss the Multi-Level Sequence Learners (MLSL) [11] later in this dissertation
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which use the concept of trees while learning from a graph.

2.4 Transformations

In the previous section we described several types of real structures that can

be observed within datasets and learning problems that can be associated with

them. In general scenarios, the datasets are not available in the form where the

emergent structured can be easily observed. In most such cases, an engineering

process is required to transform the data such that it becomes easy to extract

structural information from it.

For instance, several event based sequences are originally available in the form

of tabular data where each row represents a certain independent event. In order

to generate sequences from such data, these individual records need to be tied

in together based on a certain logic. In case of time series data, data points

belonging to a specific element at different points in time may be available as

individual rows in the dataset. These individual data points are connected by

their time information in a sequential order in order to get a dataset of time series.

The identification of lowest level element and discovery of emergent structure is

further performed by the learning process. But even before that process captures

the structural information, initial transformations are often required on the raw

datasets to gather some structure related information.

In this dissertation, we present several experiments on sequential and graphi-

cal structures where learning models developed for such structures are evaluated

on multiple datasets. The transformations associated with such experiments are

discussed in detail with the experiments.
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Chapter 3

Neural Networks

The models and architectures presented in this dissertation are largely based

on the concept of neural networks. Neural networks, or deep learning, is the

branch of machine learning depending on the concept of representation learning.

Neural networks define a layered architecture, where the representations learned

at a certain layer, are passed on to higher layers in an attempt to learn complex

concepts from simpler ones.

Use of neural networks and their variants has displayed significant performance

in the domains of speech, images, and text. While they define the current state

of the art on most of the problems in these domains, research on implementing

neural networks across several other domains is rapidly increasing. In this disser-

tation, we use neural networks in developing generalized models for learning from

structures, which can then be used across different domains. In this chapter, we

briefly review neural networks, their variants and some enhancements commonly

used in deep learning systems.
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3.1 Feed-forward neural networks

Feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), or Multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) are

the simplest variants of neural networks. These are layered models where the

information flows only in one direction. Given an input vector x, a single layer of

the MLP transforms vector x to a vector y where

y = fn(x, θ) (3.1)

where fn is an operation applied on the input x along with parameters θ. These

parameters are trained as part of the learning process through the model. In a

feed-forward neural network another activation function fn is applied which adds

a non-linearity to the output. At each layer, the input from the previous layer of

an MLP follows the same process providing a final result.

While training, neural networks use backpropagation [127] to update these

parameters. The loss is measured using the final output and the gradient is

backpropagated throughout the network to update the parameters at each stage.

It is also common to use optimizers with backpropagation such as Adadelta [171],

Adam [85], and several others.

3.2 Recurrent neural networks

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are neural network variants commonly used

for sequential data. While an MLP works only in one direction, an RNN maps a

sequence with sequential feedback while processing it. In RNNs, while an output

is generated for a certain input, at each consecutive step, the generated output

from the previous step is also considered as an input. Therefore, for an input

vector xt representing the vector at a timestep t, an RNN generates an output ht
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where

ht = fn(xt,ht−1, θ) (3.2)

where θ are the learnable parameters, ht−1 is the output from a previous time

step, and fn is the operation being applied to the inputs and the parameters.

With the ability to use the output from a previous time step, RNNs can be used

for sequential data where the inference is dependent on the input upto a certain

stage. In practice, the most commonly used variants of RNNs are Long Shot-Term

Memory (LSTM) neural networks. LSTM [70, 50] maintains the learned hidden

state as well as a cell memory while learning, and is extensively used in language

and speech based applications. LSTMs were originally defined to combat the

vanishing gradient problem in RNNs [21, 68]. LSTMs use three kinds of gates

(input, output and forget), along with an explicit cell memory. For input xt at

timestep t, the process of LSTMs can be formalized as:

it = σ(Whiht−1 + Wxixt)

ft = σ(Whfht−1 + Wxfxt)

ot = σ(Whoht−1 + Wxoxt)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Whcht−1 + Wxcxt)

ht = ot � tanh(ct)

(3.3)

Where σ is the logistic sigmoid function, it, ft,ot, ct are input gate, forget gate,

output gate and cell activation respectively. Wh are the recurrent weight matrices

for each gate and Wx are the input weight matrices. At each timestep t, the

network updates both cell memory ct and provides a hidden state ht.

In speech and language models in particular, enhanced LSTMs define the state-

of-the-art [31, 52, 54, 141]. Such models often use different variant of LSTMs such
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as Bi-directional LSTM [54] and Grid LSTM [79], among others. The models pre-

sented in this dissertation also make extensive use of LSTMs as they help capture

information presented in the form of sequences really well. In later sections, we

will see different ways of using the LSTMs across different domains.

3.3 Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [94] refer to another family of neural

networks with a different architecture. CNNs are more common for their use with

images, but can also be used effectively for other kinds of data. CNNs operate

by performing convolutions over a sliding window of smaller partitions within the

input. These can operate on both single dimensional data such as sequences of

vectors , as well as two or three dimensional data such as images or videos. While

mostly used in computer vision [89, 129], CNNs have also recently shown success

in sequential learning [47, 48]. In this dissertation, we define several learning

models which use combinations of RNNs and CNNs. Usage of such models in

architectures designed for learning from structures will be seen in later sections.

3.4 Neural network tools

While the three variants presented above are the most commonly used types of

neural networks, there are also some tools that are often used with these networks

as layers or wrappers in practical usage.

3.4.1 Pooling

By themselves, the neural networks can be used as layers in a larger model. At

each layer, however, it may be helpful to combine some pieces of information with
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some fixed logic without learning a new set of parameters. Pooling is a commonly

used method where outputs from a certain layer in the model can be combined

together to either generate a consolidated output or to reduce the dimensionality

of data as going forward. Operations such as MaxPooling and AveragePooling are

some of the most common pooling methods used in deep learning systems. Pooling

layers can be used in combination with any of the standard layers. While defining

larger deep learning systems, pooling layers play a significant role in controlling

the flow of data without necessarily adding new parameters for learning.

3.4.2 Stacking

Since we use neural networks in layers, we can often use a feature of stacking,

where several layers are stacked on top of each other. While using LSTMs, for

instance, it is common to stack multiple layers of LSTM together and use them as

a part of a larger model. Stacking can be seen as sub-sectioning a portion of the

larger model where all the layers in a stack are of the same type but may contain

different hyperparameters.

The models presented in this dissertation use both pooling and stacking at

different places in model architectures, and may refer to those as simple layers or

wrappers in a larger model.

3.5 Enhancements

Neural networks are centered around learning representations. While the mod-

ules like MLP, LSTM, and CNNs define specific architectures where data is pro-

cessed in a certain way, there are also some concepts and enhancements that help

improve the usage of neural networks in larger systems.
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3.5.1 Embeddings

The concept of Embeddings is extensively used throughout this dissertation.

Embeddings, or dense vector representations, help define a multi-dimensional rep-

resentation for point-wise data. Instead of representing data using large one-hot

vectors, embeddings reduce them into a lower dimensional space where different

values can depict semantic similarity in vector spaces. When we operate with

complex data consisting of a common underlying space, we can often define our

lowest level elements as unique identifiers. In order to use these elements, we

can create an index to map each element with a symbolic identifier. We refer to

this index as the vocabulary V for the model. A vocabulary helps maintain a

one-to-one symbol mapping with the raw data and can also be used to tie any

out-of-vocabulary items to a special symbol. For example, if we have an input in

the form of sequences, with each element of the sequence existing as a member of

the vocabulary V , we can perform a lookup through the vocabulary index and rep-

resent the derived sequence as B, where B = [b1, b2, b3, . . .], such that each bi ∈ V

denotes a sequence of symbols bi, each of which is identified in our vocabulary V .

For learning purposes, it is possible to directly use this symbolic representa-

tion. However, symbols serve information at a very low level of dimensionality.

When represented as symbols, any similarity between two kinds of elements can-

not be directly identified. In their symbolic space, there is no semantic similarity

that they can represent. The concept of embeddings is extensively used for this

particular purpose. By representing symbols with dense vectors, we can increase

the dimensionality of the information associated with each element. These vectors

can be learned from the data itself. The distance between these vectors then also

serves as a measure of semantic similarity.
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3.5.2 Attention Mechanisms

While embeddings define an approach to learn dense representations for dif-

ferent elements in the data, attention mechanisms focus on the relation between

different elements in the process of learning. Attention mechanisms are ways to

user inter-element relation within a neural network while learning a larger objec-

tive. In neural machine translation (NMT), for instance, attention mechanisms

are used heavily [17, 100], where the decoder module in the NMT architecture

learns the output sequence by performing specific attention at some of the past

input, altering the weight associated with different elements of the input sentence.

In models such as the Transformer [146], the entire architecture follows the con-

cept of attention and the output is learned completely by learning inter-element

relation over the embeddings for each element.

In this dissertation, embeddings are used as the basis of representation in

almost all the models, and attention mechanism based variants are provided for a

specific situation in sequential models where the information from recent past is

of significant importance while learning through the longer sequence.
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Chapter 4

Structure Learning Architectures

In the previous chapters, we discussed the emergent structures within different

problem spaces and datasets, followed by a review of neural network based learn-

ing. In this chapter, we build a combination of the two concepts, and define the

process of learning from the structures using neural network based architectures.

We provide a generalized approach to learning from the structure and constructing

full pipelines from capturing the emergent structure to learning fully developed

models.

The chapter proceeds stepwise from capturing the structure: defining the struc-

ture in units that can be used by learning models. We then discuss the process of

breaking down and assembling sub-structures which play a key role in the overall

learning process. We then introduce and explain the concept of aggregation which

enables learning end-to-end models while combining information of sub-structures

in a meaningful way. The aggregation models provide vector representations for

the larger structure which leads to the final objective mapping where the repre-

sentations learned so far can be used with different objectives. We then describe

the learning process for complex, end-to-end learning systems using deep neural

networks and gradient descent based leaning methods.
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4.1 Capturing the structures

In Chapter 2, we described the concept of emergent structures. Given a certain

dataset, it is often possible to discover a structure within the data. The key

components in discovering such structures are the lowest level elements and the

relations between them. In this section we define the process of capturing these

structures and making them a part of the learning process.

Following the emergence of a structure, and the corresponding transformations

on it, a structured dataset is available for the learning model. The model is

now responsible for capturing this structure in a way such that a deep learning

architecture can access the information hidden within the structure. In their true

form, structures are more complex than the data commonly understood by neural

networks. Further, the general representation of neural network inputs is in the

form of feature vectors that define certain properties of the input data.

The process of capturing the structure, therefore, follows an approach of defin-

ing an initial representation, followed by vectorization.

4.1.1 Initial representation

In Chapter 2, we discussed that emergent structures are represented by a

certain finite set of lowest level elements, and the relations among those elements.

In natural language, for instance, words are often used as the lowest level elements.

In social networks, instead, users can generally be defined as the lowest level

elements. For different datasets, therefore, the underlying elements would vary

depending on the nature of that data. For general representation, however, we can

build an index over the set of elements, enumerated with integer indices. Each set

of lowest level elements, therefore, can be transformed into an index lookup where

the original element is now available in the form of a unique identifier for each
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element. The index can then be made available to the learning model throughout

the process. This index serves as the primary lookup for any structure through

the training process as well as during evaluation and deployment. Therefore, any

change in the set of underlying elements needs to be updated through this index.

The index also abstracts the dataset specific information to the model, and each

element is now treated simply as a symbol with an integer identifier.

For instance, in case of a graph structure within a social network, each node

can be defined as the user, and each edge can be an indicator of the friendship

relationship between the two users. For the model, following the initial represen-

tation, the same graph is now represented as having an integer identifier for each

node that was originally a user. Similarly for a sentence in the english language,

originally the sentence could be treated as a sequence of words and punctuation.

Once we have created an index over the words and the punctuation, each sentence

is then represented as a sequence of the corresponding integer identifiers.

The initial representation, therefore, helps abstract the data specific infor-

mation and makes the structure accessible with the elements being represented

through integer identifiers and the relations are formed among them. Next, in

order to use these elements with neural networks, we follow a process of vector-

ization.

4.1.2 Vectorization

Vectorization refers to the process of transforming each data point into a vector

where the vector represents a feature space. Each element in this vector can be

considered as a feature for the individual data point. In case of vectorization of

structure elements for the neural networks, we follow the concept of embeddings

as discussed in Chapter 3. Embeddings enable us to represent each element as a
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dense vector which is learned over the dataset and the problem under concern. The

structure, now instead of being represented only through the integer identifiers,

can be represented as vectors.

Further, these embeddings can either be pre-trained, or can be trained through

the learning process. For instance, in natural language sentences, it is com-

mon to use pre-trained embeddings such as Glove [?], or train the words using

word2vec [107, 105]. Similarly, in graphs, methods for learning node embeddings

are commonly used such as DeepWalk [121], node2vec [60], and GraphSAGE [63]

among others. The use of such pre-trained embedding methods helps derive dense

vector representations for the entities without knowledge of any specific learning

problem.

In the absence of pre-trained embeddings, however, the architecture for learn-

ing from structures should be able to learn representations for each element. The

integer index serves as a lookup for transforming the structural data of any nature

into a standard architecture. We further build an embedding lookup at this point

where each key in the index corresponds to a dense vector representations, or the

embeddings. These embeddings, when trained with the network get updated in

the learning process, providing learned feature representations. If instead, we only

use fixed features or pre-trained embeddings, the embedding lookup serves only

as a way to gather features for each element, and is not updated in the learning

process. In either case, the embedding lookup is made available to the entire

learning architecture for further use. The embeddings, therefore, help vectorize

the elements of the structure, providing representations that can be used by neural

networks to learn further.

For instance, in Section 5.3.4, we describe the vectorization process in learning

from sequences of bytes, while performing malicious javascript detection. In this
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process, we first interpret a Javascript file as a byte sequence, and then define

the vocabulary space with the possible set of bytes. This allows us to create

a limited sized embedding lookup where each byte can then be mapped with a

vector representation. Similarly, in learning from graphs using the LEAP model,

in section 6.2.3, we represent each node in the graph with a unique identifier, and

build an embedding lookup for the nodes. This lookup then helps us associate a

vector representation for each node, which can either be pre-trained, or can be

learned with the model.

4.2 Assembling the sub-structures

The larger structure defining the data or the problem space provides the neces-

sary starting point to the task, and limits the space of exploration to the particular

structure. This helps define generalized learning methods on the structure without

deeply caring about the problem or the data underneath. The process of reaching

up to a definitive learning approach, however, is guided by more nuanced methods

that operate on smaller sub-structures within the larger space. While at times,

the general structure may be small enough to be captured directly, in real world

datasets, it is often common to encounter situations where learning directly on the

complete data structure can be challenging as well as computationally expensive.

Due to these reasons, it is common to follow methods where sub-structures are

used to assist the learning process. The sub-structure based methods also allow

for modularity in the learning methods, where different strategies of assembly can

be experimented for different requirements.

The task of assembling sub-structures, therefore, is initiated by a breakdown of

a large structure into smaller structures where element specific properties can be

better identified. For instance, in a sequence of executable operations, the single
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large sequence is often extremely long, and it is hard to build efficient learning

methods over the complete structure. The sequence, however, if broken down

into multiple chunks, still results into multiple sequences connected together in

a sequential nature. The smaller sequences make a larger difference in the de-

velopment of a learning method, by allowing re-usability over smaller repeating

sequences, leading to a more efficient method [138, 8]. Similarly in graph, if we

proceed with learning models focused on capturing the entire graph, the compute

requirements can grow very quickly with addition of nodes or edges in that graph.

Using sub-structures from the graph, however, can make the learning task much

simpler, as the models will focus on these smaller structures and will be able to

focus on specific elements at each run, rather than just the larger graph alto-

gether. The sub-structures in graphs can themselves be different or similar kinds

of structures. For example, each node can be treated as a root node and a tree can

be generated centered at the node, traversing across the neighbors [11]. Similarly,

different walks or paths can be obtained from the graph starting or ending at a

specific node under concern.

The concept of assembling the sub-structures, therefore, helps develop efficient

learning methods, where focus on learning from individual elements can be en-

hanced and computationally efficient models can be developed. The sub-structures

not only retain most of the information existing within the larger structure, they

also provide more visibility into the smaller elements for the learning model, help-

ing the learning methods to utilize any additional information that the problem

space or dataset can offer in addition to the emergent structural information.

In representation, these sub-structures are represented as relations over the

embeddings for the individual elements described in the previous section. Such

structures can mostly be seen as sequences or sets of different vectors. For ex-
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ample, a path in a graph [10] is an ordered sequence of nodes. Therefore, this

substructure can be represented as sequence of embedding vectors for each node.

In terms of neural network architectures, we represent each sub-structure as a ten-

sor, where the rank of the tensor is an indicator of its complexity. The sequence

denoting the path in a graph, for instance, is a tensor of shape (lenpath, dimemb),

where lenpath is the length of the path, and dimemb is the size of the embedding

vector. Similarly a set of neighbors of a node can also be denoted as a tensor of

shape (nneighbors, dimemb), where nneighbors is the number of neighbors of a node.

In LEAP, for instance, as shown in Section 6.2.3, while learning properties on

edges in a graph, we generate sub-structures in the form of paths between the

concerned pair of nodes. Such paths are first assembled from the complete graph

and then used with the overall system in learning primary objective of the model.

4.3 Aggregation

Assembling the large structure into sub-structures enables us to build efficient

and more focused learning architectures. While this enables improved learning, it

also generates a need to recombine the information from sub-structures at a certain

stage in the learning. The task corresponding to this compilation of knowledge

from sub-structures is performed by aggregation. Aggregation, in learning models,

is a recent concept that emphasizes the fact that smaller complex inputs can often

be combined by differentiable learning operators as a part of the larger learning

architecture, helping perform end-to-end learning while deriving information from

different sub-structures at the same time.

For example, in case of learning from a graph, if the sub-structures are paths

between two nodes, and the learning objective is to learn a property between the

node pair, the overall learning has to combine the information from different paths,
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each of which is a sequential structure of the nodes. Therefore, the information of

each node is first aggregated to derive a path information, and then different paths

are aggregated to derive a larger path-set information. Individually, the nodes

and the paths can use different learning modules, and in order to combine them

within the same learning model, the aggregation can be performed to combine the

learning from these individual modules.

4.3.1 Neural Aggregators

In this dissertation, we discuss aggregators based on neural networks. The

aggregators presented and used in the experiments comprise of different types of

neural network based modules where the objective of an aggregator is to combine

together the learned representations from a larger number of elements in a train-

able way. This is obtained by first understanding different properties of neural

network architectures that can be utilized in specific situations. For instance, re-

current neural networks (RNNs) can easily process an ordered sequence of vectors,

and can learn a single vector representation in the form of the final activation.

This makes RNNs an easy aggregation method for learning from sequential data.

Similarly pooling methods in neural networks help combine the information from a

set of vectors by performing a certain kind of pooling operation such as Max Pool-

ing or Average Pooling. Aggregation can also be simple usage of a feed-forward

neural network on each element individually, followed by a certain operation for

combining each activation, such as concatenation.

The task of aggregators is to reduce the rank of the incoming tensor. For

instance, in the previous section we described the path in a graph as being a

tensor of shape (lenpath, dimemb), where lenpath is the length of the path, and

dimemb is the size of the embedding vector. The aggregator needs to learn a single
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vector representation of this path with a shape (dimagg, ) where dimagg is the

size of the vector learned using aggregation. For multiple sub-structures within

a same problem one can use multiple aggregators. But the concept overall is to

gather sufficient single vector representations that can be combined together to

perform the final objective driven learning. The use of specific neural aggregators

as presented in [10] is also discussed in detail later in the experiments.

In section 6.2.4, in LEAP, we describe several neural aggregators that can be

used to process complex sub-structures of data such as paths and sets of paths.

We describe methods such as AvgPool, DenseMax, SeqOfSeq, and EdgeConv for

learning aggregated representations from sets of paths in a graph. In learning

from sequences, we describe similar methods for learning from a large number of

smaller sequences, and combining their information together to generate single

vector representations.

4.4 Objective mapping

The aggregators finally convert the structural information into a single vector

representation of a certain length. This representation can also be seen as a long

vector derived by performing multiple levels of learning. In a supervised learning

setting, the primary objective is to learn a certain property of the data on top of

which an emergent structure was extracted. Given a certain input condition, and

the structure, an objective for a learning problem can be anything from a simple

regression output to a multi-label classification problem. For the derived vector

at this stage, we can treat this objective as an individual learning problem. The

concept of learning from the structures enables us to build a modular architecture

where the information from the structures is constituted by this point, and a

traditional learning method can be used for the final objective.
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For example, in a problem of learning links in a graph, for a given pair of

nodes, the final objective is to predict whether there a link (or an edge) exists

between the two nodes or not. This can be seen simply as a binary classification

problem. In learning from structures, the information from the graph and the

nodes is aggregated into this single vector which can now be used with a classifier

like a logistic regression or a multi-layered perceptron. The final objective here

can be denoted by a label τ = 1 referring to the presence of an edge and a label

τ = 0 referring to the absence of an edge.

With the use of neural aggregators, this classifier can become a part of the same

complete learning architecture and can drive an end-to-end learning process for

the concerned objective. Similarly, in a regression problem, the derived aggregated

vector can simply be the input of a regression model which can be trained using

a regression label.

4.5 Learning process

The mapped objective on top of the aggregated vector completes the learning

model architecture. For any dataset, the emergent structure is captured using an

index, which is further vectorized using an embedding lookup. This is followed by

extraction and assembly of sub-structures. The sub-structures are then aggregated

together resulting into a single large vector representing the information learned

from the structure. The objective is mapped to a final module and the model is

ready for training.

In this dissertation, we discuss the learning models that are based on neural

networks. The neural aggregators, which serve as small deep learning modules

also build up on the same family of modules. This allows us to train our models

using gradient descent based methods like backpropagation [67, 127]. All the
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models and architectures presented in this dissertation use this same concept for

training. The entire learning pipeline, therefore uses these methods to update the

weights in an iterative learning process training the learning model as well as the

embeddings representing the lowest level elements of the structures.

The process of learning and the model concepts described in this chapter can

be applied on different kinds of structures. In the following chapters, we describe

their use for sequences and graphs with experiments in both structural domains.
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Chapter 5

Learning in Sequential Structures

The previous chapter defined models and the concepts used in learning from

the structures. In this chapter, we present several problems and architectures used

for learning from sequential structures. Each section in this chapter describes a

problem domain followed by the learning methodology used for the same.

5.1 Contribution history sequences

In many collaborative systems, users can contribute content, and the con-

tent can be subsequently edited, rated, or commented upon by other users. The

Wikipedia, Stack Overflow, Yelp, and Quora are examples in which the user con-

tributions can be thus modified or rated. After a contribution has been present in

the system for some time, it is possible to observer how other users have interacted

with it, and thus, in these systems, it is very useful to be able to estimate the

quality of a user contribution as soon as the contribution is entered, before other

users have had the possibility of interacting with it. An estimate of contribution

quality can be used to flag some contributions for review, as well as for producing

initial rankings of new content. For the Wikipedia, there has been a large body
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of work on automated methods for detecting vandalism and flagging revisions for

review [123, 135, 156, 29, 110, 76]. These methods generally rely on a mix of

machine learning and natural language processing; an yearly competition (PAN)

compares the performance of such detection methods.

To predict the quality of a contribution by a user, it is useful to take into

account the past history of contributions by that user, as well as more generally

the history of all activity by that user on the system. Indeed, several approaches

take into account factors such as the number of contributions, their timing, and so

forth [156, 3]. In these approaches, the past activity of a user is first summarized

into a number of features, such as number of contributions, user reputation, time

from previous revision, and so forth. These features are then passed along with

features of the current revision to a machine-learning classifier, which outputs a

prediction for the user contribution. The summarization step is necessary because

the usual machine learning models, such as neural nets, support vector machines,

or tree-based classifiers, rely on a fixed number of input features. This requires

summarizing the variable-length history of user activity into a fixed feature set.

Choosing which summary features to include is a trial and error process.

As presented in the our work [12], in this section we show that this manual

selection of summarization features can be avoided by learning from the sequential

structures representing the contribution history of each user. In particular, we

show that Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural nets [70, 50, 53] are able to

process directly the variable-length history of a user’s activity in the system, and

produce an output that is highly predictive of the quality of the next contribution

by the user. Our approach does not eliminate the process of feature selection,

which is present in all machine learning. Rather, it eliminates the need for deciding

which features from a user’s past are most useful for predicting the future: we
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can simply pass to the machine-learning apparatus all the past, and let it come

up with an estimate for the quality of the next contribution.

Precisely, given a sequence of past contributions w1, w2, . . . , wn−1 by a user,

and a current contribution wn, we predict the quality of wn as follows. We ex-

tract from w1, w2, . . . , wn the feature vectors f1, f2, . . . , fn, each feature vector

corresponding to one contribution. The vectors f1, f2, . . . , fn are fed to an LSTM,

whose output is in turn fed to a standard neural net which has as inputs the LSTM

output, alongside the feature vector g for wn. The NN then outputs the prediction

for the quality of wn. The reason for this architecture is that the contributions

w1, w2, . . . , wn have already occurred, and for them we can compute feature vec-

tors that are much richer than we can compute for wn: they can include, for

instance, the number of positive or negative ratings of the contribution, how it

was then modified by others, and so forth. Furthermore, this approach enables

us to measure accurately how much information about the user’s past activity is

required to attain a precise prediction for the quality of the latest contribution.

We will provide comparisons between different ways for training the LSTM and

the NN for the task.

We show that the prediction accuracy attained by using both the LSTM and

the NN is far superior to the one obtained using the NN alone. This is unsurpris-

ing, and confirms that the past history of user contributions is highly useful to

predict the quality of future contributions, an observation already made, e.g., in

[3, 156]. More interestingly, we show that the prediction attained is superior to

the one obtained using user reputation as a feature summarizing the quality of a

user’s past work [3, 5]. This can be explained by noting that the primary function

of user reputation is to provide an incentive towards performing useful contribu-

tions, rather than to be a feature optimized for prediction of future contribution
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quality.

We observed that in order to attain good precision in our predictions, using

LSTMs with only one output (but possibly many memory cells) is almost as good

as using LSTMs with many outputs. Most of the information about a user’s past

activity, in other words, can be summarized in a single floating-point number.

In this sense, the output of single-output LSTMs can be regarded as a “learned”

notion of user reputation. Indeed, we show that the LSTM output is highly

predictive of the quality of future contributions by the user, and it changes in a

natural way in response to user behavior, increasing when the user performs a

sequence of good quality contributions, and decreasing when the user performs a

sequence of low-quality work. The LSTM output for a user could thus be usefully

shown to other users, alongside the user’s reputation and other information.

The LSTM output differs however from a traditional notion of reputation in

two respects. First, it is not explainable: the rules are encoded in the LSTM

parameters, and there is no simple way to explain to users why their reputation

increased or decreased by some amount when they perform an edit. Second, it

is highly sensitive to recent history. In usual reputation systems, high-reputation

users would need to do much damage before losing their reputation. The LSTM

output is trained for predictability, and reflects changes in behavior patterns far

faster.

While our results are presented in the context of the Wikipedia, we believe that

our LSTM-based approach can provide a blueprint for applying machine learning

to the activity of users in collaborative systems.
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5.1.1 Related Work

The problem of predicting the quality of a newly-entered Wikipedia revision

has been considered in detail by many authors: indeed, a competition was held

to compare various approaches to the problem [34]. The best approaches of that

competition were based on timing analysis of revisions [156], language features

[110], and user reputation [3]; the three approaches were then unified in [5].

Reputation systems for the Wikipedia were proposed in [4], and extended to

ways of measuring author contributions in [6]. The formula we use for computing

the quality of an individual contribution (or edit) to the Wikipedia is derived from

this work. Methods for computing the quality of Wikipedia articles on the basis

of an analysis of the interaction between the contributors have been proposed

and evaluated in [72]. A related approach based on the study of cooperation

on each article has been presented in [160]. Lifecycle-based methods have also

been applied to the problem of Wikipedia article quality estimation in [162]. The

problem of estimating article quality has been studied in [42], which advocates

the construction of information-quality models tailored to various categories of

Wikipedia articles.

5.1.2 Learning From The Past

The Wikipedia Data

A page p of Wikipedia evolves through a sequence of revisions r0, r
p
1, r2, . . .,

where each revision ri has author ai, for i > 0. For each revision ri, we have a

set of data, including for instance the timestamp of ri and the comment entered

as ri was submitted. We are interested in measuring the quality qi of revision ri.

For this, we follow the approach of [4, 6]. Let d be a metric between revisions, so

that d(ri, rj) is the distance between ri and rj. The metric d can be obtained as a
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version of edit distance; see [4] for the details. Then, the quality of ri as measured

from a later revision rj of the same page, for 0 < i < j, is given by

q(ri | rj) = d(rj, ri−1)− d(rj, ri)
d(ri−1, ri)

, (5.1)

where ri−1 is the revision preceding ri on the page. The numerator of (5.1) repre-

sents how much closer the revision became to rj due to ri; the denominator rep-

resents the amount of change involved in producing ri. The ratio thus expresses

the fraction of change in producing ri that goes in the direction of the future rj;

in other words, how much the author of rj agrees with the change ri−1 → ri. The

ratio is bounded between −1 and +1: when q(ri | rj) = −1, it indicates that the

revision has been reverted, and when q(ri | rj) = +1, it indicates that the change

ri−1 → ri was preserved in rj. We then compute a value qi for ri by averaging

q(ri | rj) over several rj following ri on the same page, taking care of considering

only “reference” revision rj that are by a different author than ri. This method

for assessing revision quality was shown to closely associate with reversions and

good revisions [6].

Neural Modules

For learning from the sequences of contribution history, we use the LSTM

neural networks and feed-forward neural networks in this particular appli-

cation. An LSTM takes as input a sequence of contributions as vectors

〈x1
1 · · ·x1

n〉, . . . , 〈xk1 · · ·xkn, for some k > 0. Each input vector 〈xi1 · · ·xin〉 yields

an output 〈yi1 · · · yim〉, for 0 < i ≤ k, and the final vector 〈yk1 · · · ykm〉 produced

once all the input has been consumed is taken to be the output of the LSTM in

response to the sequence of the input vectors. The feed-forward neural networks

(NNs) are used to perform the final prediction giving us the quality of contribution
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Figure 5.1: Model using an LSTM combined with Neural Net and trained in
chain. Error back-propagates through both Neural Net and LSTM. Output from
Neural Net represents the final predicted quality.

as required.

Applying NNs and LSTMs to user activity

We apply neural nets and LSTMs to the work done by users across the

Wikipedia pages they edited. Let r1, . . . , rl be the revisions entered by a user;

note that these revisions, unlike those considered in Section 5.1.2, do not in gen-

eral belong to the same page. For each of these revisions, we can produce a feature

vector for consideration in machine learning; the vector can contain features re-

lated for instance to the number of words added, the time at which the revision

was added, and so forth. The details of the features we extract are not of primary

importance; a list of the features can be found in Section 5.1.5.

We distinguish, however, two different types of feature vectors for each revi-

sion r: the foresight feature vector f(r), and the hindsight feature vector h(r).
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The foresight feature vector f(r) includes features known up to the time imme-

diately after r has been performed. These features include, for instance, the text

composition of r itself, but not how r is subsequently altered by other users. The

hindsight feature vector h(r) includes all features of the foresight vector, as well as

features that can be measured about a revision only after some time has passed,

and most importantly among them, the quality of r.

Strategies for learning from the past

We have experimented with two strategies for learning from the user behavior

history. Let n be the number of features in a hindsight vector, and m < n the

number of features in a foresight vector.

Training the LSTM alongside the NN The first strategy is illustrated in

Figure 5.1. We build an LSTM that can take as input a sequence of hindsight

feature vectors. The output of the LSTM is then fed to a NN that has as input the

LSTM output, alongside a single foresight feature vector, and only one output. For

a user with edit history r1, . . . , rl, we feed the hindsight vectors h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1)

to the LSTM. Then, we feed the output of the LSTM along with the foresight

vector f(rl) to the NN. We train this LSTM-NN composite using as target for the

NN the quality q(rl) of revision rl (the LSTM is then trained by backpropagating

the loss derivative through the NN, as in any multi-stage neural model).

In this way, we train the NN to give as output its best guess of the quality

of the revision rl. In turn, the backpropagation through the NN will cause the

LSTM to try to provide the most helpful features about the past history of a user

in order to predict the quality of a newly-made revision. If we restrict the LSTM

to have only one output feature, that feature will consist in the real-valued variable

that contains the most informative summary about a user’s previous work, for the
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purpose of predicting the quality of a future revision.

Training the LSTM in isolation The second strategy is illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.2. In this strategy, we build an LSTM that can take as input the sequence

of hindsight vectors corresponding to r1, . . . , rl−1, as before. The LSTM has one

output only, which is directly trained according to the quality q(rl) of the next

revision rl. Thus, the LSTM is directly trained to be a predictor of quality of

work for a user.

Training data We construct the training sequences as follows. We select users

randomly on the Wikipedia, and for each user, we consider the sequence r1, . . . , rN

of all work performed by the user, ending with the last revision rN for which we are

still able to measure the quality. We then consider the subsequences [r1], [r1, r2],

[r1, r2, r3], . . . , [r1, r2, . . . , rN ], and for each of these N sequences [r1, r2, . . . , rl]

with 1 ≤ l ≤ N , we apply the training methods above. In this way, we use a

single sequence of user work to train our models to predict the quality of future

revisions at all points along that sequence. This increases the amount of training

data available to us.

Comparing LSTMs with user reputation

In order to compare the effectiveness of LSTMs and user reputation as ways

of summarizing the past, we compute a notion of reputation which essentially

coincides with that of [4, 3]. Let r1, r2, . . . , rn be the revisions performed by a

user, and let q1, q2, . . . , qn be their qualities. Let also di be the distance between

revision ri and the immediately preceding revision on the same page, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

in other words, di is the amount of work performed by the user in producing ri.
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Figure 5.2: Model for using only LSTM and passing all revision features to it.
Output from the LSTM alone represents predicted quality

The reputation of the user after producing r1, r2, . . . , rn is then computed as:

n∑
i=1

qi
√
di

where the square root is used in place of an identity function to boost the weight

of short revisions, following [4]. We note that our experimental results would hold

also for the alternative form of reputation ∑n
i=1 qidi.

5.1.3 Wikipedia Data

For our experiments, we used data from the English Wikipedia [159]. The data

was collected by randomly selecting a large number of authors on the Wikipedia
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using API provided by the MediaWiki Foundation. For each randomly selected

author, we collected a list of their contributions (edits) on Wikipedia starting from

the very first. Since the paradigm of user participation might change drastically

over time, we limited our users to the ones that started contributing to Wikipedia

from January 1st, 2012. We did not consider any users who started contributing

before that date. For our experiments, we used upto 50 contributions by each

user starting from the very first. MediaWiki API provides an interface to obtain

the content of any revision along with some meta data including pageid, parent

revision, timestamp, revision comment, etc. As detailed in section 5.1.5, we ex-

tracted a large number of features directly from the content, and used meta data

to extract additional features.

In order to obtain this data from Wikipedia, we contacted the MediaWiki API

using the REST interface. This API provides different types of queries for proper-

ties and lists. To get a random list of users, we contacted the list interface. Using

each author’s username from the list then, we contacted the list interface holding

user contributions. This provided us with a list per user for the contributions

containing each revision’s ID in the Wikipedia database. Then using this ID for

each revision, we contacted the properties interface for revision. This provided

us with revision’s content and associated meta-data. In the process of extracting

features, we also needed to compare a revision with several other revisions on the

same page. The properties interface for revisions allowed us to fetch consecutive

revisions on a page along with added parameters.

This data containing list of authors and revisions was stored locally in a

database. Before storing a revision into the Database, we performed an entire

round of feature collection per revision and stored the revision along with its mea-

sured features into the database. For purpose of training and testing our learning
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Figure 5.3: Model using a trained LSTM to get history input along with revi-
sion’s features into the Neural Network. Output from Neural Net represents the
predicted quality

model, we generated JSON files consisting of normalized feature data from this

database, and split it randomly to get separate training and test datasets.

5.1.4 Results

As explained above in Section 5.1.2, we implemented different training ap-

proaches on our data targeted at predicting the quality, q(rl) of revision rl. Along

Table 5.1: Evaluation of Different Learning Models

Precision Recall F-score
NNet only 0.655 0.291 0.403
Reputation + NNet 0.659 0.744 0.699
LSTM in isolation 0.769 0.788 0.778
LSTM-NNet combined 0.795 0.821 0.808
Trained LSTM with NN 0.735 0.712 0.723
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with the two models mentioned, we also implemented two additional combina-

tions where we, (a) used a pre-trained LSTM as a function while training a neural

network, and (b) where we just trained a neural net by sending each revision

as an individual entry. In our process, we used over 5000 random users from

Wikipedia. For each user, we collected up to their first 50 contributions(revisions)

on Wikipedia. Further we also ensured to balance the inputs to our learning mod-

els in order to maintain equivalent probability of labels. The quality q(rl) of each

revision is a continuous value in the range [−1, 1]. To evaluate our models, we

categorized this value into high and low quality by taking the values of q(rl) > 0

to be high quality and q(rl) < 0 to be low quality. These classification labels (high

and low) were then used to measure precision, recall and F-score for each training

model. A summary of our results is provided in Table 5.1. Among the methods

we used to predict revision quality, the first two methods are trained with history

of user through an LSTM and provide useful value representing user’s history.

The third method uses a pre-trained LSTM to generate an input from user’s his-

tory while training the Neural Net. The fourth method simply uses a Neural Net

and considers every revision individually, with no past information and no LSTM

use. In comparison with reputation of user, we also tested an additional model

where instead of deriving history using LSTM, we measured user’s reputation as

described in Section 5.1.2.

Training the LSTM in isolation

The first history based model we used was a separate LSTM where the pre-

dicted quality q(rl), for revision rl relies entirely on user’s edit history r1, . . . , rl−1.

This model therefore, takes as input the hindsight vectors h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1) and

does not make any use of foresight vector f(rl) for revision rl. As discussed in
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Section 5.1.2, this LSTM has only one output and we trained it using quality

q(rl) as the target. After training for multiple iterations, the LSTM produced an

average F-score of around 0.77 on the test data. This result, in comparison to the

Neural Net model discussed later shows significant improvement in the prediction

for quality of a revision. The trained LSTM model for predicting quality q(rl) can

be therefore represented as :

H(rl) = h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1)

q(rl) = LSTM(H(rl))
(5.2)

LSTM and NN combined model

The primary model in our experiments, as explained in Section 5.1.2 as well,

constituted of both the Neural Net and LSTM connected to each other and

trained together. In this model, for each user i, we passed the user’s edit his-

tory h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1) through an LSTM, whose output b(rl) was directly sent

to the Neural Network. From the m output values produced by LSTM, we used

only one output and passed it to the Neural Net. This output is a measure for

user’s history on Wikipedia. Along with this output, we fed the foresight vec-

tor f(rl) to the Neural Net. This LSTM-NN composite model was trained using

quality q(rl) for revision rl as target for the Neural Net. LSTM was trained by

backpropagating the loss derivative through the Neural Net. This model trained

the LSTM along with the Neural Net and therefore the LSTM was providing a

representation of user’s history instead of predicting the quality itself. The value

predicted by the LSTM in this model was further used along with foresight fea-

tures f(rl) of revision rl and their combined relation predicted quality. Based on

our results we discovered that this value b(rl) generated in the combined model

was inversely proportional to the predicted quality. On an average, through this
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model, we achieved an F-score of around 0.78 with it reaching even up to 0.808 in

some cases. The complete model generated here is a combination of the trained

LSTM followed by a trained Neural Net for providing the final predicted quality.

It can be represented as:

H(rl) = h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1)

b(rl) = LSTM(H(rl))

q(rl) = NNet(b(rl), f(rl))

(5.3)

LSTM trained in isolation with Neural Net

With the LSTM trained for predicting quality of a revision, we tried another

model that used the same trained LSTM and used it as an input generator for

a Neural Net (Figure 5.3). In order to predict quality q(rl), for revision rl of a

user, we trained a Neural Net with it’s input being the foresight vector f(rl) along

with an output, b(rl) from the trained LSTM, derived by passing hindsight vectors

h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1) to it. In this model, we only trained the Neural Net and used

the pre-trained LSTM as a function to derive value b(rl) from user’s edit history.

The Neural Net was trained with target q(rl) for revision rl. Backpropagation in

this model was also performed using AdaDelta. The primary difference exhibited

by this model was the use of user’s history through a separately trained model.

Instead of using LSTM to provide a measure of user’s past, we used the LSTM

trained for predicting quality q(rl) itself in this model. Using this model, we

achieved on an average, an F-score of around 0.72. The trained model for this
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combination can be represented as:

H(rl) = h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1)

b(rl) = LSTMT(H(rl))

q(rl) = NNet(b(rl), f(rl))

(5.4)

Neural Network only

In this model we tested the predictive power of a Neural Network by using

only the foresight features, f(rl), of a revision rl as input data. For each revision

ri in our dataset, we passed the foresight features f(ri) through the Neural Net,

and compared the output with it’s quality q(ri). We measured the loss L(ri)

for each revision and used it to perform backpropagation through the net. We

used AdaDelta [171] for backpropagation We trained the Neural Net by repeating

this process for multiple iterations. At each iteration we shuffled our data. After

several variations in iterations, a well trained system generally produced an F-

score ranging between 0.3-0.4 on the test data. The trained model generated from

this approach can be represented as:

q(rl) = NNet(f(rl)) (5.5)

Comparing LSTMs with user reputation

As discussed earlier in Section 5.1.2, we also evaluated our model against user

reputation instead of LSTM output. In this model, for revision rl of user, we

passed the foresight features f(rl) to the Neural Net along with the reputation µ

of the user. The Neural Net was then trained over entire data using this model

and it’s result was observed in comparison to the result provided by LSTM based

models. In this model, for a well trained Neural Net, the system generally pro-
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duced an F-score around 0.68 on the test data which is less than our LSTM based

models.

Relevance of LSTM output

The output b(rl) discovered from the LSTM constituting user’s history infor-

mation is the primary entity we derive from history in our approach. We believe

this value consolidates user’s performance on Wikipedia into a significant value

which, in association with revision rl’s foresight vector f(rl), helps predict the

quality q(rl) of revision rl. As seen in the comparison between using Neural Net

for each revision individually, and models using user’s edit history, user’s history

value b(rl) creates a significant impact on accuracy of determining the revision’s

quality. We further tested this value b(rl) generated by the LSTM in LSTM-NN

combined model and checked its impact on the resulting quality. As shown by

multiple trials, the predicted quality q(rl) is inversely proportional to the value

of b(rl) produced by the LSTM. Also we checked the monotonicity of this value

and derived that NN(0) > NN(b) > NN(1),∀b ∈ (0, 1). An example of relation

between history value b(rl) and predicted quality q(rl) can be seen in figure 5.4

Moreover, in most cases the value b(rl) generated by LSTM also shows a very

strong correlation with many hindsight features, particularly the quality q(rl−1)

of previous revision.

These relations show that the value derived from LSTM is a useful combined

representation of user’s past. Figure 5.5 shows the changes in the output from

LSTM in the isolated trained LSTM with changes in quality of user’s revisions.

Along with each LSTM output, we show the previous revision’s quality. It can be

seen here that the quality of previous revision displays high correlation with the

output from LSTM. Parts (a) and (b) represent users with mostly high quality
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Figure 5.4: Variations of LSTM output from LSTM-NN combined model with
predicted revision’s quality q(rl).

edits, and (c) and (d) represent users with mostly low quality edits. In all four

cases we can see strong relation between output and the quality.

In the LSTM-NN combined model, we observed that as the quality stays high,

the value of output keeps on improving. Similarly, for a consistently low quality,

the output in many cases tends to move in the opposite direction. This impact

of consistent quality on the LSTM output adds support to the likeliness of this

value being a measure of reputation. As mentioned earlier, this value alone is not

explainable as reputation but it’s growth is related to continued user performance.

In all parts of Figure 5.5, the trend is similar. While a clear demonstration of

LSTM output with quality is not achievable, in some cases we do observe the

above discussed relation.

5.1.5 Features and Quality

In this section, we discuss the features that we extracted from our data and

used them as entries in hindsight vectors h(r1), . . . , h(rl−1) and foresight vector

f(rl). In order to get these features, we used both content and meta-data of the

revision. The features we used are divided into four categories:
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Figure 5.5: Variations of LSTM output from LSTM Trained in Isolation with
previous revision’s quality. (a) and (b) represent users with mostly higher quality
edits, (c) and (d) represent users with mostly low quality edits.
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Time Features

These features correspond to the time differences of revision under concern

with other revisions on the page as well as with other revisions by the user. The

values we derive here are:

Time interval to previous revision on page This value refers to the interval

from current revision on this page to previous revision on this page by any user.

This is essentially the time difference between a revision and its parent revision.

We consider this time difference to be an important feature since reversion of

spam edits is performed very quickly on Wikipedia.

Time interval to previous revision by user This value refers to the interval

from user’s previous edit on any page. This value is a measure of user’s activity on

Wikipedia in general. Since regular contributors usually establish time routines

to work on edits and vandals might be active on multiple pages very quickly, it

can be a helpful feature.

Time interval to previous revision on page by user This value refers to

the interval from user’s last edit on this page. We believe this value is important

to understand user’s dedication to a particular page. Several contributors dedicate

a large portion of their contributions to a particular page on Wikipedia.

Character Features

We obtained a large set of features from the content updated by the user in

an edit. When a user performs an edit on a page, there can be either deletion or

addition of content or movement of pieces. The character features help measure
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these character based changes performed in the current edit in comparison with

its parent revisions. Features derived from this comparison are the following:

Characters Added In order to measure the amount of contribution by the user

on page, we need to get the amount of characters that have been added to the

page. We compare the content with parent revision and gather the characters that

have been added. The size then obtained is the amount of characters added in

that revision. For the purpose of training our model, we normalize this value by

using Z-value of the characters added clipped into the interval of [−3,+3]. Since

our training model requires each value to be in the range [0, 1], we transform the

value thus obtained to be in this range. We believe that the size of contribution

is a significant indicator of user’s activity.

Characters Removed Similar to characters added, we also measure the char-

acters removed from previous revision. This value is obtained similarly by com-

paring with parent revision and then normalizing the value. The importance of

this feature lies in the fact that a good contribution might need to remove a large

amount of incorrect information, and a bad revision might attempt to delete a

large amount of important text from the page.

Spread of change within the page The distribution of change within a page

can be an important feature as well. For this purpose, we measure the spread

of changes on a page. The value is obtained by getting a list of all positions

where changes (addition, deletion or movement) have been performed, and then

measuring the spread of change around the page. We measure this by calculating

standard deviation of positions with changes and normalizing it by dividing by

the size of page. We believe that an estimate of distribution of contribution on a
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page might be a good indicator of user’s overall actions on that page.

Position in page We also measure a weighted position of edits on the page.

This value is weighted average of additions and deletions on the page weighted

by the size of change at each position. This value gives an estimated position on

the page where most of the action has been performed. Particular positions on

a page can be indicators of positions requiring consistent edits or positions with

increased vandal possibilities in some cases.

Upper Case/ Lower Case Ratio Apart from position and size based features,

we also evaluate the contribution done by the user individually. From the text

added by the user on a revision, we calculate the ratio of upper case and lower case

letters. It is often possible that an incorrect edit might contain a larger proportion

of upper case letters than generally required.

Digit/ Total Ratio Similar to the upper and lower case ratio, we also measure

the ratio of digits in total contribution. Numerical values are often changed fre-

quently on a page as they might be to update some values changing with time.

Ratio of digits can therefore be helpful in estimating revision’s quality.

Action Features

Along with the time and character features, we also calculate few features

which determine the action performed by user rather than the resulting contribu-

tion. These features are about the act of writing a revision. The features we use

are:

Revision Comment Length We measure the length of comment left by the

editor on a revision. We assume that a genuine edit tends to have a longer revision
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comment than a vandal entry.

Time in Day Based on the timestamp of the edit, we use the time of the day

when this edit was performed. The timestamp provides value in UTC. Therefore,

this value can be helpful individually per user as it might indicate a pattern in

user’s activity. Dedicated users might work on edits during a particular time of

the day. This value is normalized for use in our system by taking a sin of the

Hour H. t = sin(2πH/24)

Day of Week Calculated from the timestamp, we also use the day of week

when this edit was made. An author might have a weekly pattern of contribution

which might be helpful in generating a correlation with quality of revision.

Future Features

All the previously mentioned features are available right after an edit has

been made. Those features compare revision to previous revisions and do not use

any future values. Wherever available, we also measure some features for each

revision relying on future revisions on the page. We calculate the following two

future features:

Time to next revision on page This feature is similar to time features, but

it measures the time interval from this revision to the next revision on page.

We believe it can be an important feature since an incorrect edit tends to be

reverted or modified very quickly while a good edit might stay unedited for a

longer duration.

Measured Quality of Revision As described in Section 5.1.2, the quality q(rl)

was an important part of a revision’s hindsight features. Quality of each revision
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in user’s history helped serve as an important feature in determining a useful value

from the LSTM.

5.1.6 Discussion

We have presented a machine-learning approach for predicting the quality of

Wikipedia revisions that can leverage the complete contribution history of users

when making predictions about the quality of their latest contribution. Rather

than using ad-hoc summary features computed on the basis of user’s contribution

history, our approach can take as input directly the information on all the edits

performed by the user. Our approach leverages the power of LSTMs (long-short

term memory neural nets) for processing the variable-length contribution history

of users. We present several approaches for combining LSTMs to process the revi-

sion history, and neural nets for combining the history information with features

from the latest revision; we provided a detailed experimental comparison of the

approaches. We show that our LSTM-based techniques are superior both to tech-

niques that do not consider the contribution history of users, and to techniques

that summarize each user’s history into a single value of reputation.

We also show that the relevant information from a user’s past that we extract

via LSTMs can be quite small: one output (one floating-point number) contains

most of the useful information. This single output is highly predictive of the

quality of the next contribution by the user, and it can be understood as a notion

of user reputation that is learned, rather than computed via a user-defined set of

rules.

While we have presented our results using Wikipedia, we believe that our

joint use of LSTMs and neural nets can provide a general blueprint for applying

machine-learning to the activity history of users in collaborative systems.
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5.2 Interaction sequences

Actions, Intent, Behavior and Outcomes; all four present highly correlated

characteristics of a user on an interactive system. Whether it be interaction with

a search website, or a puzzle game, these four attributes always create a complex

relationship of inter-dependence. Starting with an implicit behavior, a user starts

interaction with any interface, and mostly has an initial intent. In such systems,

even lack of a specific intent can be considered as being an ‘undecided’ intent

category. While the behavior of a user has limited dependence on the system, the

intent at a particular moment is still locally indicated by the actions performed

during a specific period of interaction. Therefore, these actions contribute to

the evolution of intent, creating a cyclic series of modified actions. The combined

relation of these actions, intent and initial behavior, leads to an outcome which can

itself be either intermediate or final. In case of an intermediate outcome, it further

directs actions leading up to a similar sequence again ultimately terminating at a

final outcome.

On systems where users interact with web and mobile interfaces, these four at-

tributes can both be observed and quantified up to a certain extent. For instance,

on a movie review website, we can keep a record of each movie that a user has

clicked on and spent time on the corresponding page. At a finer level, we can even

capture actions like screen time and scroll rate on every page and each individual

review. This enables us to capture data about several actions of user with exact

timestamp, therefore providing a sequential data stream of actions. Depending on

the kind of system, these action sequences can lead to a number of outcomes. For

instance, on a marketplace website this can refer to a purchase, or a cart addition;

On a reviewing platform, it can be a new review, or a comment or a ‘like’. The

fact that these outcomes can possibly have dependence on the actions preceding
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them is the essential factor that we can capture through these sequences.

Ability to transform these actions into ordered sequences with available out-

comes helps us use the field of supervised sequence learning in an attempt to learn

models of user interaction. Since the action sequences during a session are inspired

by behavior and intent, being able to learn these sequences helps us gain an insight

into the underlying models that might drive these actions. Supervised sequence

learning is a branch of machine learning which identifies the ordered relatedness

of different data points and uses them together as an inter-linked sequential input

instead of using them as independent events. Recurrent Neural Network mod-

els like Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [70, 50] are powerful neural models

that efficiently learn sequences and derive embeddings representing the implicit

relationship between sequence elements. We propose using these sequential learn-

ing models to learn from action sequences on interactive systems. Such models

can be trained to learn user patterns on the system corresponding to several out-

comes. For example, using scroll rate and screen time along instructional videos

on MOOC websites can provide a quantifiable measure of user’s attentiveness to-

wards the video. This can be further linked with potential quizzes that depend

on these videos. A sequence learning model can learn the impact of these screen

scrolling actions on achieved quiz score by learning scroll action sequences with

the scores as a target. While these models may not be true measures of causation,

they can at least learn the presence of any strong correlation between the evolving

sequence patterns and outcomes.

In this section, based on the work published in [13], we present methods of de-

riving behavior and intent insight on web and mobile interfaces guided by tracking

actions along the usage. We describe the processes for gathering potentially rele-

vant features from actions, and representing them in the form of usable sequences.
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This process is followed by sequence learning on the actions to train models that

correlate actions to outcomes. These trained models are then used by the system

to understand potential user intent in several situations and compared against

actual outcomes. Studying the predictions from these models with real evolution

of a user session helps in the detection of key areas that affect change in predicted

and real outcome, hence giving us a hint of actual intent. We also propose ag-

gregation of this comparative information to identify spaces of improvement in

systems targeted at a desired user outcome.

5.2.1 The Model

User actions on an interactive system are often directed by a certain intent.

Corresponding to different behaviors among users, these intents can present cer-

tain differences but due to the limitations of interface, these variations are often

reasonably limited. Learning behavior of a user is a personalization property and

is generally harder to learn, but intent recognition can be generalized over users

and be tied instead to the interface. With the availability of usage quantification

across several parameters, personalization methods have achieved high success

rates in several domains. But due to the extremely large number of users and

sparseness in data across parameters, learning behavior for each user still remains

a challenging task. Intents, instead are more general as they have certain limita-

tions depending on the scope of a system. While users may have many different

navigation styles, the design of a website or an app can only provide a limited

number of options that can be performed and therefore be tied to the intent.

Therefore, this section tries to learn user intent for a session and not specific user

behavior. We expect that adding more sophisticated personalization models on

our system can provide an even better understanding of user intent, but that is
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beyond the scope of this section.

Actions and outcomes are the most easily attainable interactions between a

user and a system. User sessions on any of the digital platforms get some kind

of input from the user in the form of clicks, taps, scrolls or more complicated

inputs. Any such input can be tied with a timestamp in order to make an ordered

sequence of these input events. These sequences can then be represented as a

function of the intent with which a user starts the concerned session. Formally,

for a user u during session S, we define the relation between actions αu, intent ιu,

and implicit behavior βu, as:

αu(S) = f(ιu(S), βu) (5.6)

The dependence of actions on intent is not independent of behavior, but for learn-

ing correlations, the variation in behavior profiles might be large enough to be

ignored by a learning model. With this assumption, we cluster the intents into

reasonably sized groups which are much smaller than the number of behaviors

observed on the system overall. Our concerned unknown in equation 5.6, is the

intent ιu. Obtaining inference on the intent directly from action sequences is not

easy to achieve. The advantage of our model is the ability of our system to use

action sequences as a medium to correlate intent and outcomes.

Observable actions sequences act as known variables on the system. We use

the other observable quantities on the system, outcomes, as a target for learning

at the end of these action sequences. Depending on a scenario, we can measure

several outcomes like purchase event, or test results, and use the action sequences

to learn them. The outcome ωu for a user session S, can be formally represented

as:

ωu(S) = g(αu(S)) (5.7)
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Both outcome ωu and actions αu are measurable quantities on the system and

can be collected using different tracking measures. Our method first collects this

dataset and then uses it to train the first stage model that depends on sequences.

Data Generation

Depending on the scenario under concern, an important phase of our model

is to generate structured data from the raw usage datasets for websites or apps.

This data is often available in the form of raw disconnected data points. First

phase of this process, therefore, is to assemble events for a session. These can be

both homogeneous (eg., clicks only) or heterogeneous (eg., scrolls, clicks, taps) in

nature. Session events are then filtered and ordered by their timestamps to form

the action sequence. For the purpose of learning, we need to represent actions

with a set of features defining them. The process of feature extraction is also

specific to a system and a scenario. We perform a feature extraction process at

this stage and then standardize and normalize the features in both homogeneous

and heterogeneous cases respectively.

Sequence Learning

Second phase of our model is to perform sequence learning on the action se-

quences in order to learn their representation corresponding to a specific target.

We use the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Networks for deriving em-

beddings corresponding to the complete action sequences. These are then sent to

a sigmoid layer for deriving the final probability corresponding to the outcome.

Because of sequential nature of data, LSTM ensures prediction of next event in

the sequence, which is then trained to predict a specific outcome ωu.

While the broader objective of our model is to use this trained sequential
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learning model for generating analysis data, the model can also be used at this

stage as a prediction model. For any system, we can train multiple sequence

learners for different target labels using the same set of action sequences, and

use them as individual prediction models. Combined together, we can even build

deeper models where the LSTMs at first layer are responsible for constructing

embeddings for the action sequences and then higher layers perform predictions

across different kinds of objectives.

y = LSTM(αu; θ)

z = σ(Wy + b)

loss = L(z, ωu)

(5.8)

where LSTM defines an LSTM layer with an output embedding of last activation.

W denotes the weight matrix for sigmoid layer and b is the bias associated with

sigmoid layer. The loss is measured using binary cross-entropy and is used to

train the model using backpropagation through time.

We will denote a trained LSTM from this phase as LSTMT . For the next

phase in the model, this pre-trained LSTMT now acts as a function, which takes

in action sequences from future dataset and generates predictions on them.

Objective Maximization

With the help of LSTMT , our model now evaluates action sequences that were

not a part of the training dataset, and contain true labels. We create this second

dataset in order to relate the sequences with intents. Given a sequence αu, a

real outcome ωu and a predicted outcome zu, we build a confusion matrix for the

predicted intents. This provides us with sets of sequences, where predicted and

real outcomes are same, and ones where the outcomes are different. For the ones
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with same outcomes and prediction, we do not perform any further analysis. For

the sequences where outcomes vary from the prediction, we pass them through

a clustering model. A specific advantage of performing clustering at this stage

against clustering sequences initially is the ability to filter out significant chunks

of data that can be learned using neural networks.

Since our model is aimed at improving the system for maximizing objective

and not simply at predicting outcomes of sessions, we use this clustering stage as

an understanding of user intent where action sequences falling within a specific

cluster are assumed as belonging to a similar intent group. Each cluster is then

used to analyze intent specific sessions in a detailed sequence analysis phase.

Sequence Analysis

After obtaining the reduced size intent clusters, we perform a detailed analysis

on them that provides us with the final system specific improvement factors. Our

action sequences were structured representation of user actions on the system.

While LSTMT learned through the entire sequences, this stage evaluates each

individual time step in the sequence and observes change in prediction at that

stage. For each action sequence, we generate a series of predictions Pu. For a

sequence with length of T timesteps, then we represent Pu as:

Pu = {LSTMT (αu(t)) : ∀t ∈ [1, T )]} (5.9)

This relation can be seen as an event-wise prediction of the outcome by our se-

quence learner. For example, in case of a purchase outcome, and events being

represented by clicks, we can consider this set as a likeliness of purchase at each

click on the website.

First step in this analysis is to measure distance between predictions at each
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timestep. We obtain the distance set Du as:

Du = {dist(Pu(t− 1), Pu(t)∀t ∈ [1, T )])} (5.10)

Du is then sorted by the distance value. Depending on the variance across Du

for different scenarios, we set a threshold value for the distances to be considered

for further evaluation. By this stage we have gathered featured events αu with

their impact towards an outcome, along with a measured intensity of the impact

using Du. We then perform final semi-automated contrasting between feature

vectors, sequences and predictions in order to explore interface events that create

a higher distance between prediction and reality.

Semi-Automated Contrasting

This is the final phase of our model which is currently performed semi-

automatically by an expert of the system. The sorted impact sequences using

Du provide us with action events causing drastic changes in prediction. We com-

bine sequences with such features together and observe overall impact caused by

them on the predictions. In cases of strong significance, we are able to identify

features of the system that can be potential causes of the change. A set of such

evaluated features is then used to improve the system for maximizing specific

objectives.

Our complete system is a combination of these modules that allow for

condition-specific learning in any interactive framework. Combined together these

modules can be used to explore usage across a specific objective. We also propose

the usage of this model in active and passive form. As a passive system, it can be

used to analyze sessions through a dashboard similar to the architecture shown

in Figure 5.6. A complete analysis model consists of the sequence learning, anal-
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Figure 5.6: Model structure for implementing the stages till semi-automated
contrasting

Figure 5.7: Model as a service for predicting outcome, to be used differently

ysis, and contrasting modules. Modularity of our system also allows for an active

usage of the system as a prediction service model during a session. Since the

sequence learning model can provide predictions at each time step, it can be used

in real time with any client for providing intent prediction. Figure 5.7 depicts the

architecture for using this system as a service with multiple clients.

5.2.2 Use Case Scenarios

In the previous section, we described how our model operates at each stage.

In this section we discuss practical scenarios and systems where this model can be

used. We also discuss some approaches to be followed after the semi-automated

contrasting using our model to maximize concerned objectives.

In general, our model can be used in any interactive system where user provides

connected inputs at different points in time during a session on the platform.

Since our model only requires the two observable quantities, action sequences and
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outcomes, we focus mainly on systems which can provide action sequences with

certain features. We also assume that each system has at least one objective

function which is relevant to it in some way and whose maximization can benefit

the system.

Online Marketplaces

Our first scenario is for online marketplaces in the form of websites and apps.

Online marketplaces cover the wide range of websites where some form of purchase

can be made from a larger set of items. These can include shopping websites, event

ticketing websites, and other such platforms where user purchase is a desired

outcome. Conversion rate is one important metric of such systems, and therefore,

can be a significant objective for our system to maximize. Several more outcomes,

like adding items to cart, returning a purchase, selling an item, etc can also be

studied in such systems. Actions on such platforms comprise of clicks across

different components like items, pages, categories, filters among others. Actions

can also include scrolling events, viewing, zooming and more interaction functions

provided by the application.

Using our model, we first convert user interactions with the marketplace into an

ordered sequences. We then derive features along each event. This can correspond

to features like time distance between clicks, category corresponding to the clicked

item, type of page where click was performed, and more specific details. All these

features can potentially add relevant information to the overall model. We then

train the Sequence Learning module to learn a model on the action sequences for

predicting the outcome. This process is then followed by the remaining phases

of our model to correlate events causing major change in the prediction between

different timesteps.
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Online Coursewares

Online coursewares are another significant form of interactive systems where

users watch videos, read content, perform quizzes among other variations. A

general objective of coursewares is to ensure learning among the users and to be

able to distribute content in the best possible way. The objective function, in these

cases, therefore, tries to maximize the learning outcome. This can be measured

using scores on the quizzes, often provided at the end of video or interactive

learning sessions.

Session in this scenario can capture screen time spent by the user on videos,

scroll rate during reading content or while watching the video, clicks or highlights

in the reading content, amount of answer switching on quizzes, and more specific

practices. All together, these sessions can provide a time-series of actions with

rich meta-data along with a wide evaluated range of targets to learn. Targets can

be scores on final quizzes, responses on course surveys, or some system specific

measures.

Using our model, similar to marketplaces, we will capture ordered sequence

of the input actions, and will extract features for each action event. We will

then perform Sequential Learning on these actions with the model objective of

predicting a measure of user’s performance in the course.

Other scenarios

While we discussed two specific cases, our proposed approach is applicable in

a much broader variety of scenarios. Capturing meta data along user sessions in

the form of timed sequences along with system specific targets can mostly be used

to improve system. For instance, on specific interest based websites like cooking,

biking, or arts, objectives are around improving readership and promoting discus-
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Figure 5.8: Plots of samples from click sessions with prediction for ‘purchase’
along the session with events at each click

sions on posts. Similarly forums provide discussion channels that can be targeted

at increasing responses or answers for emerging questions. Our model can be

similarly applied to such systems, by using meta-data across usage and learning

the patterns of usage directed at maximizing desired response. We do not go into

details of these scenarios as the breadth in their range is wide and the section is

focused on the structured method for learning user intent, and not necessarily on

the use cases of learned intent.

5.2.3 Model Evaluation

We experimented and evaluated our model for the scenario of online market-

places. Our data was collected from a ticketing website where users can sell or

purchase tickets. Data was completely anonymized and each session was inde-

pendent of any user specific parameters. We considered each user session as a

unique entity and captured the action events for each click on the website during

that session. This provided us with a time series of clicks for each session, where

properties of these click were used to derive features within the sequence.

For generating our training data, we sampled sessions from each hour of the

day over three months in late 2016. Our neural model consisting of LSTM and
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feedforward neural network layers was built on Keras [32] with Tensorflow [1]

backend. Target label for our dataset was the presence or absence of a conversion

in the session. We trained the model using binary cross-entropy as our loss func-

tion, and used the Adadelta [171] optimizer. We evaluated performance of the

trained model on sessions from both past and future months outside the training

window. Our analysis data consisted of sessions in months from early 2016, and

early 2017.

We evaluated the result of the neural model, signifying the probability of

a conversion within a session with real labels from data. This system, when

evaluated on 1-click before the final outcome achieved an average accuracy of

0.89, and an average recall o 0.85. We also evaluated the neural model against

varying number of steps, k, before outcome. We observed a significant monotonic

improvement in the prediction as we got closer to the end point. Average recall

recorded by the model on test data at k = 4, was 0.70, whereas at k = 2, it

was 0.81. At k = 1, the penultimate step, the recall rises to an average of 0.85.

This consistent improvement in the ability of our model to predict conversions

also shows its capability to use and improve with additional local action context

in order to predict outcome.

While a high accuracy strengthens the reliability of model alignment with user

intent prediction, another attribute of our system is to use this knowledge for im-

proving the system. This was performed by the sequential analysis process where

we used trained learning model to visualize variations in predicted intent along

with actions of the user. Any significant change in prediction over subsequent

clicks was then used to evaluate feature change during those clicks. We derived

graphical representations of clicks across some of the page actions like ‘Checkout’,

‘Error’, etc. Plots showing the change in prediction with clicks over time are
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presented in figure 5.8.

5.2.4 Related Work

In this section we presented models for intent recognition on interactive sys-

tems. The space of web interactions has been studied in several fields including

Computer Science, Psychology and Economics for behavioral analysis and intent

recognition. [124] explores behavior on web systems and makes use of this in-

formation in order to predict system parameters. [20] makes use of the actions

performed on a web system by collecting clickstream data and tries to derive

inference based on those topics.

[114] performed a study on browser usage by using click-streams which are

similar to our action sequences. This study made use of the similar sequences

across different websites in order to understand parameters for the browser. We

perform evaluation on the application under concern and treat the web browser as

an independent platform. [163] used linear models for predicting conversion likeli-

ness among users with the help of usage features derived over time. Recently, [139]

presented analysis on courseware clickstream data in order to improve systems.

[95] use eye tracking methods for identifying intent of shopping. They study the

dependence on eye actions directed towards system’s outcome. Another common

approach of defining user behavior on e-commerce websites is by building neural

models as defined in [26] and [164].

While these works present different ways to analyze usage data directed at

certain objective, our work provides a more concrete model of relating action se-

quences with intent recognition with the use of sequence learning. Sequence learn-

ing as a field has gained enormous success over past few years with LSTMs partic-

ularly being used in several cases. [53] detailed the use of LSTM in speech recog-
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nition, followed by variants like bi-directional LSTMs [55] and Grid LSTMs [80].

5.2.5 Conclusions

In this section, we presented a structured model with multiple modules aimed

at improving interactive systems on web and mobile platforms. The section pre-

sented strong relations between intent and actions and formalized the process of

intent recognition. We presented a novel method of relating the sequences derived

from different action events on a system, and learning their representations for

further inference. By using session outcomes as a label for supervised sequence

learning, we presented models that can efficiently predict future actions, giving

hints on the intent of user.

Our model also described active and passive learning systems, where an active

system can use these predictions in real time, and a passive system, which can

use the learning model to analyze usage on the system. We also presented models

for analysis and contrasting that can help detect system characteristics that affect

user’s actions during a session.

We have successfully deployed this system on an online ticketing marketplace

and have discussed its potential use cases where this exact model can be used to

optimize other system objectives. The model, in general, is independent of the

nature of system and can be deployed in any setting which captures user actions.

The time-series nature of this model makes it a great architecture for exploration

with different sequence learning methods depending on nature of data.

Beyond intent recognition, the section also identifies relation between user

behavior and actions. While we use presented models to obtain inference only

on the intent and not on the behavior, we believe our models can benefit future

studies in the space of behavior modeling as well. With the help of observed
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actions and outcomes, we can use a trained model to capture intent along different

sessions of different users. We can further identify more specific attributes of

users and sessions in order to relate intent with the underlying behavior. Modular

structure of our model also allows for additional information to be used at any

stage of the model. For instance, the sequential learning module provides us with

a representation of next predicted action. If a system obtains more useful features

after certain clicks, this representation can be used along with additional features

in order to draw final prediction.

Through the presented models, we hope to provide assistance in various appli-

cation spaces, and expect for research in the space of marketing science to improve

with clearer understanding of user intent.

5.3 Malicious Script detection

The detection of malicious JavaScript (JS) is important for protecting users

against modern malware attacks. Our analysis shows that JavaScript is the most

prevalent type of script malware that Windows users encounter in the current

threat landscape. JavaScript is an interpreted scripting language developed by

Netscape that is often included in webpages to provide additional dynamic func-

tionality [111]. Because of its richness and its ability to automatically run on most

operating systems, malicious JavaScript is widely abused by malware authors to

infect users’ computers and mobile devices. To combat this growing threat, we

propose ScriptNet, a novel deep learning-based system for the detection of mali-

cious JavaScript files.

With advances in browser and operating system security making browser

exploit attacks more difficult, adversaries are instead turning towards social

engineering-based attacks. In some cases, these attacks rely, either directly or
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indirectly, on the execution of malicious JavaScript. Direct attacks include the

execution of a JavaScript file which is included in an email or the execution of

JavaScript code which is embedded in a webpage. An indirect attack might involve

the execution of JavaScript code which is included in a self-extracting archive file.

Spearphishing attacks have been a key component of several recent large-scale

data breaches [39, 136]. For example, a typical spearphishing attack involves

a user being sent an email stating that they have an outstanding invoice. An

archive is attached to the email, and inside the archive is a JavaScript file called

“invoice.js”. If the user opens the JavaScript file, it will be executed through

the default file association using a native script execution host on Windows (in

this example “wscript.exe”). Now that the malicious script is running on the

computer, these attacks commonly download and execute further malware such

as ransomware [36].

There are several challenges posed by trying to detect malicious JavaScript.

Malicious scripts often include obfuscation to hide the malicious content and often

unpack or decrypt the underlying malicious script only upon execution. Com-

plicating this is the fact that the obfuscators, in some cases, are used by both

benign and malware files. JavaScript’s extensive API set and dynamic execution

allow it to easily obfuscate malicious code using methods like exec(). Figure 5.9

presents one example of obfuscated malicious JavaScript content. This example

illustrates that since JavaScript is a dynamic programming language, the vocabu-

lary of words (e.g., variable names) which are included in a script file is essentially

infinite. Thus pure static analysis of the primary script often fails to detect some

of the malicious activity.

Another difficulty is that a large number of file encodings (e.g., UTF-8, UTF-

16, ASCII) are automatically supported by JavaScript interpreters. Thus, individ-
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ual characters in the script may be encoded by two or more bytes. Furthermore,

these JavaScript files may be very long which can present computational difficul-

ties.

A significant challenge is the lack of labeled data. Since both malicious and be-

nign JavaScript files are often encountered from either email attachments or from

webpages directed from hyperlinks in email, obtaining sufficiently large, labeled

dataset can be difficult. While obtaining malicious samples is challenging enough,

creating a large benign set of script files is extremely difficult given strict privacy

email policies which prevent manual inspection of undetected email. A related

problem is that anti-virus (AV) automation systems such as sandboxing environ-

ments are designed primarily to handle Windows Portable Executable (PE) files

(e.g., .exe and .dll). Accordingly, the number of labeled script files is typically

much lower than for executable files.

Due to the rate of evolution and availability of JavaScript-based applications,

it is extremely important to build security solutions for malicious script detection

that can grow at a comparable rate themselves. This abundance of JavaScript

data also makes it an interesting problem for machine learning. If we can tie

in the scripts to a common denominator, we can use machine learning to learn

the patterns which indicate the malicious nature of a script and help build a

detection system which can evolve with the data. In this section, based on the

work presented in [138], we propose deep learning models for detection of mali-

cious JavaScript files. We present two novel sequence learning models capable of

capturing any kind of JavaScript file.

While a wide range of different machine learning models have been proposed for

detecting malicious executable files [46], there has been little work in investigating

malicious JavaScript. Previous JavaScript solutions include those based on static
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Figure 5.9: Example of a JavaScript file from the TrojanDownloader:JS/Swabfex
malware family.

analysis [98, 101, 132], and both static and dynamic analysis [35]. In addition,

deep learning models have recently been proposed detecting system API calls in

PE files [15, 88, 119], JavaScript [153], and Powershell [66].

Our ScriptNet system is designed to address most of these challenges associated

with detecting malicious JavaScript. ScriptNet includes a deep recurrent neural

classifier which is trained to detect malicious JavaScript using a combination of

both static and dynamic analysis. We first use a production anti-virus engine to

dynamically execute a script in a sandboxed environment inside of the engine.

This allows the AV engine to safely analyze any child scripts which are written

(i.e. dropped) to the hard drive during execution without infecting the computer.

This new script can either be downloaded or dynamically generated by the first

script.

Since the system operates directly on the byte representation of characters in-
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stead of keywords, it is able to handle the extremely large vocabulary of the entire

script instead of detecting only the key API calls [101, 93]. In ScriptNet, first a

Data Preprocessing module translates the raw JavaScript files into a vector se-

quence representation. The Neural Sequential Learning module then applies deep

learning methods on the vector sequence to derive a single vector representation

of the entire file. In this module, we propose two novel deep learning models

called Convoluted Partitioning of Long Sequences (CPoLS) and Pre-Informant

Learning (PIL). These models can operate on extremely long sequences and can

learn a single vector representation of the input. The final module of ScriptNet,

Sequence Classification Framework, then performs binary classification on the

derived vector and generates a probability pm of the input file being malicious.

Unlike earlier sequential models that are proposed to detect malicious PE

files [15], our models are trained with end-to-end learning where all the model

parameters are learned simultaneously taking the JavaScript file as input directly.

Finally, to aid with the challenge of obtaining enough labeled data, we cre-

ate labels generated by computers which encounter malicious JavaScript in the

wild. We also employ a worldwide detection mechanism to infer labels of benign

scripts in addition to utilizing an extensive number of professional analysts who

investigate and label both malicious and benign files.

Evaluating the proposed models on a large corpus of 262,200 JavaScript files,

we demonstrate that the best performing PIL and CPoLS models offer a true pos-

itive rate of 95.14% and 92.52%, respectively, at a false positive rate of 0.25%. We

also show that the best PIL system was able to discover 3310 malicious JavaScript

files which were not known to be malware at the time that the model was trained.

We summarize the primary contributions of this work as follows:

• We study the detection percentage and threat vectors of malicious JavaScript
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from telemetry generated by a production anti-virus product.

• We provide a comprehensive definition of a modular system for detecting

the malicious nature of JavaScript files using only the raw files.

• We propose two novel deep learning models for learning from extremely long

sequences.

• We demonstrate strong malware detection results on a large corpus of

JavaScript files using ScriptNet.

• We show the robustness of ScriptNet on predicting the malicious nature of

JavaScript files that were obtained in the future and were not known at the

time of training.

5.3.1 Motivation

Malicious JavaScript encounters are on the rise. Figure 5.10 illustrates the

percentage of malicious JavaScript files detected by the anonymized anti-malware

product over time. The percentage of malicious JavaScript-based attacks has

been rising recently. Figure 5.11 indicates the percentage of all, non-PE files

detected in the anonymized anti-malware product’s telemetry. This figure shows

that malicious JavaScript is the most prevalent type of detected scripts found in

the telemetry data. Since the remaining 92.5% of the detections are for PE files,

scripts are still a small minority of the malicious files detected in the wild.

Based on the identified arrival methods of malicious JavaScript, Figure 5.12

illustrates the identified attack methods based on the telemetry data from 2017.

Archive file detections, the most prevalent threat vector accounting for 53.8% of

the JavaScript detection, are generated when the user extracts the script file from

within an archive and are often used in email-based. social-engineering attacks.
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Figure 5.10: Percentage of malicious JavaScript files detected by the anonymized
anti-malware product over time.

Interestingly, removable drives (e.g., thumb drives, external USB hard drives) were

responsible for the second most JavaScript attacks. Only 11.1% of the detected

malicious JavaScript files were directly attached to email, i.e., an email contained a

JavaScript attachment. The remaining 3.8% of the files were directly downloaded

from the internet.

Another important motivation for this work is fast email scanning. Large-scale

email hosting providers often scan email attachments for malicious comment. To

scan an individual attachment, a specially instrumented virtual machine (VM)

must first be reset to a default configuration. The email attachment is then

clicked, and dynamic analysis is used to determine whether the unknown script

makes any changes to the VM. This process is time consuming and can require

vast amounts of computing resources for extremely large-scale email services. If

a script classifier can be trained to accurately predict that a script attachment is

benign based solely on fast static and dynamic analysis of the anti-virus client, this
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Figure 5.11: Percentage of total detections by file type in 2017. The remaining
92.5% were PE files.

could possibly allow email service providers to avoid the more expensive dynamic

analysis performed using full VMs in the cloud.

5.3.2 Data Collection and Dataset Generation

Large labeled datasets are required to sufficiently train deep learning systems,

and constructing a dataset of malicious and benign scripts for training ScriptNet’s

models is a challenge. A sizable percentage of malicious scripts are delivered

in email and for privacy reasons cannot be collected. Our anti-virus partners

generated the datasets utilized in this study from their production file collection

and processing pipeline.

Methodology: Entire JavaScript files are extracted from the incoming flow of

files input to the production pipeline. JavaScript files are input to this pipeline

by a number of different sources. The majority of these files are uploaded from

end user computers, where a user must provide consent (i.e., opt-in) before their

file is transmitted to production cloud environment.

Additional JavaScript files are collected from a number of other sources. Anti-

virus companies routinely exchange malicious and suspicious files to better im-
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Figure 5.12: Arrival methods for malicious JavaScript files detected by the
anonymized anti-malware product in 2017.

prove the detection across the ecosystem. Additional JavaScript files are obtained

from VirusTotal [148]. Some files are collected by the company’s product support

group when helping to investigate a user’s computer. Again, these files are col-

lected with opt-in consent from the customer. In many cases, JavaScript files may

be extracted from installer packages or archives.

The first step in this script collection process is to execute an unknown file us-

ing the production anti-malware engine. These unknown files may be JavaScript

files, other types of script files, Windows PE files, or archive files. All files are exe-

cuted in virtual machines (VMs) in the production cloud environment, which does

not allow connections to the external internet. During this scanning operation,

the unknown file, such as a JavaScript file, is emulated by the production anti-

malware engine. During emulation, the unknown file may write (drop) one or more

additional files to the hard drive during execution. In some cases, the dropped

files may also be JavaScript files. Each child file (e.g., script) is also emulated and

unpacked which may generate even more scripts. This process continues until all
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flies have been extracted and scanned thereby generating all possible JavaScript

files associated with the original file.

Labels: Another challenge in training ScriptNet’s classification model for detect-

ing malicious scripts is obtaining enough labeled data. Since we are trying to

predict if a script is malware or benign, we must obtain both types of labels.

A script is labeled as malware if it has been inspected by our AV partner’s

analysts and determined to be malicious. In addition, the script is labeled as

malicious if it has been detected by the company’s detection signatures. Finally,

a JavaScript file is labeled as malware if eight or more other anti-virus vendors

detect it as malware.

A script is labeled as benign by a number of methods. First, the script is

considered benign if it has been labeled as benign by an analyst or has been

collected by a trusted source such as being downloaded from a legitimate webpage

or signed by a trusted signer. However, if this does not provide enough labeled

benign scripts we augment this benign dataset with low confidence benign scripts

which are not detected by the company’s scanners and cloud detections as well as

by any other trusted anti-virus vendors at least 30 days after our AV partner has

first encountered it in the wild.

Datasets: Our anti-virus partner provided the full content of 262,200 JavaScript

files which contained 222,235 malicious and 39,965 benign scripts. For this

research, JavaScript files were subsampled from the production pipeline from

September 2017 through March 2018. These JavaScript files were partitioned into

training, validation, and test sets containing 151,840, 45,251, and 65,109 samples,

respectively, based on the non-overlapping time periods denoted in the table.

For the learning phase, which is described later in the paper, we use the training

and validation sets. The training set is the largest portion (∼ 60%) and is used
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to train the learning model and update its weights. The validation set is a small

portion (∼ 15%), and is used for model parameter tuning during the learning

phase. JavaScript files in the validation set are not present in the training set.

The performance of the learning model on the validation set helps guide the

selection of the best model. In the detection phase, we use the third partition,

called test set (∼ 25%). JavaScript files in the test set are not present in either

training or validation set. The test set, consisting of new files help perform true

evaluation of a trained model on unseen data. All the evaluation metrics for our

models use test dataset only.

5.3.3 Threat Model

The assumptions that we make about the attacker who uses JavaScript files

are consistent with those that are applicable to malicious files, such as Windows

or Android malware, in general.

The majority of the individual JavaScript files are uploaded directly from a

user’s computer given the user’s consent. In this case, the JavaScript file is gen-

erated as intended by the attacker. In some cases, however, like obtaining a file

from VirusTotal, the AV company must execute the file using the production cloud

environment. As part of the scanning process, the anti-malware engine emulates

an unknown file and attempts to extract any child files (e.g., JavaScript files). It

may be possible for the attacker to craft files using cloaking techniques where the

anti-malware engine fails to successfully extract all the child scripts. In this case,

ScriptNet may fail to detect the malicious script if the parent script is predicted

to be benign, and the child script which executes the malicious activity, is not

successfully extracted.

Another important assumption is that ScriptNet’s deep learning model can
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learn an embedding which identifies activity related to the malicious behavior in

the script. This assumption requires that at least some of the behavior which

identifies an unknown malicious script is also found in labeled scripts in the train-

ing set. If the training set does not contain scripts which are somehow related,

at least partially, to the unknown script being evaluated, the classifier may fail

to accurately predict the script type. It is important to note, however, that the

scripts do not have to contain the exact behavior. The models are designed to

learn general behavior patterns from large amounts of training data.

5.3.4 ScriptNet Sytem Design

ScriptNet is motivated by the objective of building a system, which can pre-

dict the malicious nature of a script by analyzing the file in the absence of any

additional information. Additionally, we want this system to be able to learn fea-

tures from the data itself without intervention from humans. In this section, we

describe the architecture of ScriptNet in detail which is designed to achieve these

objectives.

The ScriptNet system is comprised of multiple modules banded together in a

specific order. These modules can be treated independently as black boxes that

take a specific kind of input and can generate a certain output, which can be

used by the following module. The high-level illustration of the ScriptNet system

is shown in Figure 5.13. In this section we describe the modules, as well as the

process of learning and detection used by this system.

Data Preprocessing: The first stage of ScriptNet is to process the raw file data

and prepare it for utilization by a deep learning model. In their raw form, the

script files are simply text files written using readable characters. A common

practice in text-based deep learning is to use words from the text by splitting
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Figure 5.13: ScriptNet system architecture for training and inference phases.

across whitespaces, and representing the text as an ordered list of those words.

While such methods are useful in natural language processing or document-based

learning, script files are fairly different in nature. The content inside script files is

in the form of programming code. This means that the text includes operators,

variable names, and other syntactical properties. In natural language, the seman-

tic meaning of a certain word is limited to a small space. Whereas in programming

code, words cannot be directly mapped to a limited semantic space. Moreover, the

number of words and operators can grow infinitely as variable names do not need

to follow any linguistic limitations. Therefore, we need to represent the scripts at

a much finer level than using words.

We achieve this by interpreting the script files as byte sequences. Using this

method to read the files, we limit the space of possible options to the number of

different bytes, i.e., (28) = 256. The complete process of sequence processing is
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also illustrated in Figure 5.14.

For the system to clearly identify the different bytes, we need to provide them

unique identifiers. At this stage, therefore, we create an index to map each byte

with a symbolic identifier. Following the convention in deep learning models, we

refer to this index as the vocabulary V for the model. A vocabulary helps maintain

a one-to-one symbol mapping with the raw data and can also be used to tie any

out-of-vocabulary items to a special symbol. For example, we introduce an extra

symbol for padding sequences to a uniform length.

With the use of this vocabulary, we can now transform the input file into a

sequence usable by the learning model. At first, by reading the text as bytes, we

get a byte sequence. Next, we perform a lookup through the vocabulary index

and represent each byte with its symbolic representation. We refer to the derived

sequence as B, where B = [b1, b2, b3, . . .] ∀bi ∈ V denotes a sequence of symbols

bi each of which is identified in our vocabulary V .

For learning purposes, it is possible to directly use this symbolic representa-

tion. However, symbols serve information at a very low level of dimensionality.

When represented as symbols, any similarity between two kinds of bytes cannot be

directly identified. In neural networks, the concept of representations, or ’embed-

dings’ is extensively used for this purpose. By representing symbols with vectors,

we can increase the dimensionality of the information associated with each ele-

ment. These vectors can be learned from the data itself. The distance between

these vectors also serves as a measure of semantic similarity.

In our case, we use this concept of representations and transform the sym-

bolic sequence into a sequence of vectors. The initial value of these vectors is

randomly selected using initialization methods by Glorot and Bengio [51]. During

the training phase, the vectors are updated along with the model.
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……
…………...
function sumOfTwo (number1, 
number2) {
  var sum = 0;
  sum = number1 + number2;

  console.log(sum)
   return sum
……..
………..
function delayCheck() {
if (allowDelay) {
    runControl(3);
  } else {
    runExplore();
  }
var jet=[];
……………...
      ……

……
…………...
66756E6374696F6E2073756D
4F6654776F20286E756D6265
72312C206E756D626572322
9207B0A2020766172207375
6D203D20303B0A202073756
D203D206E756D6265723120
2B206E756D626572323B0A0
A2020636F6E736F6C652E6C6
F672873756D290A20207265
7475726E2073756D
……………...
   ……
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Figure 5.14: Overview of the Sequence Processing Module of ScriptNet

Neural Sequential Learning: In our preprocessing phase, we converted the

input files into vector sequences. Since the lengths of these files can vary, the

derived sequences are also of different length. General learning methods based on

feature vectors read fixed length vectors as input and operate on them. For our

case with more complex-shaped data, we need to use modules that can process

two-dimensional input data. Therefore, to learn from sequences, we use advanced

neural network architectures like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Convo-

lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [94].

In our system, we construct Neural Sequential Learning modules based on

both LSTMs and CNNs. The objective of this module is to capture variable-

length vector sequences and learn a vector representation from them. Intuitively,

this module is responsible for searching through the input sequence and extracting

any relevant information that can be used for final detection. In this work, we

present two new models for sequence learning, namely Convoluted Partitioning

of Long Sequences (CPoLS), and Pre-Informant Learning (PIL). We will describe

these in detail in the next section.

Sequence Classification Framework: Once the input file has been processed

through our data processing and neural sequence learning modules, the input is

available as a fixed-length vector hCL. The objective at this stage is to perform
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the final prediction in order to classify the input as being malicious or benign.

There are several methods of classification in machine learning that can be used

at this point. Classifiers such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines,

Neural Networks and their deep counterparts, etc., can all operate on vectors in

order to perform classification.

In our system, we perform binary classification on hCL using this framework.

Since we use a sequence learning module based on neural networks, we use clas-

sification models that can also be trained using gradient descent-based methods.

Using such models, we can train our entire learning system end-to-end. End-to-

end learning means that every weight (or coefficient) in our model can be trained

in a single process guided directly by the ground truth.

Learning Phase: The modules described above, combined together, create the

complete ScriptNet system. Since these models depend on data for training,

the system goes through a learning phase before it can be used on new files for

malware detection. Figure 5.13a describes the learning phase of ScriptNet. In this

phase, along with the JavaScript files, we also have labels associated with each

file, specifying them as being either malicious or benign. The system, therefore,

processes the input file into a vector sequence, as well as generates the associated

label, to be used for training the system. The sequence vector-label pair is then

passed to the learning model.

As mentioned above, we use gradient descent-based methods to train our mod-

els. In such methods, a loss L is measured by comparing the prediction pm gen-

erated by the learning model and the available ground truth label τ . This loss is

then used to update the coefficients (i.e., weights) of the model. For our objective

of binary classification, we use the binary cross-entropy loss function, which is
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defined as:

L = −(τ log(pm) + (1− τ)log(1− pm)) (5.11)

where τ is the known ground truth, pm is the predicted probability of malicious-

ness, and log is the natural logarithmic function. This process of backpropagating

the loss is repeated for the entire training dataset, for a specified number of iter-

ations, until the model converges to the best weights.

Detection Phase: Once the model is trained completely, it is then available for

performing detection on new, unknown files. The primary difference between the

learning and detection phases is the use and availability of the label associated

with each file. In the learning phase, we use each sample to improve the learning

model. Whereas in detection phase, we use a well-trained model to perform

inference in a real deployment setup. Figure 5.13b shows the detection phase

version of ScriptNet.

Since the learning model takes a vector sequence as an input, the same data

preprocessing module is used in the detection phase. However, the model is now

used only to generate a probability of detection. In machine learning terminology,

this pass through the model is known as a forward pass. During a forward pass,

we only move through the model in one direction and generate a probability pm

for the input file.

In terms of compute capacity, the learning phase needs to perform a large

number of calculations for both forward and backward propagation. Whereas in

the detection phase, we only need to perform the forward propagation. Moreover,

in the learning phase, we process large batches of data for multiple iterations. In

the detection phase, we just need to pass the input file, or a small batch of files,

through the system once. Due to this difference in compute capacity, the Neural

Sequential Learning and the Sequence Classification Framework modules, after
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training, can be transported to several end-point devices.

End-to-End Learning: Due to the modular nature of our system, we have

the freedom to train it in different ways. While we present neural models in

this work, the system can also use different components from machine learning.

For instance, in the Sequence Classification Framework, we can ideally use any

classifier like Support Vector Machine or Naive Bayes, which may or may not

support gradient-based updates.

By keeping our models in the realm of neural networks, we are also able to

utilize the concept of end-to-end learning. This means that our system can train

itself completely by just using the input files and labels. We do not need to train

different modules individually in such a setting. The results presented in this

section were trained using end-to-end models. In the next section, we will discuss

these models in detail.

5.3.5 Models

ScriptNet uses end-to-end learning models based on neural networks. For our

objectives, we need models for sequential learning and sequence classification. In

this section, we present two new models, Convoluted Partitioning of Long Se-

quences (CPoLS), and Pre-Informant Learning (PIL). We first briefly discuss the

neural method of sequence learning and describe our motivation behind construct-

ing these models.

Sequence Learning and Limitations

Learning from sequential data is a common use case in machine learning. Data

in natural language, speech, time series, stock prediction, and many other domains

can be of sequential nature. For sequences of very short fixed lengths, vector
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based learning models like logistic regression can often work well, by flattening

the sequence into a longer single vector. For longer sequences, RNNs, specifically

LSTMs have been popularly used and have shown exceptional results. Since CNNs

can also capture multi-dimensional data, they are often used with sequential data.

As the length of the sequences keeps increasing, these models start experiencing

different challenges. RNNs originally experienced the vanishing and exploding

gradient [21, 68] problems when used on longer sequences. LSTMs, in particular

help mitigate such problems. However, for extremely long sequences, models

directly based on the LSTM can quickly become computationally expensive and

are unable to process the complete input. Additionally, the objective of ScriptNet

is to detect the malicious nature within a file. In natural language data, sequences

often generate a context space, within which the semantic relationship between

different objects is more clear. For instance, in a task of detecting abusive text, a

sentence containing foul words is also semantically linked to an abusive sentiment.

The mere presence of a foul word in a sentence cannot make it abusive. However,

in malicious JavaScript files, a file can look completely normal except for a certain

point in the file where malicious code is present. Therefore, not only do we need

to process very long files, we also need to capture specific malicious nature hidden

at any location within the file.

Due to the limitations mentioned above and problem specific requirements,

we propose these new models. Both CPoLS and PIL can operate on extremely

long sequences. We later show in the section, that these models also perform

exceedingly well over other proposed solutions in a similar problem space.
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Convoluted Partitioning of Long Sequences

Convoluted Partitioning of Long Sequences (CPoLS) is a neural model ar-

chitecture designed specifically to extract classification information hidden deep

within long sequences. In this model, we process the input sequence by split-

ting it into smaller parts of fixed-length, processing them individually, and then

combining them again for further learning. The process of CPoLS is as follows:

Step 1.: The model receives an input sequence B as a sequence of bytes. Since

the sequences are extremely long, we pass them to the model in their symbolic

form and transform them to vectors later.

Step 2: The byte sequence B is split into a list C of small subsequences ci ∈ C

where i is the index of each partition in C. During the split, the subsequences

maintain their order.

Step 3: Next on the smaller subsequences, we perform the lookup for trans-

forming symbolic sequence ci into vector sequences ei ∈ E where E is the list of

vector subsequences and i is the index of each subsequence. Following the con-

ventional neural network terminology, we refer to the layer for this lookup as the

Embedding layer.

Step 4: Each of these partitions ei are now separately processed through a

module called RecurrentConvolutions, while still maintaining their overall

sequential order.

Step 4.1: In RecurrentConvolutions, we pass each partition ei through

a one-dimensional CNN, Conv1D, which applies multiple filters on the input

sequence and generates a tensor eχi representing the convoluted output of vector

sequence ei. The combined list of convolved partitions eχi for each subsequence

ei ∈ E is referred to as Eχ.

Step 4.2: We then reduce the dimensionality of eχi by performing a temporal
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max pooling operation MaxPool1d on it. MaxPool1d takes a tensor input

eχi and extracts a vector e′i from it corresponding to the maximum values across

each dimension.

Step 5. As a result of RecurrentConvolutions, for each subsequence

ei, we derive a vector representation e′i. We finally combine these vectors in order

to generate a new vector sequence E ′ where each vector e′i ∈ E ′ is a result of

RecurrentConvolutions and, therefore, consists of the learned information

from subsequence ei.

Step 6.: We now obtain a reduced-length sequence of vectors E ′. This se-

quence can now be processed using a standard sequence learning approach. We,

therefore, next pass this sequence through an LSTM. In place of LSTM, we can

also use multiple stacked LSTMs, bi-directional LSTMs (BiLSTMs), or any other

RNN variants like Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs), etc. For an input sequence

E ′ of length n, this layer produces a learned sequence HL of length n but with a

different fixed dimensionality.

Step 7.: For detecting malware, we want to obtain the important malicious

signal information within the sequence HL. An effective method for such cases

is the use of temporal max pooling, MaxPool1d, as proposed by Pascanu et

al. [119].

Given an input vector sequence S = [s0, s1, . . . sM−1] ∈ S of length M , where

each vector si ∈ RK is a K-dimensional vector, MaxPool1d computes an output

vector sMP ∈ RK as sMP (k) = max(s0(k), s1(k), · · · sM−1(k))∀k ∈ K. The vector

sMP , therefore, for each dimension, contains the maximum value observed in the

sequence for that dimension.

At this stage, we pass the sequence HL through MaxPool1d to obtain the

final vector hCL. The vector hCL is the derived vector representation of the entire
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sequence B using the CPoLS model. This vector can now be used by the Sequence

Classification Framework to perform the final binary classification.

Pre-Informant Learning

We described the CPoLS models above for processing extremely long se-

quences. Pre-Informant Learning PIL model is an extension of CPoLS where we

try to make use of key information available within the processing of CPoLS. In

CPoLS, while operating over individual subsequences using RecurrentConvo-

lutions in step 4, we derive a vector representation of the subsequence. Since the

malicious nature of the JavaScript file can be hidden in any of the subsequences,

we can use this vector representation as an early indicator of information.

Therefore, after step 5 of the CPoLS model, we perform some additional steps

before sending the sequence E ′ to the LSTM-based learning. For each vector

e′i ∈ E ′ representing the information from a subsequence available after step 5, we

use a neural sigmoid layer. A sigmoid layer refers to a fully connected neural layer

which takes an input vector X and produces a scalar output y ∈ (0, 1), using

y = σ(W ∗X + b) (5.12)

where W is the weight matrix, and b is the bias in the layer. σ is a non-linear

activation function. In this case, we use the logistic sigmoid function as σ:

σ(x) = 1
1 + e−x

. (5.13)

Step 5P-1: For each vector e′i, we pass it through the sigmoid layer and derive

a pre-informant scalar yi.

Step 5P-2: In the overall end-to-end model, we use this output yi as an
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auxiliary output. Therefore, the model now generates auxiliary outputs yi∀e′i ∈

E ′. By using these auxiliary outputs, we can train the pre-informant by two

sources (final output and auxiliary output) and can add implicit regularization to

the model.

Step 5P-3: This pre-informant scalar yi can now be used further in the

model, as an additional feature holding information on each subsequence. We next

concatenate this scalar yi to the subsequence vector e′i to derive e′′i ∀(e′i, yi) ∈ E ′.

Step 5P-C: These vectors e′′i are finally combined again in order to generate

a vector sequence E ′′ which can be processed through the standard sequence

learning.

Figure 5.15 illustrates the complete model comprising of CPoLS with the PIL

layer. In case of CPoLS, E ′ = E ′′, since there is no pre-informant layer in between

them. Figure 5.15 also shows the Sequence Classification Framework connected

directly to CPoLS and PIL. The output vector hCL from the Neural Sequential

Learning module, like CPoLS and PIL, can be used by any classifier for performing

binary classification.

The simplest such model can be a logistic regression model that uses hCL and

derives a probability of maliciousness pm. We can even use complex models, such

as feed-forward neural networks, or deeper neural networks with multiple layers

for the same purpose. We can also use any non-linear activation functions in these

networks. For our experiments, we use the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), which

is defined as:

f(x) = max(0, x) (5.14)

where f represents the ReLU function on an input x.

Due to the modular nature of our system, the choice of the classifier is indepen-

dent of the sequential learning method being used. For this reason, we evaluated
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our models with a large number of combinations. Along with CPoLS and PIL

for sequential learning, we also used a simpler LSTM-based method. We refer

to this method as using LSTM and Max-Pooling (LaMP) based on the malware

detection model proposed by Athiwaratkun and Stokes [15]. As the name of the

model suggests, this model directly takes the vector input sequence, and passes

it through the LSTM. The sequence of learned vectors from the LSTM is then

passed through a temporal max-pooling layer, MaxPool1d, in order to derive

the final vector hCL. For an input byte sequence B, LaMP can be summarized as:

E = Embedding(B)

HL = LSTM(E)

hCL = MaxPool1d(HL)

(5.15)

where Embedding is the embedding lookup layer, E is the vector sequence de-

rived using Embedding, and HL is the output vector sequence derived from the

LSTM.

5.3.6 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed ScriptNet classifier

models on the JavaScript files described in Section 5.3.2. We start by describing

the experimental setup used to generate the results. We next investigate the

performance of the different PIL and CPoLS model variants. We then compare

the performance of the best ScriptNet models to several baselines. We conduct

a hindsight experiment to evaluate how well the best PIL model would have

performed on malware which was not detected by the anonymized anti-malware

product at the time that the model was trained. Finally, we measure the time

required to complete the training and test phases of the best performing model
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on a GPU powered computer.

Experimental Setup: All the experiments are written in the Python program-

ming language using the Keras [32] deep learning library with TensorFlow [1] as

the backend deep learning framework. The models are trained and evaluated on

a cluster of NVIDIA P100 graphical processing unit (GPU) cards. The input

vocabulary size is set to 257 since the sequential input consumed by each model

is a byte stream, and an additional symbol is used for padding shorter sequences

within each minibatch. All models are trained using a maximum of 15 epochs,

but early stopping is employed if the model fully converges before reaching the

maximum number of epochs. The Adam optimizer [85] is used to train all models.

We did hyperparameter tuning of the various input parameters for the

JavaScript models, and the final settings are summarized in Table 5.2. To do

so, we first set the other hyperparameters to fixed values and then vary the hy-

perparameter under consideration. The best parameter setting is then set based

on the validation error rate. For example, to evaluate different minibatch sizes

for the JavaScript LaMP classifier, we first set the LSTM’s hidden layer size

HLaMP = 1500, the embedding dimension to ELaMP = 50, the number of LSTM

layers LLaMP = 1 and the number of hidden layers in the classifier CLaMP = 1.

With these settings, we evaluate the classification error rate on the validation set

for the JavaScript dataset.

The PIL and CPoLS models are designed to operate on the full JavaScript

sequences. However, training on the full length sequences exhausts the memory

capacity of the NVIDIA P100s in our cluster, depending on the particular variant

and parameter settings of the model. To overcome this limitation, we truncated

the sequence length to T = 60,000 bytes for all the PIL and CPoLS experiments.

Similarly, we truncated the sequences to lengths of T = 200, 1000 bytes for the
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Model Parameter Description Value
PIL TP IL Maximum Sequence Length 60,000
PIL BP IL Minibatch Size 50
PIL HP IL LSTM Hidden Layer Size 250
PIL EP IL Embedding Layer Size 100
PIL WP IL CNN Window Size 10
PIL SP IL CNN Window Stride 5
PIL FP IL Number of CNN Filters 100
PIL DP IL Dropout Ratio 0.5

CPoLS TCP oLS Maximum Sequence Length 60,000
CPoLS BCP oLS Minibatch Size 50
CPoLS HCP oLS LSTM Hidden Layer Size 250
CPoLS ECP oLS Embedding Layer Size 100
CPoLS WCP oLS CNN Window Size 10
CPoLS SCP oLS CNN Window Stride 5
CPoLS FCP oLS Number of CNN Filters 100
CPoLS DCP oLS Dropout Ratio 0.5
LaMP TLaMP Maximum Sequence Length 200
LaMP BLaMP Minibatch Size 200
LaMP HLaMP LSTM Hidden Layer Size 1500
LaMP ELaMP Embedding Layer Size 50
LaMP DLaMP Dropout Ratio 0.5

Table 5.2: Hyperparameter settings for the various models.

LaMP and Kolosnjaji CNN [88] baselines.

Pre-Informant Learning Models: We first evaluate the performance of the PIL

model variants. Their common performance metrics, along with the metrics of all

the other models, are summarized in Table 5.3. These performance metrics include

the accuracy, precision, recall, true positive rate (TPR) corresponding to a false

positive rate (FPR) of 0.25%, F1 score, and the area under the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). The table indicates that, in general, most of

the models perform reasonably well, although some models clearly outperform

others. The complete ROC curves, which vary the FPR from 0% to 100%, for

the Pre-Informant Learning models with several different combinations of LSTM

stacked layers LPIL and classifier hidden layers CPIL, are depicted in Figure 5.16.

The results are reported for a single forward LSTM layer (LPIL = 1) and two

stacked LSTM layers (LPIL=2). Similarly, we investigate models with CPIL =

0 (Logistic Regression (LR)), CPIL = 1 (Shallow Neural Network (NN)), and

CPIL = 2 (Deep Neural Network (DNN)) classifiers. The variants with CPIL =
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1 are denoted as PIL-LSTM-NN where NN refers to a shallow neural network.

Similarly, the PIL-LSTM-DNN models include CPIL = 2 hidden layers in the

deep neural network (DNN) stage. If the classifier stage does not use any hidden

layers (CPIL = 0), the classifier is simple logistic regression and the model is

denoted as PIL-LSTM-LR. Even with the truncated JavaScript file sequences, all

of the models approximate an ideal classifier.

Since it is difficult to evaluate the performance of the different models from

the full ROC curves, we provide zoomed-in versions with a maximum FPR of

2% in Figure 5.17. All subsequent ROC curves are also zoomed-in and have a

maximum FPR = 2%. Above a false positive rate (FPR) of 0.15%, the best

performing PIL model utilizes a single LSTM layer and single classifier hidden

layer, LPIL = 1, CPIL = 1. This result has several benefits. Since the model

has a fixed size, increasing the number of layers can often lead to overfitting the

learned parameters in the model, leading to performance degradation on model

evaluation. Single layers also help limit the number of parameters of the PIL

model and make it faster and more compact for deployment at scale.

Figure 5.18 reports the performance of the PIL model using the bidirectional

LSTM (BiLSTM) instead of the standard forward LSTM. Comparing the ROC

curves and the statistics from Table 5.3 for these models, we can make several

observations. The PIL-BiLSTM models typically have significantly lower TPRs at

very low FPRs compared to their LSTM counterparts, and the PIL-LSTM models

tend to outperform their PIL-BiLSTM models in general in our experiments.

However, the best performing PIL-BiLSTM-NN model with LPIL = 1, CPIL = 1

offers a slightly higher TPR at an FPR = 0.25%.

CPoLS Models:

We next evaluate the performance of the CPoLS models, which do not include
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the pre-informant layer, in Figure 5.19. This figure indicates that three models

offer similar performance: CPOLS-LSTM-LR, CPoLS-LSTM-DNN (LCPoLS =

2, CCPoLS = 1) and CPoLS-LSTM-DNN (LCPoLS = 2, CCPoLS = 2). Given the

increased computational requirements of the models with LCPoLS = 2 stacked

LSTM layers, we believe that the simpler CPOLS-LSTM-LR model should be the

preferred CPoLS model with a forward LSTM recurrent layer.

We also evaluated the CPoLS architecture using the BiLSTMs. Similar to the

PIL models, we found that the CPoLS-BiLSTM models performed significantly

worse at very low FPRs, and typically worse in general. The best performing

CPoLS-BiLSTM is compared to all of best performing variants and the baselines

in the next subsection.

Baselines: We now compare the performance results of the best performing PIL

and CPoLS models to a number of baseline systems summarized in Table 5.3. The

ROC curves for all of these models are presented in Figure 5.20.

The LaMP model originally proposed in [15] for Windows PE files is evaluated

for this new task of detecting malicious JavaScript. Table 5.3 indicates that we

evaluated six variants of the LaMP architecture in ScriptNet. Similarly, we imple-

mented the sequential CNN model proposed in [88], and denoted as KOL-CNN,

which is adapted for the new task of detecting malicious JavaScript. Like [15],

this sequential KOL-CNN model was proposed to detect Windows PE files. We

also re-implemented the SDA-LR model [153] which uses autoencoders to detect

malicious JavaScript.

None of these models are designed to process very long sequences. In fact,

we tried to implement the LaMP models with length T = 1000 JavaScript bytes,

but all those experiments generated out of memory exceptions. We were able to

process KOL-CNN with length T = 1000 sequences. We were also able to process
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length T = 2000 sequences with SDA-LR.

As indicated in Figure 5.20, none of these baseline models outperformed our

models on the JavaScript data files. In particular, the SDA-LR model predicted

that all the JavaScript files in the test set were malicious for a number of variants

that we explored.

Next, we consider the best performing PIL and CPoLS models relative to each

other. Overall, the PIL-LSTM-NN model offers the best performance. However,

the CPoLS-LSTM-NN model does provide a slightly better TPR for extremely low

values of FPR. The PIL-BiLSTM-NN is also competitive, but does not offer sig-

nificantly better detection capabilities and requires more computational resources

to evaluate the reverse direction LSTM during inference.

Evaluation on Unknown Malware: In the section, we next evaluate how well

the best performing PIL model can predict unknown malware in the future. To

do so, our anti-virus partners provided us with 3,597 JavaScript files which were

not detected by their product at the start of the testing phase on February 2,

2018, when the models were trained. All of these files were later confirmed to be

malicious. In order to be correctly predicted as malware, the inference score S on

the JavaScript files must be higher than the detection threshold (S ≥ Tc). The

results in Figure 5.21 indicates the score distribution of individual files where a

Laplace distribution is used to model the inference score distribution along with

a rug plot showing the scores between 0 to 1. A zoomed-in histogram range of

these inference scores is provided in Figure 5.22. These results indicate that the

vast majority of the unknown files were correctly predicted to be malicious by the

best PIL-LSTM-NN model. In fact, 3310 (92.02%) of these files had an inference

score which would have allowed the model to correctly predict that these files

are indeed malicious. This value of TPR = 92.02% at an FPR = 0.25% value is
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very close to the TPR = 94.45% in Table 5.3 on the data measured from the test

set. Thus, this result confirms the ability of the PIL model to correctly predict

unknown malware in the future.

Computation Times: The time required to complete the training and test

phases are reasonable on a GPU card. For example, the best performing PIL-

LSTM-NN model was trained in 17 hours, 44 minutes, and 45 seconds on an

NVIDIA P100 in our cluster. Similarly, the test phase completed in 45 minutes

and 55 seconds on the same GPU card.

5.3.7 Discussion

In this section, we consider certain limitations of the proposed ScriptNet sys-

tem for malicious JavaScript detection. These limitations include computation

concerns such as the GPU memory and limitations arising due to the advances in

adversarial learning.

The conceptual design of the CPoLS and PIL learning models presented in the

paper allows for learning from extremely long sequences. However, the memory

limitations in the current implementations of GPUs prevent us from training with

the full-length sequences, and we do need to limit the length of the training

sequences to the memory of our GPUs. It may be possible that more advanced

GPUs that are released in the future, and contain more GPU memory, might

allow even better performance if the maximum sequence length can be extended.

For the detection phase, even with truncation, we can process a file in multiple

partitions through the model and can provide a classification score.

An important concern in performing malware classification using deep learn-

ing is presented by the attacks based on adversarial learning. The learning mod-

els presented in this work use neural networks like CNNs, LSTMs, DNNs, etc.
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While researchers have not directly attacked LSTM structures using adversarial

learning-based attacks, Papernot et al. [118] have shown that standard RNN cells

(i.e., SimpleRNN) are vulnerable by unrolling the recurrent loop. Like DNNs,

this unrolled structure can then be attacked using a number of methods for craft-

ing adversarial samples [73, 117]. Xiao et al. [165, 166] have presented stronger

methods for generating adversarial samples using adversarial networks and spatial

transformations. Some possible defenses against adversarial samples are to run

the classifier in a secure enclave such as Intel’s SGX [115], or to apply feature

squeezing [170]. Other defenses including distillation and ensembles have been

recently been explored for PE files [59, 137].

5.3.8 Related Work

JavaScript: Maiorca et al. [101] propose a static analysis-based system to de-

tect malicious PDF files which use features constructed from both the content

of the PDF, including JavaScript, as well as its structure. Once these features

are extracted, the authors use a boosted decision tree trained with the AdaBoost

algorithm to detect malicious PDFs.

Cova et al. [38] use the approach of anomaly detection for detecting malicious

JavaScript code. They learn a model for representing normal (benign) JavaScript

code, and then use it during the detection of anomalous code. They also present

the learning of specific features that helps characterize intrinsic events of a drive-

by download.

Hallaraker and Vigna [62] present an auditing system in Mozilla for JavaScript

interpreters. They provide logging and monitoring on downloaded JavaScript,

which can be integrated with intrusion detection systems for malicious behavior

detection.
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In [98], Likarish et al. classify obfuscated malicious JavaScript using several

different types of classifiers including Naive Bayes, an Alternating Decision Tree

(ADTree), a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with using the Radial Basis Function

(RBF) kernel, and the rule-based Ripper algorithm. In their static analysis-based

study, the SVM performed best based on tokenized unigrams and bigrams chosen

by feature selection.

A PDF classifier proposed by Laskov and Šrndić [93] uses a one-class SVM

to detect malicious PDFs which contain JavaScript code. Laskov’s system is

based solely on static analysis. The features are derived from lexical analysis

of JavaScript code extracted from the PDF files in their dataset.

Corona et al. [35], propose Lux0R, a system to select API references for the

detection of malicious JavaScript in PDF documents. These references include

JavaScript APIs as well as functions, methods, keywords, and constants. The

authors propose a discriminant analysis feature selection method. The features

are then classified with an SVM, a Decision Tree and a Random Forest model. Like

ScriptNet, Lux0R performs both static and dynamic analysis. However, they do

not use deep learning and require the extraction of the JavaScript API references.

Wang et al. [153] use deep learning models in combination with sparse random

projections, and logistic regression. They also present feature extraction from

JavaScript code using auto-encoders. While they use deep learning models, the

feature extraction and model architectures limit the information extractability

from JavaScript code.

Like our work, several authors have proposed different types of static

JavaScript classifiers which just analyzes the raw script content. Shah [132] pro-

pose using a statistical n-gram language model to detect malicious JavaScript.

Our proposed system uses an LSTM neural model for the language model instead
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of the n-gram model proposed by Shah [132]. Other papers which investigate the

detection of malicious JavaScript include [99, 130, 152, 168, 169].

Other File Types: While more research has been devoted to detecting malicious

JavaScript, partly because of its inclusion in malicious PDFs, only a few previous

studies have considered malicious VBScript. In [84], a conceptual graph is first

computed for VBScript files, and new malware is detected by identifying graphs

which are similar to those of known malicious VBScript files. The method is based

on static analysis of the VBScripts. Wael et al. [150] propose a number of different

classifiers to detect malicious VBScript including Logistic Regression, a Support

Vector Machine with an RBF kernel, a Random Forest, a Multilayer Perceptron,

and a Decision Table. The features are created based on static analysis. The best

performing classifier in their study is the SVM. In [175], Zhao and Chen detect

malicious applets, JavaScript and VBScript based on a method which models

immunoglobulin secretion.

A number of deep learning models have been proposed for detecting malicious

PE files including [15, 40, 74, 88, 119]. In particular, a character-level CNN has

been proposed for detecting malicious PE files [15] and Powershell script files [66].

Raff et al. [125] discuss a model which is similar to CPoLS but noted it did not

work for PE files. They did not provide any results for their model.

5.3.9 Conclusions

Malicious JavaScript detection is an important problem facing anti-virus com-

panies. Failure to detect a malicious JavaScript file may result in a successful

spearphishing, ransomware, or drive-by download attack. Neural language models

have shown promising results in the detection of malicious executable files. Simi-

larly, we show that these types of models can also detect malicious JavaScript files,
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in the proposed ScriptNet system, with very high true positive rates at extremely

low false positive rates.

The performance results confirm that the PIL model using CNN, pre-

informant, and LSTM neural layers is able to learn and generate representations of

byte sequences in the JavaScript files. In particular, the PIL JavaScript malware

script classification model using a single LSTM layer and a shallow neural network

layer offers the best results. Therefore, the vector representations generated by

these models capture important sequential information from the JavaScript files.

ScriptNet extracts and uses this information to predict the malicious intent of

these files.

5.4 Attention in Ransomware Sequences

Ransomware, with recent massive scale attacks, has demonstrated the adverse

effects of malicious software and has exposed a severe cybersecurity threat. A

widespread ransomware attack has the potential to impact many worldwide or-

ganizations within a short period of time. Ransomware detection systems incor-

porate both expert-based as well as machine learning-based methods to increase

detection rates. Machine learning methods for ransomware detection can be in-

spired by the wide body of research in malware detection.

A major family of malware detection methods emerges from the use of em-

ulation sequences derived using Portable Executable (PE) files. These files are

processed in a secure environment, and their actions are captured as a sequence

of events with each event corresponding to a specific system call. Deep learning

methods for sequence learning, such as [119, 15, 7, 9], have demonstrated strong

results in malware detection. Since the ransomware executables can be emulated

using an antimalware engine, similar methods can be adapted for ransomware
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detection.

The high detection accuracy of sequence learning models is mostly powered

by the ability of recurrent neural networks, such as an LSTM (Long Short-Term

Memory) [70, 50], to bind inter-relatedness between events occurring in a cer-

tain sequential order. While such order can be captured similarly in ransomware

sequences, we believe that these sequences exhibit certain additional properties.

As presented in the section, an analysis of ransomware executables reveals the

presence of a large number of short repeating event sequences within the longer

sequence. An ability to capture this local repeating behavior along with the

general sequence learning can therefore improve the performance of ransomware

detection systems.

In the recent years, sequence learning methods have incorporated the use of at-

tention mechanisms [17, 100] to strengthen learning by focusing at specific regions

within the sequence during overall learning. In case of ransomware sequences, we

believe that attention mechanisms can help capture the short locally repeating

patterns.

In this section, we present an enhanced neural cell to incorporate attention in

learning from ransomware sequences, known as ARI (Attended Recent Inputs).

The ARI cell, while processing the input sequence, also learns from a recent history

in the form of a subsequence. It learns attention weights corresponding to each

recent input and uses their corresponding significance when processing the input.

We present an implementation of the ARI cell with LSTM networks, called

ARI-LSTM. We enhance the LSTM cell by incorporating ARI mechanism within

the cell, and use the resulting neural network for sequence learning with ran-

somware. Through evaluation on a ransomware dataset for the Windows operat-

ing system environment, we show that ARI-LSTM improves the performance of
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an LSTM in detecting ransomware from emulation sequences.

This section first explains the significance of repeated local patterns in ran-

somware sequences and relates the use of attention mechanisms for such tasks.

We then describe the ARI cell in detail with its LSTM adaptation. This is fol-

lowed by the system description for using ARI-LSTM in ransomware detection.

We then present results on a large dataset in Windows environment, concluding

with a discussion of the described approach.

5.4.1 Background and Motivation

The adverse impact caused by ransomware on computing systems poses a

major threat to everyday users and society in general. With continuous growth

in ransomware with newer malicious families emerging every month, the need for

strong defensive methods increases every day. While expert-based systems are

developed over time, this rate of growth in ransomware creates a need for self

evolving methods of defense that can learn from available data and improve over

time. Deep learning methods, in particular, can provide this ability to improve

learning with the increasing availability of data.

Learning methods inspired by malware detection, such as [119, 15, 9], act as

a base design for using deep learning in ransomware detection. However, such

methods do not learn specific properties of ransomware, which may not be ob-

served in general malware. We performed an analysis of the execution behavior

of ransomware Portable Executable files and compared them with regular mal-

ware, as well as with benign executable files. Figure 5.23 illustrates the behavior

of executables in the three categories. Each plot represents the execution of a

commonly observed file, where the y-axis corresponds to enumerated event IDs,

and the x-axis represents the time steps. Each file category refers to the same list
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of event APIs. Therefore, a single plot displays the pattern of different API calls

observed during the file execution.

As can be seen in the figure 5.23, ransomware executables display a signifi-

cantly high repetition of small local patterns. While repeating patterns are often

observed in both malware and benign files as well, the counts of repeating events

is exceedingly high in the case of ransomware. Intuitively, this can be assumed

as expected ransomware behavior, since such software often repeatedly apply an

encryption operation on the files in the system. However, in order to efficiently

use this behavior in ransomware detection, we must use methods that can utilize

repeating behaviors while still maintaining a learning of the outer sequence of

events.

Attention Mechanisms [17, 100] provide a family of deep learning tools where

significance of specific data within a large structure can be directly related to its

use within the remaining problem. They have demonstrated superior performance

in machine translation [17, 100, 41], speech [33], language [128, 78], and image

captioning [167] tasks. Attention is also used in more complex neural systems such

as the Memory networks [158], Neural Turing Machine [57] and the Differential

Neural Computer [58]. Improved architectures of attention [108, 41, 126, 16, 61]

have also been developed allowing finer use of the information focused within spe-

cific regions in the input. Inspired by these models, we believe that the objective

of utilizing smaller repeating patterns while processing a longer sequence can be

addressed by attention mechanisms.

5.4.2 Methods

In the previous section, we discussed the motivation behind using attention

mechanisms while processing executable sequences for ransomware detection. In
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this section, we describe a neural component, called the Attended Recent Inputs

(ARI) cell. An ARI cell, while processing a sequence, can simultaneously pro-

vide additional input information by learning attention weights for upto L recent

inputs.

For a given primary input xt ∈ Rn at timestep t, where n is the input dimension

to the ARI, and a set St = {xt−L,xt−(L−1) . . . ,xt−1} of nearby inputs needs to be

attended, we first represent the set St as a matrix Rt ∈ Rn×L where each row is a

recent input vector at timestep t. The computation process for ARI using Rt is

then defined as:

Rt = Matrix(St)

Mt = Dense(Wd ∗Rt)

αt = softmax(ωTMt)

rt = Rtα
T
t

(5.16)

where L is the number of recent inputs in Rt and Mt ∈ Rn×L is the attended

vector over recent inputs using an attention learning function fn = Dense neural

network layer. αt ∈ R1×L is the computed soft weight distribution across Rt.

rt ∈ Rn is the derived vector for input xt providing a combined measured attention

of recent inputs to be used along with xt. Wd is the weight matrix for the dense

layer, and ωT is the transposed weight vector ω used for aligning the attended

vector. The ARI cell is also illustrated in Figure 5.24, where fn refers to the

Dense learning operation used by the ARI cell.

The ARI cell, therefore, performs attention at the input of a recurrent neural

network (RNN). In order to use such cells in sequence learning, we need to adapt

them with an RNN architecture. For instance, the ARI cell can be used as Simple

Recurrent Neural Network (SimpleRNN) and Long Short-Term Memory variants.
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SimpleRNN: At each timestep t, a Simple Recurrent Neural Network uses the

activation ht−1 from the previous timestep when processing input xt in order to

influence the activation ht. With σ denoting a non-linearity, we can express a

Simple RNN as:

ht = σ(Whht−1 + Wxxt) (5.17)

where Wh ∈ Rk×k and Wx ∈ Rk×n are trainable projection matrices for the

hidden input ht−1 and input xt, respectively. k is the output/hidden dimension

of the RNN cell, and n is the input dimension. Using the additional input rt from

ARI at each timestep t, we derive the equations for ARI-RNN as:

ht = σ(Whht−1 + Wxxt + Wrrt) (5.18)

where Wr ∈ Rk×n is a trainable projection matrix for the ARI input in the cell.

Long Short-Term Memory: An LSTM [70] is a memory-based gated cell for

RNNs most commonly used with long sequences. LSTMs use three kinds of gates

(input, output and forget), along with an explicit cell memory. For input xt at

timestep t, LSTMs using ARI can be adapted into ARI-LSTM as:

it = σ(Whiht−1 + Wxixt + Wrirt)

ft = σ(Whfht−1 + Wxfxt + Wrfrt)

ot = σ(Whoht−1 + Wxoxt + Wrort)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Whcht−1 + Wxcxt + Wrcrt)

ht = ot � tanh(ct)

(5.19)
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where σ is the logistic sigmoid function, it, ft,ot, ct are input gate, forget gate,

output gate and cell activation, respectively. Wh are the recurrent weight matrices

for each gate, and Wx are the input weight matrices. Wr in this equation refers

to the recent weight matrices, which are the weight matrices associated with

information on recent inputs for each element in the sequence.

While we use the basic definition of attention mechanisms in ARI, more com-

plex cells can also be generated to perform larger attentions similar to [16, 146].

Our objective in defining ARI is the ability to integrate recent input attention

within the larger cell operating directly on a sequence. By providing an implicit

input attention, we help utilize the attention weights at each timestep in mea-

suring both the hidden activation from the cell, as well as the cell memory. For

problems sensitive to relations with recent inputs, we believe this use of attention

within the cell provides a direct influence factor that cannot easily be captured

by the LSTM.

5.4.3 Evaluation

Inspired by the ransomware analysis in section 6.2.2, the design of the Attended

Recent Inputs (ARI) cell was described in the previous section. In this section,

we present results from their evaluation on ransomware detection.

Experiment Setup

We based our learning setup for ransomware detection on the LSTM and Max

Pooling (LaMP) model for malware detection presented in [9]. While the LaMP

model uses the LSTM as the recurrent neural network, we evaluate the ransomware

dataset with both an LSTM and an ARI-LSTM . For our task, the learning

objective of LaMP is to perform binary classification on input sequences where
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a label of 1 corresponds to an inference as ’ransomware’ and a label of 0 means

’benign’. We used a dataset of unique file sequences consisting of ransomware

and benign executables for the Windows operating system captured from client

computers. We trained the model on 12,500 sequences, with a 50% distribution

over the labels. We used the Keras [32] deep learning framework, with Tensorflow

[1] backend for the training and inference stages of our experiments. All the

models were trained using backpropagation with the Adam optimizer [85].

Results

We evaluate the performance of each model on a larger testing dataset with

26,300 samples. In order to evaluate performance of each model, we compare the

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. As shown in the Figure 5.25, ARI-

LSTM performs consistently better than the standard LSTM for the objective of

ransomware detection. We further observe the performance at a much finer scale

with False Positive Rate (FPR) set at 2% in Figure 5.26. This focused observation

further shows better performance by ARI-LSTM even at very small values of

FPR. We also compare the overall accuracy of each model under this setting,

with results presented in table 5.4. Across both the metrics, ARI-LSTM shows

significantly better performance than LSTM, proving the efficiency of learning

local patterns through attention mechanisms.

5.4.4 Conclusion

This work serves an important problem in cybersecurity for ransomware de-

tection. We perform a detailed analysis of ransomware executables in order to

identify structural properties that can be exploited by machine learning systems.

We identify an existence of small repeating patterns within long sequences of ran-
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somware potentially corresponding to repeated encryption operations. We present

a novel recurrent neural network component for exploiting the repeating patterns

by incorporating attention mechanisms on the inputs of a sequence learning mod-

ule. We present an LSTM variant of our cell called ARI-LSTM . With empirical

results on a ransomware dataset, we show that ARI-LSTM performs significantly

better than an LSTM for the task of ransomware detection. With the ARI cell,

we present an approach for incorporating attention at the inputs of a sequence,

which can be used by problems sensitive to relations within recent inputs.
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Long Sequences (CPoLS).
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Model Acc (%) Prec
(%)

Rec
(%)

TPR@
FPR=
0.25%
(%)

F1 AUC

PIL-LSTM
LR (L = 1, C = 0) 98.3395 98.4515 99.6721 85.6772 0.9906 0.9968
NN (L = 1, C = 1) 98.6236 98.5739 99.8737 94.4501 0.9922 0.9988
DNN (L = 1, C = 2) 99.0092 99.1269 99.7475 83.9903 0.9944 0.9980
LR (L = 2, C = 0) 98.8372 98.9373 99.7440 93.0806 0.9934 0.9984
NN (L = 2, C = 1) 98.8541 98.8899 99.8124 92.3055 0.9935 0.9986
DNN (L = 2, C = 2) 99.0799 99.2993 99.6528 84.3831 0.9948 0.9983
PIL-BiLSTM
LR (L = 1, C = 0) 99.0399 99.1649 99.7440 75.2104 0.9945 0.9979
NN (L = 1, C = 1) 99.4577 99.6896 99.6914 95.1410 0.9969 0.9984
DNN (L = 1, C = 2) 97.5914 97.3677 99.9527 89.4210 0.9864 0.9977
LR (L = 2, C = 0) 98.6774 98.6556 99.8510 71.9664 0.9925 0.9979
NN (L = 2, C = 1) 99.3241 99.5187 99.7107 90.8448 0.9961 0.9989
DNN (L = 2, C = 2) 99.0937 99.1500 99.8211 84.2814 0.9948 0.9985
CPoLS-LSTM
LR (L = 1, C = 0) 98.8725 98.9990 99.7212 92.0215 0.9936 0.9985
NN (L = 1, C = 1) 98.1997 98.2232 99.7492 49.6037 0.9898 0.9937
DNN (L = 1, C = 2) 98.1966 98.1135 99.8615 76.4432 0.9898 0.9964
LR (L = 2, C = 0) 99.0399 99.3888 99.5160 83.4590 0.9945 0.9975
NN (L = 2, C = 1) 98.9708 99.1626 99.6668 92.4861 0.9941 0.9984
DNN (L = 2, C = 2) 98.8771 99.1909 99.5301 92.5177 0.9936 0.9981
CPoLS-BiLSTM
LR (L = 1, C = 0) 98.5683 98.5394 99.8457 71.6455 0.9919 0.9967
NN (L = 1, C = 1) 98.6928 98.7318 99.7896 66.6322 0.9926 0.9956
DNN (L = 1, C = 2) 98.7035 98.8149 99.7159 80.0712 0.9926 0.9969
LR (L = 2, C = 0) 98.9032 98.9619 99.7948 80.9129 0.9938 0.9978
NN (L = 2, C = 1) 99.1398 99.2981 99.7229 89.8664 0.9951 0.9986
DNN (L = 2, C = 2) 97.5530 97.4753 99.7913 78.9665 0.9862 0.9969
LaMP-LSTM
LR (L = 1, C = 0) 95.9861 96.6608 98.8321 32.5898 0.9773 0.9766
NN (L = 1, C = 1) 97.0138 96.9490 99.7295 70.7647 0.9832 0.9892
DNN (L = 1, C = 2) 96.3953 96.4409 99.5592 66.5584 0.9798 0.9873
LR (L = 2, C = 0) 87.5983 87.5983 100.0000 100.0000 0.9339 0.5000
NN (L = 2, C = 1) 94.1814 96.0273 97.3866 0.1352 0.9670 0.9500
DNN (L = 2, C = 2) 96.1169 97.8491 97.7151 19.8672 0.9778 0.9748
SdA-LR (T = 2000) 87.6020 87.6020 100.0000 0.2753 0.9339 0.5012
KOL-CNN (T = 200) 97.0753 97.4956 99.2097 62.7929 0.9835 0.9853
KOL-CNN (T = 1000) 96.7446 96.8356 99.5363 14.9039 0.9817 0.9851

Table 5.3: Performance of the various models which were evaluated for the study
for ScriptNet.
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Figure 5.16: ROC curves for different JavaScript PIL models for a maximum
FPR = 100%.
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Figure 5.17: ROC curves for different JavaScript PIL models zoomed into a
maximum FPR = 2%.
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Figure 5.18: ROC curves for different JavaScript PIL-BiLSTM models zoomed
into a maximum FPR = 2%.
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Figure 5.19: ROC curves for different JavaScript CPoLS models zoomed into a
maximum FPR = 2%.
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Figure 5.20: ROC curves for different JavaScript models zoomed into a maxi-
mum FPR = 2%.
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Figure 5.21: Distribution of predicted probability on future malicious files with
a classification threshold of Tc = 0.9971, set at FPR = 0.25%
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Figure 5.22: Histogram of predicted maliciousness probability zoomed around
threshold Tc = 0.9971, set at FPR = 0.25%

Figure 5.23: Visual representation of commonly observed ransomware, general
malware and benign executable files. Each value on the y-axis corresponds to a
Windows API call. The x-axis represents each timestep in the sequential run of
the file.

Table 5.4: Accuracy comparison for ransomware detection

Model Accuracy

LSTM 0.87
ARI-LSTM (L=5) 0.93
ARI-LSTM (L=8) 0.91
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Figure 5.24: An illustration of the ARI cell which operates on recurrent inputs
and generates a learned vector rt using the attention mechanism fn.
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Figure 5.25: ROC curves for the LSTM and ARI-LSTM cells in the LaMP
model for ransomware detection.
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Figure 5.26: ROC curves for the LSTM and ARI-LSTM cells in the LaMP
model for ransomware detection, zoomed into a maximum FPR = 2%.
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Chapter 6

Learning in Graphs and Networks

In Chapter 4, we described general methodology for learning from structures,

followed by different use cases on sequential structures in Chapter 5. In this

chapter, we demonstrate similar use cases and learning models for graphs. The

following sections provide two methodologies of learning properties of graphs using

Multi-Level Sequence Learning (MLSL) [11] methods and edge properties using

the LEAP (Learning Edges by Aggregation of Paths) [10] framework.

6.1 Multi Level Sequence Learning

Many prediction problems can be naturally phrased as inference problems over

the local neighborhood of a graph. Consider, for instance, crowdsourced grading.

We can construct a (bipartite) graph consisting of items and graders, where edges

connect items to users who graded them, and are labeled with the grade assigned.

To infer the grade for an item, we can look at the graph involving the adjacent

nodes: this graph, known as the 1-neighborhood, consists of the people who graded

the item and of the grades they assigned. If we wish to be more sophisticated,

and try to determine which of these people are good graders, we could look also
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at the work performed by these people, expanding our analysis outwards to the

2- or 3-neighborhood of each item.

For another example, consider the problem of predicting which bitcoin ad-

dresses will spend their deposited funds in the near future. Bitcoins are held in

“addresses”; these addresses can participate in transactions where they send or

receive bitcoins. To predict which addresses are likely to spend their bitcoin in

the near future, it is natural to build a graph of addresses and transactions, and

consider neighborhoods of each address. The neighborhood contains information

on where the bitcoins came from, and on what happened to bitcoins at the inter-

acting addresses, which (as we will show) can help predict whether the coins will

be transacted soon.

For a third example, consider the problem of predicting user behavior on

Wikipedia. Users interact by collaboratively editing articles, and we are inter-

ested in predicting which users will have their work reverted. We can build a

graph with users as nodes, and interactions as edges: an interaction occurs when

two users edit the same article in short succession, and one either keeps, or undoes,

the work of the other. The 1-neighborhood of a user will tell us how often that

user’s work has been kept or reverted. Again, we can consider larger neighbor-

hoods to gather information not only on the user, but on the people she interacted

with, trying to determine whether they are good contributors, how experienced

they are, whether they are involved in any disputes, and so forth.

In this section, we show how to solve these problems by learning from their

graphical structure using neural network based models. We present an architec-

ture architecture based on multi-level Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural

nets, with each LSTM level processing one “degree of separation” in the neigh-

borhood.
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The challenge of applying machine learning to graph neighborhoods lies in

the fact that many common machine learning methods, from neural nets [71] to

support vector machines (SVMs) [37], are set up to handle fixed-length vectors of

features as input. As a graph neighborhood is variable in size and topology, it is

necessary to summarize the neighborhood into a fixed number of features to use

in learning. Some machine learning methods, such as logistic regression [24], can

accept a potentially unbounded number of inputs, but every input has its own

index or name, and it is not obvious how to map the local topology of a graph

into such fixed naming scheme in a way that preserves the structure, or the useful

information.

Machine-learning methods that can learn from sequences, such as LSTMs or

recurrent neural nets [161, 69], offer more power. It is possible to traverse the

local neighborhood of a node in a graph in some order (pre-, post-, or in-order),

and encode the neighborhood in a sequence of features complete with markers

to denote edge traversals, and then feed this sequence to an LSTM. We experi-

mented with this approach, but we did not obtain any useful results: the LSTMs

were unable to learn anything useful from a flattened presentation of the graph

neighborhood.

We propose a learning architecture based on the use of multiple levels of

LSTMs. We call our architecture Multi-Level Sequence Learners since any struc-

ture capable of learning from sequences, and not just LSTMs, can be used. Our

architecture performs predictions for one “target” graph node at a time. First,

the graph is unfolded from the target node, yielding a tree with the target node

as its root at level 0, its neighbors as level-1 children, its neighbors’ neighbors as

level-2 children, and so forth, up to a desired depth D. At each tree node v of

level 0 ≤ d < D, a level-d+ 1 LSTM is fed sequentially the information from the
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children of v at level d+ 1, and produces as output information for v itself. Thus,

we exploit LSTMs’ ability to process sequences of any length to process trees of

any branching factor. The top-level LSTM produces the desired prediction for the

target node. The architecture requires training D LSTMs, one per tree level. The

LSTMs learn how to summarize the neighborhood up to radius D on the basis of

data, avoiding the manual task of synthesizing a fixed set of features. By dedicat-

ing one LSTM to each level, we can tailor the learning (and the LSTM size) to the

distance from the target node. For instance, in the bipartite graph arising from

crowdsourced grading, it is desirable to use different LSTMs for aggregating the

edges converging to an item (representing grades received), and for aggregating

the edges converting to a user (representing the grades assigned).

A consequence of the local nature of the learning mechanism is that the amount

of computation required is independent of the total size of the graph. Indeed,

the approach can be applied even when the complete graph is unknown, or too

expensive to even construct. In order to train and apply our LSTMs, we simply

need a sufficient number of graph neighborhoods to be available for training,

testing, and prediction.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach over four prob-

lems. The first problem is a synthetic example concerning the crowdsourcing of

yes/no labels for items. The other three are based on real data, and they are

the previously mentioned problems of aggregating crowdsourced grades, predict-

ing bitcoin spending, and predicting future reversions of user’s edits in Wikipedia.

In all four problems, we show that the ability of multi-level sequence learners to

exploit any feature in the data leads to high performance with minimal feature

engineering effort and no apriori model assumptions. We are making available the

open-source code implementing LSTMs and multi-level sequence learners, along
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with the datasets, at https://sites.google.com/view/ml-on-structures.

6.1.1 Related Work

Predicting properties of nodes in graph structures is a common problem that

has been widely studied. Several existing approaches view this as a model-based

inference problem. A model is created, and its parameters are tuned on the basis

of the information available; the model is then used to perform inference. As the

exact probabilistic inference is generally intractable [87], most techniques rely on

iterative approximation approaches. Iterative approximations are also at the root

of expectation maximization (EM) [43]. Iterative parameter estimation has been

used, together with Gibbs sampling, to reliably aggregate peer grades in massive

on-line courses [122]. Iterative, model-based approaches have also been used for

reliably crowdsourcing boolean or multi-class labels [81, 82]. In these works, a

bipartite graph of items and workers is created, and then the worker reliabilities,

and item labels or grades, are iteratively estimated until convergence.

Compared to these models, the benefit of our proposed approach is that it

does not require a model, and thus, it can avail itself of all the features that

happen to be available. For instance, in crowdsourced grading, we can use not

only the agreement among the graders to judge their reliability, but also any

other information that might be available, such as the time taken to grade, or

the time of day, or the number of items previously graded by the user, without

need to have a model of how these features might influence grade reliability. We

will show that this ability can lead to superior performance compared to EM and

[81] when additional features are available. On the other hand, machine-learning

based approaches such as ours are dependent on the availability of training data,

while model-based approaches can be employed even in its absence.
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A work closely related to ours is described in [142], where tree-structured

LSTMs are introduced and used to learn distributed representations of sentences

of words. The authors present two types of tree-structured LSTMs: child-sum

ones, able to deal with arbitrary branching factors, and N -ary ones, tailored for a

fixed branching factor. In child-sum LSTMs, the memory cell of a node is obtained

by summing contributions from its children, each gated according to features of

both children and parent. The setting of this work is tailored to NLP tasks; the

goal is to improve the prediction of semantic relatedness of two sentences and to

classify sentiment. The word representations are initialized using Glove vectors

[120] , a well-known word embedding technique, and fed as input to the LSTM

architecture which produces representations of sentences of words by parsing the

syntactic trees of sentences. These embeddings of sentences are in turn used as

input to a neural network that performs the prediction task.

The deep convolutional network approach to machine learning has been ex-

tended to graphs in [28, 65], where the spectrum of the graph Laplacian is used

in lieu of the translations in order to reconstruct a notion of regularity on the

graphs. The approach is applied to the Merck Molecular Activity Challenge and

to Reuter news datasets, among others. The spectral-based approach requires a

consideration of the graph as a whole, and its complexity depends on the size of

the graph.

Several approaches have been proposed for summarizing graph structures in

feature vectors. The algorithm node2vec [60] enables the construction of embed-

dings for graph nodes in such a way that the embedding optimally represents the

node’s location in the graph. The objective function models the posterior prob-

ability of graph neighborhoods for a given node. The resulting embedding thus

summarizes a node’s location in a graph, but it does not summarize the original
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features of the node, or the possibly existing features of the interactions between a

node and neighbors. In contrast, the techniques we introduce allow us to leverage

the node and edge features of the graph neighborhood.

In DeepWalk [121], feature vectors for graph nodes are constructed by per-

forming random walks from the nodes, and applying various summarization tech-

niques to the list of feature vectors of the visited nodes. This approach enables

the consideration of variable-diameter neighborhoods, in contrast to our explo-

ration, which proceeds strictly breath-first. In DeepWalk, nodes that are similar

in their features and graph neighborhood are mapped into similar feature vectors.

The construction of the summarizing feature vector is guided by considerations

of similarity, rather than by backpropagation from the learning goal, as in our

approach.

LSTMs were proposed to overcome the problem of vanishing gradient over long

sequences that affects recurrent neural nets [68, 49]. LSTMs have been widely

useful in a wide variety of learning problems; see, e.g., [56, 140]. Recurrent neural

nets and LSTMs have been generalized to multi-dimensional settings [18, 53].

The multi-level architecture proposed here can handle arbitrary topologies and

non-uniform nodes and edges (as in bipartite graphs), rather than regular n-

dimensional lattices, at the cost of exploring smaller neighborhoods around nodes.

Learning over graphs can be reduced to a standard machine-learning problem

by summarizing the information available at each node in a fixed set of features.

This has been done, for instance, with the goal of link prediction, consisting in

predicting which users in a social network will collaborate or connect next [14].

Graph summarization typically requires deep insight into the problem, in order to

design the summary features. The multi-level LSTMs we propose here constitute

a way of learning such graph summarization.
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Some recent work has looked at the problem of summarizing very large graphs

into feature vectors [143]. The goals (and methods) are thus different from those

in the present work, where the emphasis consists in considering nodes together

with their immediate neighborhoods as input to machine learning.

There is much work on learning with graphs, where the graph edges encode

the similarity between the nodes (rather than features, as in our case); see, e.g.,

[176, 23, 45].

6.1.2 Learning from Graph Neighborhoods

We consider a graph G = (V,E) with set of vertices V and edges E ⊆ V × V .

We assume that each edge e ∈ E is labeled with a vector of features g(e) of size

M . Each vertex v ∈ V is associated with a vector of labels. The goal is to learn

to predict the vertex labels on the basis of the structure of the graph and the edge

labels.

This setting can model a wide variety of problems. Considering only edge

features, rather than also vertex features, involves no loss of generality: if there

are interesting features associated with the vertices, they can be included in the

edges leading to them. If the goal consists in predicting edge outputs, rather than

vertex, one can construct the dual graph G′ = (E, V ′) of G, where edges of G are

vertices of G′, and where V ′ = {((u, v), (v, w)) | (u, v), (v, w) ∈ E}.

Learning method overview. Our learning strategy can be summarized as

follows. In order to predict the label of a node v, we consider the tree Tv rooted

at v and with depth D, for some fixed D > 0, obtained by unfolding the graph G

starting from v. We then traverse Tv bottom-up, using sequence learners, defined

below, to compute a label for each node from the labels of its children edges and

nodes in Tv. This traversal yields an output label yv for the root v of the tree.
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Figure 6.1: An example of a graph and its asymmetric unfolding at node a for
depth 2. We rename the nodes that appear in many locations so that they have
distinct names, for instance, we use e, e′ and e′′ to denote the copies of e.

In training, the output yv can be compared with the desired output, a loss be

computed, and backpropagated through the tree. We now present in detail these

steps.

Graph unfolding. Given the graph G = (V,E) and a node v ∈ V , along with

a depth D > 0, we define the full unfolding of G of depth D at v as the tree Tv

with root v, constructed as follows. The root v has depth 0 in Tv. Each node u

of depth k < D in Tv has as children in Tv all nodes z with (u, z) ∈ E; the depth

of each such z is one plus the depth of u. A single graph node may correspond to

more than one node in the unfolding. We will rename the nodes of the unfolding

so that they are all distinct; nodes and edges in the unfolding inherit their labels

from their correspondents in the graph.

It is possible to perform learning using asymmetric unfolding, in which if a

node u has parent u′, we let the descendants of u be {z | (u, z) ∈ E, z 6= u′}.

Figure 6.1 illustrates a graph and its asymmetric tree unfolding at node a and

depth 2. Which of the two unfolding is more useful depends on the specifics of

the learning problem, and we will discuss this choice in our applications.

Sequence learners. Our proposed method for learning on graphs leverages

sequence learners. A sequence learner is a machine-learning algorithm that can

accept as input an arbitrary-length sequences of feature vectors, producing a single
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vector as output. Long Short-Term Memory neural nets (LSTMs) [70] are an

example of such sequence learners. We denote a sequence learner parameterized

by a vector w of parameters by L[w]. In LSTMs, the parameter vector w consists

of the LSTM weights. We say that a sequence learner is of shape (N,K) if

it accepts a sequence of vectors of size N , and produces a vector of size K as

output. We assume that a sequence learner L[w] of shape (N,K) can perform

three operations:

• Forward propagation. Given a input sequence x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n), where each

x(i) is a vector of size N , compute an output y, where y is a vector of size

K.

• Loss backpropagation. For a loss function L, given ∂L/∂y for the output,

it can compute ∂L/∂x(j) for each x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N). Here, ∂L/∂y is a vec-

tor having ∂L/∂yi as component for each component yi of y, and likewise,

∂L/∂x(j) is a vector with components ∂L/∂x(j)
k , for each component x(j)

k of

x(j).

• Parameter update. For a loss function L, given ∂L/∂y for the output, it

can compute a vector ∆w of parameter updates. The parameter updates

can be for instance computed via a gradient-descent method, taking ∆w =

−α∂L/∂w for some α > 0, but the precise method varies according to the

structure of the sequence learner; see, e.g., [49].

In an LSTM, backpropagation and parameter update are performed via backprop-

agation through time; see [155, 161] for details.
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Multi-Level Sequence Learners

Given a graph G with labeled edges as above, we now describe the learning

architecture, and how to perform the forward step of node label prediction, and the

backward step of backpropagation and parameter updates. We term our proposed

architecture multi-level sequence learners, or MLSL, for short.

We start by choosing a fixed depth D > 0 for the unfolding. The prediction

and learning is performed via D sequence learners L1, L2, . . . , LD. Each sequence

learner Li will be responsible for aggregating information from children at depth i

in the unfolding trees, and computing some information for their parent, at depth

i − 1. The sequence learner LD has shape (M,KD), where M is the size of the

edge labels: from the edge labels, it computes a set of features of size KD. For

each 0 < d < D, the sequence learner at depth d has shape (M + Kd+1, Kd) for

some Kd > 0, so that it will be able to aggregate the edge labels and the output

of the learners below, into a single vector of size Kd.

Note that learners Ld for depth 1 < d ≤ D can appear multiple times in the

tree, once for each node at depth d − 1 in the tree. All of these instances of Ld

share the same parameters, but are treated separately in forward and backward

propagation.

The behavior of these sequence learners is defined by the parameter vectors

w(1), . . . , w(D); the goal of the learning is to learn the values for these parameter

vectors that minimizes the loss function. We stress that the sequence learners

L1, L2, . . . , LD and their parameter vectors w(1), . . . , w(D) can depend on the depth

in the tree (there are D of them, indeed), but they do not depend on the root

node v whose label we are trying to predict.

In order to learn, we repeatedly select root nodes v∗ ∈ V , for instance looping

over them, or via some probability distribution over nodes, and we construct the
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unfoldings Tv∗ . We then perform over Tv∗ the forward and backpropagation steps,

and the parameter update, as follows.

Forward propagation. The forward propagation step proceeds bottom-up

along Tv. Figure 6.2 illustrates how the sequence learners are applied to an unfold-

ing of the root node a of the graph of Figure 6.1 with depth 2 to yield a prediction

for node a.

• Depth D. Consider a node v of depth D − 1 with children u1, . . . , uk at

depth D. We use the sequence learner LD to aggregate the sequence of edge

labels g(v, u1), . . . , g(v, uk) into a single label f(v) for v.

• Depth 0 < d < D. Consider a node v at depth d − 1 with children

u1, . . . , uk at depth d. We forward to the learner Ld the sequence of vec-

tors g(v, u1)_f(u1), . . . , g(v, un)_f(un) obtained by concatenating the fea-

ture vectors of the edges from v to the children, with the feature vectors

computed by the learners at depth d + 1. The learner Ld will produce a

feature vector f(v) for v.

Backward propagation. Once we obtain a vector y = f(v∗) for the root of

Tv∗ , we can compute the loss L(y), and we can compute ∂L/∂y. This loss is then

backpropagated from the root down to the leaves of Tv∗ , following the topology

of the tree (refer again to Figure 6.2). Consider a node v at depth d − 1, for

0 < d ≤ D, with computed feature vector f(v). We backpropagate through the

instance of the learner Ld that computed f(v) the loss, obtaining ∂L/∂xi for the

input vectors x(0), . . . , x(k) corresponding to the children u1, . . . , uk of v.

• If these children are at depth d < D, each vector x(j) consists of the concate-

nation g(v, uj)_f(uj) of the features g(v, uj) from the graph edge, and of
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Figure 6.2: Forward propagation corresponding to the tree unfolding of Fig-
ure 6.1. The elements of the sequence which is fed to learner L1 consist of the
features of the respective edges concatenated with the output from learners below.
Note the use of three instances of the learner L2, one for each depth-2 node in the
unfolding. These instances share the same parameters. In the figure, the symbol
_ denotes the concatenation of feature vectors.

the features f(uj) computed for uj. As the former require no further back-

propagation, we retain the portion ∂L/∂f(uj) for further backpropagation.

• At the bottom depth d = D of the tree, each vector x(j) corresponds to the

graph edge labels g(v, uj), and backpropagation terminates.

Parameter update (learning). Consider a learner Ld for depth 1 ≤ d ≤

D, defined by parameters w(d). To update the parameters w(d), we consider all

instances L(1)
d , . . . , L

(m)
d of Ld in the tree Tv∗ , corresponding to the nodes v1, . . . , vm

at depth d (refer again to Figure 6.2). For each instance L(i)
d , for i = 1, . . . ,m, from

∂L/∂f(vi) we can compute a parameter update ∆iw
(d). We can then compute the

overall parameter update for Ld as the average ∆w(d) =
(
∆1w

(d)+· · ·+∆mw
(d)
)
/m

of the updates over the individual instances.

Preserving learner instance state. As mentioned above, a sequence learner

for a given depth may occur in several instances in the tree obtained by unfolding
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the graph (see Figure 6.1). Commonly, to perform backpropagation and parameter

update though a learner, it is necessary to preserve (or recompute) the state of

the learner after the forward propagation step; this is the case, for instance, both

for neural nets and for LSTMs. Thus, even though all learner instances for depth

d are defined by a single parameter vector w(d), it is in general necessary to cache

(or reconstruct) the state of every learner instance in the tree individually.

Training

During training, we repeatedly select a target node, unfold the graph, feed the

unfolding to the multi-level LSTMs, obtain a prediction, and backpropagate the

loss, updating the LSTMs. An important choice is the order in which, at each tree

node, the edges to children nodes are fed to the LSTM. The edges can be fed in

random order, shuffling the order for every training sample, or they can be fed in

some fixed order. In our applications, we have found each of the two approaches

to have uses.

6.1.3 Applications

We have implemented multi-level sequence learners on the basis of an LSTM

implementation performing backpropagation-though-time learning [53], which we

combined with an AdaDelta choice of learning step [171]. We report the results on

one synthetic setting, and three case studies based on real data. The code and the

datasets can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/ml-on-structures.

For imbalanced datasets, apart from the accuracy (percentage of correct

guesses), we report the average recall, which is the unweighted average of the

recall of all classes. This is suitable in the case of classes of different frequencies,

since for highly imbalanced datasets it is easy to inflate the accuracy measure by
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predicting labels of the most frequent classes.

Crowdsourcing boolean labels

We considered the common boolean crowdsourcing task where users provide

yes/no labels for items. This is modeled as a bipartite graph, with items and users

as the two kind of nodes; the edges are labeled with yes/no. The task consists

in reconstructing the most likely labels for the items. We generated synthetic

data similar to the one used in [81]. In the data, items have a true yes/no label

(which is not visible to the inference algorithms), and users have a hidden boolean

variable indicating whether they are truthful, or random. Truthful users report

the item label, while random users report yes/no with probability 0.5 each. This

is also called the spammer-hammer user model. We report results for a graph

of 3000 users and 3000 items where item labels are balanced (50% yes/ 50% no)

and the probability of a user being reliable is 60%. Each item gets 3 votes from

different users. We compare three algorithms:

• The iterative algorithm of [81], abbreviated as KOS. The algorithm requires

no prior.

• Expectation Maximization (EM) [43], where user reliability is modeled via a

beta distribution. We used an informative prior (shape parameters α = 1.2

and β = 1.0) for the initial beta distribution which reflects the proportion

of reliable users in the graph.

• Our multi-level sequence learners with depths 1 and 3, denoted 1-MLSL and

3-MLSL, where the output (and memory) sizes of 3-MLSL are K2 = K3 = 3.

We train on 1, 000 items and test on the remaining 2, 000.

For multi-level LSTM, we also consider the case where users have an additional
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Method Accuracy
KOS 0.8016
EM 0.9136

Method Accuracy
1-MLSL 0.8945
3-MLSL 0.9045
1-MLSL+ 0.9565
3-MLSL+ 0.9650

Table 6.1: Performance of KOS [81], EM (Expectation Maximization) and multi-
level sequence learners (MLSLs) of different depths.

observable feature that is correlated to their truthfulness. This represents a feature

such as “the user created an account over a week ago”, which is observable, but not

part of standard crowdsourcing models. This feature is true for 90% of reliable

users and for for 40% of unreliable users. We denote the algorithms that have

access to this extra feature as 1-LSL+ and 3-LSL+; KOS and EM cannot make

use of this feature as it is not part of their model. Our intent is to show how

machine-learning approaches such as MLSLs can increase their performance by

considering additional features, independently of a model.

We report the results in Table 6.1. When no additional information is avail-

able, EM is superior to 1-MLSL and slightly superior to 3-MLSL. When the addi-

tional feature is available, both 1-MLSL+ and 3-MLSL+ learn its usefulness, and

perform best.

Peer Grading

We considered a dataset containing peer grading data from computer science

classes. The data comes from an online tool that lets students submit homework

and grade each other’s submissions. Each sumission is typically reviewed by 3 to

6 other students. The data is a bipartite graph of users and submissions, as in the

previous crowdsourcing application. Users assign grades to items in a predefined

range (in our case, all grades are normalized in the 0-10 range). Each edge is
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Method Accuracy Average Recall
Average 0.5432 0.3316
EM-based 0.5662 0.3591
1-MLSL 0.6044 0.3897
2-MLSL 0.6010 0.3913

Table 6.2: Performance of EM and 1,2-depth MLSL on peer grading data.

labeled with the grade, and with some additional features: the time when the

student started grading the submission, and the time when they submitted the

grade. We treat this as a classification task, where the classes are the integer

grades 0, 1, . . . , 10; the ground truth is provided by instructor grades, available

on a subset of submissions. Our dataset contined 1,773 labeled (instructor-graded)

submissions; we used 1,500 for training and 273 for testing.

We compare three methods. One is simple average of provided grades, rounded

to the closest integer. Another method is based on expectation maximization

(EM), iteratively learning the accuracy of users and estimating the grades. Finally,

we employed MLSL with the following features (derived from the graph): the time

to complete a review, the amount of time between review completion and review

deadline, and the median grade received by the student in the assignment. The

output of the learner at level 2 is of size 3 where it reaches its peak for this

experiment.

Table 6.2 shows the results. The 1- and 2-depth MLSL methods are superior

to both the EM-based approach and average. Average recall appears low due to

the very high class imbalance of the dataset: some low homework grades are very

rare, and mistakes in these rare grades have high impact.
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Prediction of Wikipedia Reversions

Wikipedia is a popular crowdsourced knowledge repository with contributions

from people all around the world and in various languages. Users occasionally add

contributions that are reverted by other users, either due to their low quality, or

as part of a quarrel, or simply due to carelessness. Our interest is in predicting,

for each user, whether the user’s next edit will be reverted. We note that this

is a different (and harder) question than the question of whether a specific edit,

whose features are already known, will be reverted in the future [5].

We model the user interactions in Wikipedia as a multi-graph with users as

nodes. An edge e from u2 to u1 represents a “implicit interaction” of users u2

and u1, occurring when u2 creates a revision r2 immediately following a revision

r1 by u1. Such an edge e is labeled with a feature vector consisting of the edit

distances d(r1, r2), d(r0, r2) and d(r0, r1), where r0 is the revision immediately

preceding r1, and d(·) is edit distance. The feature vector contains also the elapsed

times between the revisions, and the quality of r1 measured from r2, defined by

d(r0, r1)/
(
d(r0, r2)− d(r1, r2)

)
[4].

Since the English Wikipedia has a very large dataset, for this experiment we

used the complete dumps of the Asturian Wikipedia (Asturian is a language in

Spain). The graph consists of over 32, 000 nodes (users) and over 45, 000 edges

(edits among users). To obtain the labels for each user, we consider the state of

this graph at a time 30 days before the last date of content available in the dump;

this leaves ample time for reversions to occur in the extra 30 days, ensuring that

we label users correctly. To train the model, we repeatedly pick an edit by a user,

and we construct the graph neighborhood around the user consisting only of the

edits preceding the selected edit (we want to predict the future on the basis of

the past). We label the user with yes/no, according to whether the selected edit
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Average F-1 F-1
Recall reverted not reverted

1-MLSL 0.8468 0.8204 0.8798
2-MLSL 0.8485 0.8259 0.8817
3-MLSL 0.8508 0.8288 0.8836

Table 6.3: Prediction of reversions in the Asturian Wikipedia, using MLSL of
depths 1, 2, 3.

was reverted, or not. This local neighborhood graph is then fed to the MLSL.

We performed training on 60% of the data and validated with the remaining

40%. We trained over 30 models for each depth and validated them by measuring

the average recall and F1-scores for both labels. Table 6.3 shows the average

results for each depth level. We observe that F-1 scores for both “reversion” and

“no reversion” labels were high. Moreover, these results show improvement in

performance for increasing depth.

Prediction of Bitcoin Spending

The blockchain is the public immutable distributed ledger where Bitcoin trans-

actions are recorded [112]. In Bitcoin, coins are held by addresses, which are hash

values; these address identifiers are used by their owners to anonymously hold

bitcoins, with ownership provable with public key cryptography. A Bitcoin trans-

action involves a set of source addresses, and a set of destination addresses: all

coins in the source addresses are gathered, and they are then sent in various

amounts to the destination addresses.

Mining data on the blockchain is challenging [103] due to the anonymity of

addresses. We use data from the blockchain to predict whether an address will

spend the funds that were deposited to it.

We obtain a dataset of addresses by using a slice of the blockchain. In par-

ticular, we consider all the addresses where deposits happened in a short range
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Accuracy Avg.
Recall

F-1
‘spent’

F-1
‘hoard’

Baseline 0.6325 0.4944 0.7586 0.2303
1-MLSL 0.7533 0.7881 0.8172 0.6206
2-MLSL 0.7826 0.7901 0.8450 0.6361
3-MLSL 0.7731 0.7837 0.8367 0.6284

Table 6.4: The prediction results on blockchain addresses using baseline ap-
proach, and MLSL of depths 1, 2, 3.

of 101 blocks, from 200,000 to 200,100 (included) . They contain 15,709 unique

addresses where deposits took place. Looking at the state of the blockchain after

50,000 blocks (which corresponds to roughly one year later as each block is mined

on average every 10 minutes), 3,717 of those addresses still had funds sitting: we

call these “hoarding addresses”. The goal is to predict which addresses are hoard-

ing addresses, and which spent the funds. We randomly split the 15,709 addresses

into a training set of 10,000 and a validation set of 5,709 addresses.

We built a graph with addresses as nodes, and transactions as edges. Each

edge was labeled with features of the transaction: its time, amount of funds

transmitted, number of recipients, and so forth, for a total of 9 features. We

compared two different algorithms:

• Baseline: an informative guess; it guesses a label with a probability equal

to its percentage in the training set.

• MLSL of depths 1, 2, 3. The outputs and memory sizes of the learners for

the reported results are K2 = K3 = 3. Increasing these to 5 maintained

virtually the same performance while increasing training time. Using only

1 output and memory cell was not providing any advances in performance.

Table 6.4 shows the results. Using the baseline we get poor results; the F-1

score for the smaller class (the ‘hoarding’ addresses) is particularly low. Tapping
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the transaction history and using only one level the learner already provides a

good prediction and an average recall approaching 80%. Increasing the number

of levels from 1 to 2 enhances the quality of the prediction as it digests more

information from the history of transactions. Increasing the levels beyond 2 does

not lead to better results, with this dataset.

Discussion

The results from the above applications show that MLSL can provide good

predictive performance over a wide variety of problems, without need for devising

application-tailored models. If sufficient training data is available, MLSL can use

the graph representation of the problem and any available features to achieve high

performance.

One of our conclusions is that the order of processing the nodes during training

matters. In crowdsourced grading, randomly shuffling the order of edges for a

learning instance as it is used in different iterations during the training process,

was superior to using a fixed order. For Bitcoin, on the other hand, feeding edges

in temporal order worked best. This seems intuitive, as the transactions happened

in some temporal order.

One challenge was the choice of learning rates for the various levels. As the

gradient backpropagates across the multiple levels of LSTMs, it becomes progres-

sively smaller. To successfully learn we needed to use different learning rates for

the LSTMs at different levels, as the top levels will tend to learn faster.

6.2 Learning Edges by Aggregation of Paths

Graphs and networks provide the natural representation for many real-world

systems and phenomena. In social networks, for instance, different users can be
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Figure 6.3: Summarized architecture of LEAP framework

represented by nodes in a graph, and each friendship relation can be represented as

an edge. Similarly, in physical systems such as railroad networks or communication

networks, each terminal or cellular station is a node in the graph connected to

several other terminals. In these graphs, each edge can itself contain significant

amount of information. For instance, the presence of an edge in a social network

gives a binary signal of presence or absence of a relationship, and a weighted

edge on the same network can give a numerical measure of the relationship, hence

increasing the degrees of available information. A signed network further contains

“positive” and “negative” edge weights, indicating the intensity as well as the

direction of a relationship.

The presence and properties of edges in graphs are influenced by several struc-

tural factors such as the local neighborhood of the edge, the topology of the graph,

and properties and labels associated with surrounding edges in the graph, among

others. Machine learning methods can be used to predict the existence of edges,

or their properties. For instance, the problem of link prediction is a well explored

research area where machine learning methods ranging from heuristics to deep

neural networks have been experimented. Similarly, problems around predicting

specific edge properties or weights in a graph can also be addressed using learning

algorithms.
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In this work, we present a general deep learning framework for learning and

predicting edge properties in graphs on the basis of the local neighborhood of the

edges. The framework uses the concept of aggregating paths in the graph and is

named LEAP (Learning Edges by Aggregation of Paths), as presented in [10]. A

distinctive feature of LEAP is its generality: its ability to learn any kind of edge

properties without special need for feature extraction.

In LEAP, for a given graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of nodes and E

is the set of edges in the graph, and any two given nodes (u, v) ∈ V , we aim at

predicting properties associated with the edge eu,v between the two nodes. For

instance, in link prediction, we aim at predicting the presence or absence of this

edge, whereas in edge weight prediction, our objective is to predict the weight wu,v

associated with the edge eu,v. LEAP has a modular architecture consisting of three

primary modules: path assembler, path vectorizer, and edge learner (Figure 6.3).

Combined together, these three modules form an end-to-end trainable system.

The path assembler gathers paths of different lengths between the node pair (u, v).

The pact vectorizer uses an aggregator to summarize the information on the paths

into a single vector representation. The edge learner uses the vector representation

derived from the path vectorizer, and learns a specific objective for any given edge

property.

LEAP’s modular architecture makes it easy to implement and experiment. The

path aggregators used in LEAP are deep learning modules that take as inputs the

raw features of the paths, and produce a trainable aggregation, which is akin to an

embedding of the edge set into a vector space. The aggregators thus perform —

automatically by computing an embedding — the feature engineering that used

to be performed manually, for each property of interest (edge prediction, edge

weight prediction, and so on). LEAP, while being an end-to-end learning system
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that learns embeddings for the nodes and paths itself, can also use pre-trained

node embeddings [121, 60], node features, and edge features whenever available.

We present four different kinds of aggregators for LEAP. The aggregators,

AvgPool, DenseMax, SeqOfSeq, and EdgeConv, use different neural components

and operate at different levels of complexity, focusing on properties like the or-

dered nature of nodes in a path, and the properties of edges in the paths. We

use standard neural modules such as Long Short-Term memory (LSTM) [70] net-

works, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [94], Pooling operations (Max and

Average), and Feed-forward neural networks while constructing our aggregators.

We validate our framework on two specific graph problems: link prediction

[97], and edge weight prediction in weighted signed networks (WSN) [91]. In link

prediction, we evaluate LEAP on eight real world datasets and present compar-

isons on the Area under the ROC curve (AUC) score with the current state of

the art models WLNM [172] and SEAL [173], and more baseline methods. In the

WSN edge weight prediction task presented in Kumar et al. [91] , we evaluate

LEAP on three user-user interaction datasets. Two of these datasets refer to Bit-

coin trading networks where users provide a rating to other users based on trust.

In the third dataset, we learn weights for the votes and sentiment scores assigned

by users in Wikipedia to other users when one submits a request for adminship

(RfA). We show that LEAP performs similar or better on both these problems

against dedicated methods crafted for the specific problems.

The primary contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• We present and implement a novel deep learning framework, LEAP, for

learning and predicting edge properties of graphs. The framework is general,

and it requires no feature engineering, as it relies on deep learning to predict

edge properties.
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• We define several edge aggregators for LEAP, each suited to particular

classes of prediction problems, and we illustrate how LEAP can take ad-

vantage of any graph embeddings that may be already available.

• We consider two standard graph prediction problems: link prediction (used,

e.g., to predict the formation of connections in social networks) and edge

weight prediction (used, e.g., to predict user ratings). We show that LEAP,

in spite of its generality, closely matches or improves, on the performance of

specialized systems that have been built for these tasks.

In the section, we will first discuss some related methods for edge property

prediction in graphs. We then discuss the motivation behind our LEAP frame-

work and the usage of paths. This is followed by the system design and detailed

discussion on aggregators. We then present results from an extensive evaluation

over several datasets. We conclude the section with some considerations on the

extensibility and modular design of LEAP.

6.2.1 Related Work

Graphs have generated intense research interest over the years in machine

learning problems. Commonly studied problems include link prediction [97], node

classification, and node ranking [133], among others.

With growing interest in deep learning for graphs, several algorithms for learn-

ing node representations have been suggested. These include embedding methods

such as LINE [143], DeepWalk [121] and node2vec [60]. More neural network based

methods for learning node representations include Graph Convolutional Networks

[86], GraphSAGE [63], and Graph Attention Networks [147]. These methods are

also often adapted for edge-based learning tasks such as link prediction.
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Link prediction has been performed with methods ranging from heuristics to

deep neural networks. Martinez et al. [102] have categorized the existing link

prediction methods into the similarity based, probabilistic and statistical, algo-

rithmic, and preprocessing categories. Similarity based methods operate on the

intuition of similar nodes having an affinity towards each other. Locally focused

methods like Common Neighbors [97] and Adamic-Adar [2] are interpretable sim-

ple methods used extensively for link prediction. More complex similarity-based

methods include Katz index [83], PageRank [116], and SimRank [77], among oth-

ers. Al Hasan et al. [64] have explored the use of standard machine learning

classifiers for link prediction. Factorization method are also used by Menon and

Elkan [104] for link prediction.

Weisfeiler-Lehman Neural Machine (WLNM) [172], and Subgraphs, Embed-

dings, and Attributes for Link prediction (SEAL) [173] present dedicated deep

learning systems for link prediction and define the current state of the art in the

space.

In weighted signed networks, for predicting edge weights, Kumar et al [91]

defined the learning objective and adapted methods like Bias-Deserve [109], Signed

Eigenvector Centrality [25], PageRank [116], and more trust based algorithms.

Edge based methods are also used in applications such as SHINE [151] and Rev2

[90] where properties from graphs are used in determine dataset specific tasks.

For the tasks of link prediction and edge weight prediction in weighted signed

networks, we present comparison of LEAP with many of these methods later.

6.2.2 Motivation

Edges in real world networks are representative of latent properties within

the graph as well as properties among the nodes. Intuitively, for any two nodes
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(u, v) in the graph, the properties of an edge eu,v between them should depend on

the characteristics of the nodes themselves. However, the nodes themselves can be

characterized by the edges involving these nodes, hence increasing the dependence

to neighborhoods. Therefore, eu,v can be affected by several other nodes and edges

in the graph and not just the node pair (u, v). In order to learn more about the

edge, it is therefore important to explore the neighborhood of u and v.

For example, if the graph represents a professional or social network, the for-

mation of an edge eu,v between u and v may depend on the properties of u and

v, and also on the properties of common friends and friend-of-friends, that is, on

the properties of paths emanating from u and v. Equally, in a trust network, the

amount of trust of a user u on a user v, constituting a label for eu,v, can depend

not only on the properties of u and v themselves, but also on the other sets of

users that trust, and are trusted by, u and v.

In order to learn more about an edge eu,v, it is therefore important to explore

the neighborhood of u and v, and assemble the nodes and edges from the graph

that can impact the edge eu,v the most. In particular, our framework will consider

the paths originating at u and ending at v. These paths can involve a large

set of nodes and edges, each of which are related to the two nodes by being an

intermediary in a path between them. These intermediate nodes and edges give

us information on u and v. The framework we present will enable us to learn from

this shared neighborhood of u and v when predicting the properties of eu,v.

We note that we could also consider paths that originate at u or v, but do

not connect u with v; these paths would provide a characterization of one of u

and v only. It would be easy to extend our framework to consider these paths

also. However, graph embeddings already enable us to summarize properties of

individual node neighborhoods; for this reason, our framework considers mainly
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the shared neighborhood around the edge to be predicted.

6.2.3 The LEAP Framework

LEAP is an end-to-end deep learning framework for graph edge learning. The

core concept driving LEAP is the ability to learn edge properties in a graph simply

from the graph structure, without any need for feature engineering. Moreover, in

the presence of explicit features, LEAP can use both the available features as well

as self-learned representations from the structure of the graph, such as embed-

dings. The LEAP framework consists of three separate modules: path assembler,

path vectorizer, and edge learner; an overview of the system is presented in Fig-

ure 6.4.

LEAP operates on a given graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices

(nodes), and E ⊆ V ×V is the set of edges. An edge can be directed or undirected,

weighted or unweighted, and signed or unsigned. A path pl of length l between

the two nodes (u, v) consists of a sequence of nodes u0, u1, . . . , ul, with u0 = u and

ul = v. The set of paths P lu,v = {pl1, pl2, . . . , pln} consists of all the paths of length

l between the nodes (u, v). For simplicity, we will often use the notation pl and

P l when referring to a path plu,v and the set of paths P lu,v of length l between the

vertices (u, v).

The end-to-end learning objective of LEAP is guided by the input of graph

G, two specified nodes (u, v), and the target property ρ being predicted about

(u, v). For instance, in case of link prediction, where the framework can be used

to predict the presence or absence of an edge between the two nodes (u, v), the

output prediction ρ ∈ [0, 1] from the model represents the probability of an edge

existing between (u, v). Similarly, in an edge weight prediction task, the model

output ρ can be the predicted weight for edge eu,v. We now define the separate
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modules of the framework used for these learning objectives.

Path Assembler

The first phase of LEAP is an exploration task which gathers data from the

graph structure to be used by the subsequent learning modules. Given a graph G

and a pair of nodes (u, v), we start by assembling paths of different lengths between

the two nodes. As the learning objective is concerned with the pair (u, v), we do

not include the possible 1-length path u, v among the paths considered. As a

hyper-parameter provided to the system, we define a set L = {l1, l2, . . . , lk}, as

the set of path lengths to be used.

For any length l ∈ L, we now need to collect a set of paths P l of length l. For

ease of computation, we can limit the size of each subset, as well as the size of L

as required by the problem and the dataset: if there are too many paths between

two nodes, a random subset of paths can be extracted for use by the framework.

From the perspective of the framework, the processing is independent of these

sizes. Once collected, the paths are then made available to the system in the form

of k path-sets P l with each set consisting of paths of same length l.

The objective of assembling the paths in length-specific sets is to allow our

system to learn properties particular to path lengths. For example, when consid-

ering paths of length l = 2, each path between (u, v) differs only by one vertex. By

processing such paths together, we increase the capability of the learning modules

to focus on a specific variable property at a time, and therefore capture potential

factors affecting the predicted output ρ.

The LEAP framework can be generalized to include the exploration of general

paths from u, or to v, rather than only paths from u to v.This can be particularly

useful when few (or no) paths connect u to v, while the nodes u and v, individually,
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belong to many paths.

Path Vectorizer

At the second phase of LEAP, the assembled paths are passed through a deep

learning system. This phase is called the path vectorizer. The objective of this

phase is to combine all the available information about the node pair (u, v) using

the nodes and the paths, and obtain a vector representation that can be used with

different edge learning objectives. This module is inspired by the deep learning

architectures capable of learning from complex data structures with different di-

mensionality. For a graph G with N nodes, each node x ∈ V is given an integer

symbol xi ∈ [1, N ]. In order for LEAP to learn from the graph, these symbolic

nodes need to be represented as vectors that can be further processed using neural

networks. Different methods of vectorization can be used to represent each node.

The simplest notation, which retains the symbolic nature of the nodes, can be to

use a one-hot vector of size N . In this notation, node xi ∈ V is represented as a

vector χi of size N where χi[k] = 1 if k = xi, and χi[k] = 0 otherwise. While this

representation allows one to identify each node differently, it does not provide the

model with any additional information about the node that can be indicative of

its relationship to other nodes or the graph structure. For this purpose, instead

of the one-hot vectors, in this framework we use the concept of dense embed-

dings [107, 121, 60, 63]. We represent each node xi as a dense vector χi ∈ RK of

a fixed dimensionality K. This representation of a node, is obtained through a

reference lookup Emb by the entire framework, where χi = Emb(xi). Similar to

the general use of dense embeddings in deep learning systems, the embeddings can

either be trained with the entire system, or can be pre-trained using an embedding

generation method first, and then later used with the framework. Additionally, if
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we have set of node features N representing engineered feature sets for each node,

then they can be used in the framework by combining them with the embeddings.

For a node xi, therefore, the embedding representation used by the system will be

χi ⇐ χi|N (xi), where (|) is a concatenation operation.

The nodes and the paths made available by the path assembler are then used

into the path vectorizer using the embedding lookup Emb. Each path, repre-

sented as a sequence of nodes in their integer representation is passed through

the embedding layer, in order to obtain sequences of vectors, with each sequence

of length l representing a path of length l − 1. At this stage, we have the two

concerned nodes u and v, set of path lengths L, the set of paths P l for each length

l, and the embedding lookup Emb. In case where edge features E are available

for the graph, LEAP can use these features within the learning module as well.

We use Algorithm 1 for obtaining a vector representation HPV from these inputs.

Aggregators. In Algorithm 1, the paths are first converted into their vector

representation and then passed through the Aggregator. Aggregators (sec-

tion 4.3) are the primary learning units in LEAP, and are discussed in detail in

Section 6.2.4. For each path length l, an associated Aggregator Aggl is responsible

for processing the paths and learning a vector representation from them. Initially,

in the path vectorizer, path sets of different lengths are provided. Since we aim at

learning length-wise significant information from these paths, we process the set

for each length separately. An aggregator Aggl is a deep learning module which

takes the path set Pl as an input, and learns a vector representation hl. Due to this

separate modular structure, LEAP can use several different types of aggregators.

The aggregator can also use an edge feature set E when engineered features for the

graph edges are also available. In the path vectorizer, the vectors hl learned for

each length l ∈ L are concatenated together along with the vector representations
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for the input node pair (u, v) to obtain a final vector representation HPV .

Algorithm 1 PathVectorizer
Input: Node pair (u, v), Path lengths L,
Path sets P l for l ∈ L, Embedding lookup Emb,
Node features N , Edge features E
u← Emb(u)|N (u)
v← Emb(v)|N (v)
for l in L do

Pl ← Emb(P l)|N (P l)
hl = Aggregator(Pl, E)

end for
HPV = Concat[(u,v,hl)|l ∈ L]
return HPV

Edge Learner

The last step of LEAP is to perform problem specific learning on the edge

eu,v between the two given nodes (u, v). The input to the edge learning module

is the combined vector HPV . This vector can now be used by any classification

or regression method for respective supervised learning problem. For instance, in

link prediction problem, where the objective is to detect the presence of an edge

between the two nodes (u, v), this module can be used as a binary classifier to

classify between "link exists" and "link does not exist" by predicting a probability

ρ ∈ [0, 1] of a link between (u, v). In general, for any edge based classification,

whether binary or multi-class, the module can be used as a classifier with an

input vector HPV . The edge learning module can also be used for regression

problems. For instance, in edge weight prediction, we can use the output ρ from

the module as the predicted weight for the edge. In case of signed edge weight,

the same regression module can be used by allowing it to produce both positive

and negative values. In multi-class classification, the output ρ can be treated as

a vector ρ ∈ RM for M number of classes.
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Since the edge learner by itself is simply a classification or a regression module,

any corresponding learning algorithm can be used here. For maintaining LEAP as

an end-to-end trainable deep learning system, we use feed-forward neural networks

for the edge learner. These networks can vary in depth by increasing the number of

layers, with the first layer receiving input vectorHPV and the final layer predicting

the output ρ. Given the vector HPV , and parameter NEL as the number of layers,

the process of the edge learner is presented in Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 EdgeLearner
Input: Combined Path vector HPV , Layer count NEL,
hEL ← HPV

for c = 1 . . . NEL do
hEL ← σc(Wc · hEL + bc)

end for
ρ = σp(Wp · hEL + bp)
return ρ

For each layer c = 1 . . . NEL, the weight matrix of the neural network layer is

represented by Wc and the bias of the layer is represented by bc. σc refers to

the activation function used by the network layers such as tanh, ReLU , sigmoid

among others. For the final prediction output layer, the weight Wp and bias

bp are used. The activation function σf for this layer is decided based on the

nature of the problem. In case of binary classification, often the sigmoid ∈ [0, 1]

function is used. For multi-class classification, it is common to use the softmax

function. In case of normalized edge weight prediction in signed networks, with

wu,v ∈ [−1, 1], we use the tanh ∈ [−1, 1] activation function to obtain a floating

point value representing the predicted signed edge weight.
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6.2.4 Aggregation Models

In the previous section, we explained the architecture of LEAP and discussed

the requirement of aggregators for performing path vectorization. The concept of

using aggregators in graphs is inspired by GraphSAGE [63] where they perform

node classification by learning representations for the nodes in a graph. In our

system, we have adapted the concept of aggregators for combining paths between

two nodes (u, v) and obtaining representations for edges in the graph. Within

the path vectorization module, an aggregator Aggl for paths of length l gets the

vectorized path set Pl as input with an objective of generating output vector hl.

Since the LEAP framework consists of neural network based layers, each ag-

gregator is itself a deep learning model where the input is a tensor of rank 4 —

(batch size, number of paths, path length, node embedding). Each path itself is

a sequence of node vectors, and each path set is a set of several such sequences.

Therefore, in order to derive single vector representation of the path set, we first

need to aggregate all the nodes in the path using aggregator Aggnode and then

aggregate these paths using the aggregator Aggpath. The training of these aggre-

gators is performed with the overall LEAP system using gradient descent based

methods. While several other variants are possible, we present four different kinds

of aggregators used in our experiments.

AvgPool Aggregator

Our first aggregator follows a simple architecture of combining different vectors

together. We call the model for this aggregator AvgPool. This model relies only

on the embeddings χi for each node xi under consideration. The model does not

have training parameters.

In AvgPool, Aggnode concatenates all the node vectors along the path into a
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single vector. Then, on the set of these derived path vectors, Aggpath performs a

one-dimensional average pooling operation. The resulting vector hl ∈ R(l+1)K is

therefore a single vector obtained by averaging the paths between the two nodes

(u, v) across the paths k ∈ K. The AvgPool aggregator can be summarized as:

hl = AvgPool([(pli), ∀pli ∈ Pl]) (6.1)

where AvgPool is the one-dimensional average pooling operation, and (·) is the

vector concatenation operation which combines multiple vectors by concatenating

them together.

([χ1, χ2, . . . , χl]) = χ1|χ2| . . . |χl+1 (6.2)

where (|) is the concatenation of two vectors. Pl is the set of vectorized paths of

length l in graph G between the two nodes (u, v). pli, indexed by i is an individual

path of length l in set Pl.

AvgPool relies on the embeddings for each node, and represents a path as

a fixed size vector of all the nodes combined. Since the first and last node of

these paths are the nodes u and v respectively, the only changing bits belong

to the nodes within the paths. By performing a bitwise pooling operation over

these nodes, we can derive mean vector representations for the changing nodes in

the path set. Since the embeddings themselves are still trained by the complete

framework, the gradients obtained for updating the node embeddings correspond

to these average representations and their influence on the final output ρ.

DenseMax Aggregator

The DenseMax aggregator is a learning model that uses a dense (feed-forward)

neural network layer for each path. Similar to AvgPool, in DenseMax, Aggnode
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obtains the representation for each path by concatenating the node vectors into

a single long vector. In this model, at Aggpath, the path vector is first passed

through a dense neural layer. The resulting activations are then passed through

a max-pooling operation which helps derive a single vector representation for the

paths of length l. Therefore, Aggpath in DenseMax consists of a dense neural

network layer and a one-dimensional max pooling operation. The operations of

the DenseMax aggregator can be summarized as:

hl = MaxPool1d([σ(Wl · (pli) + bl),∀pli ∈ Pl]) (6.3)

where Wl and bl are the weight matrix and bias for the dense neural layer. σ is

the activation function used by the dense layer. (·) is the vector concatenation

operation. MaxPool1d is the one-dimensional max pooling operation which

selects bitwise maximum value from multiple vectors to derive a single final vector.

The MaxPool1d operation is used on these representations in order to capture

the most activated bits that can affect the final output ρ.

SeqOfSeq Aggregator

The sequence of nodes from u to v can hold information relevant to the final

prediction. For instance, if the existence of an edge between u and v depends on

the presence of a path between the two nodes with consecutively increasing edge

weight, the sequential order of nodes contains information which holds significance

to the final outcome of the model. Therefore, in SeqOfSeq aggregator, we treat

the paths as ordered sequences of nodes. We can further consider the path set as a

sequence of different paths, if the paths can be ordered using some characteristics.

For example, if the edges are labeled by weights, then the total weight of a path pl

is the sum of edge weights for each edge in the path. If the paths from u to v are
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then sorted according to their total weights, we can process them in a specified

order. To this end, the aggregators Aggnode and Aggpath would need to be sensitive

to the order of the inputs.

In the SeqOfSeq aggregator, we first use an LSTM Lstminner on each path.

From the output activations of Lstminner, we extract a vector representation for

the path by performing a max-pooling operation. The aggregator Aggnode, in this

case, consists of both the Lstminner and the max-pooling operation. We use a max

pool here instead of using only the activation from last timestep of the lstminner:

we believe that since our objective is to extract information from the path itself,

a max-pooling operation can be more effective in summarizing the path than the

final activation. After summarizing each path into a single vector, the sequence of

path vectors is processed by a combination of another LSTM Lstmouter, followed

by a max-pooling operations, as the Aggpath aggregator. The SeqOfSeq aggregator

can be summarized as:

Hinner = [MaxPool1d(Lstminner(pli)),∀pli ∈ Pl]

hl = MaxPool1d(Lstmouter(Hinner))
(6.4)

where MaxPool1d is the one-dimensional max pooling operation, Hinner is the

intermediate sequence of derived path vectors, and Lstminner and Lstmouter are

the inner and outer LSTMs respectively, used for processing corresponding se-

quences.

Variants of SeqOfSeq can also be created to use order information only at the

paths, or only at the nodes. With the use of sequence learning neural networks

such as LSTMs, the SeqOfSeq aggregator is more powerful than the AvgPool or

DenseMax aggregators, and it trains a much larger number of parameters.
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EdgeConv Aggregator

Edges of a path can themselves contain significant information. In order to

emphasize learning also from the the edges, we propose an aggregator called Edge-

Conv which focuses on edges while operating over paths. In order to build a

learning widget that can operate on the edge, we use a one-dimensional Con-

volutional Neural Network (CNN) with a window size of 2 that takes as input

two consecutive nodes forming an edge. Therefore, when a path is represented

as a sequence of nodes, the convolution kernel focuses on all pairs of consecutive

nodes along the edge. Given the convolutional results on all pairs of consecutive

nodes, we apply a max-pooling operation to compute the overall path label. The

aggregator Aggnode for EdgeConv, therefore, consists of a one-dimensional CNN

and a max-pooling operation. Considering the set of derived paths as an ordered

sequence, the Aggpath for this case also uses an LSTM and max-pooling operation.

Therefore, all the path vectors for paths of length l derived using Aggnode are then

processed using an LSTM, followed by another max-pooling operation to derive

the final vector representation hl. EdgeConv can be summarized as :

Hinner = [MaxPool1d(Conv1D(pli)),∀pli ∈ Pl]

hl = MaxPool1d(Lstm(Hinner))
(6.5)

where MaxPool1d is the one-dimensional max pooling operation, Hinner is the

intermediate sequence of derived path vectors, and Lstm is the LSTM module

used to learn from different path vectors.

Similar to SeqOfSeq, it is not necessary to treat the paths as an ordered se-

quence, and different variants of EdgeConv can consider the set of derived paths

as an unordered set. The sequence of nodes, however, needs to be ordered in

EdgeConv, as it operates consecutively over the edges.
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Aggregator Extensions

The four aggregators presented above provide different levels of complexity and

use different neural network modules. Together, they illustrate how the modular

nature of LEAP allows us to use different neural network architectures as part of

the full system for an end-to-end training. We believe that the use of aggregators

is key to achieving an extensible and flexible framework. Specialized aggregators

can be trained by focusing on significant properties under concern. The aggre-

gators can also include the new deep learning concepts of attention [17, 100] and

memory [158]. Similarly, graph specific neural models like Graph Convolutional

Networks [86] and Graph Attention Networks [147] can be adapted as aggrega-

tors by representing the assembled path sets as subgraphs. While we train the

aggregators along with the entire framework, they can be trained separately us-

ing any objective function. In case of transfer learning, a well trained model can

be transfered into the LEAP framework and can be used simply as a function

without training further. Similarly, a partially trained model can be used as an

aggregator, and it can further be trained by the learning objective of the complete

framework.

6.2.5 Evaluation

The design of the LEAP system, and the use of aggregators, make it an easy

to use end-to-end learning system for any kind of graph. For small graphs with

fewer nodes, simpler aggregators with few parameters can be used. For very large

datasets, we can construct complex aggregators targeted at several latent prop-

erties in the graph. In order to demonstrate the learning abilities of this system,

we evaluate it on two commonly studied problems in graphs and social networks

— link prediction, and edge weight prediction in weighted signed networks.
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Table 6.5: Summary of the datasets used for evaluation

Type Name Nodes Edges
Link Prediction USAir 332 2,126

NS 1,589 2,742
PB 1,222 16,714
Yeast 2,375 11,693
C.ele 297 2,148
E.coli 1,805 14,660
arXiv 18,722 198,110
FB 4,039 88,234

Weighted Signed Bitcoin-OTC 5,881 35,592
Networks Bitcoin-Alpha 3,783 24,186

Wikipedia-RFA 9,654 104,554

Link Prediction

Graphs and networks evolve over time by creation of newer links between the

nodes. Given a graph G and a pair of nodes (u, v), the link prediction problem

aims at predicting the probability of existence of an edge eu,v between the two

nodes.

Learning Objective In order to learn this objective using LEAP framework,

in the Edge Learner module, we can treat it as a binary classification problem.

From the graph G = (V,E), the set of edges E can be considered as the positive

sample set. Similarly a set of node pairs (x1, x2) ∈ V can be sampled from the

graph where edge ex1,x2 /∈ E is the negative set for classification. A label τ = 1,

therefore can be associated with positive pairs and a label τ = 0 is associated

with the negative pairs.

Datasets We evaluate the LEAP Link Prediction model on eight real world

datasets. The choice of datasets is motivated by the link prediction results pre-
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Table 6.6: Area under the ROC curve (AUC) comparison of LEAP with base-
lines. Best LEAP results and best dataset results are highlighted. n2v refers to
the use of node2vec embeddings with LEAP. OOM refers to Out-of-Memory.

USAir NS PB Yeast C.ele E.coli arXiv FB
Adamic-Adar 0.9507 0.9498 0.9250 0.8973 0.8659 0.9524 - -
Katz 0.9273 0.9524 0.9306 0.9264 0.8606 0.9329 - -
PageRank 0.9486 0.9529 0.9374 0.9314 0.9046 0.9548 - -
node2vec 0.9122 0.9198 0.8621 0.9407 0.8387 0.9075 0.9618 0.9905
Spectral Clustering 0.7482 0.8829 0.8261 0.9346 0.5007 0.9514 0.8700 0.9859
WLK 0.9598 0.9864 OOM 0.9550 0.8965 OOM - -
WLNM 0.9571 0.9886 0.9363 0.9582 0.8603 0.9706 0.9919 0.9924
SEAL 0.9729 0.9761 0.9540 0.9693 0.9114 0.9704 0.9940 0.9940
LEAP-AvgPool 0.9259 0.9362 0.9555 0.9474 0.9011 0.9484 0.9918 0.9916
LEAP-DenseMax 0.9555 0.9785 0.9541 0.9573 0.9050 0.9662 0.9940 0.9914
LEAP-SeqOfSeq 0.9576 0.9635 0.9547 0.9540 0.9153 0.9626 0.9941 0.9907
LEAP-EdgeConv 0.9639 0.9621 0.9577 0.9554 0.9058 0.9614 0.9941 0.9908
LEAP-n2v-AvgPool 0.9086 0.9068 0.9586 0.9551 0.8909 0.9505 0.9919 0.9920
LEAP-n2v-DenseMax 0.9518 0.9636 0.9564 0.9652 0.9129 0.9719 0.9934 0.9914
LEAP-n2v-SeqOfSeq 0.9532 0.9618 0.9571 0.9610 0.9083 0.9662 0.9938 0.9924
LEAP-n2v-EdgeConv 0.9547 0.9622 0.9575 0.9639 0.9185 0.9678 0.9941 0.9921

sented in two state of the art models — WLNM [172] (Weisfeiler-Lehman Neural

Machine) and SEAL [173] (Subgraphs, Embeddings, and Attributes for Link pre-

diction). The datasets used in these experiments are listed in Table 6.5.

USAir [19] is a network graph for US airlines. Network Science (NS) [113]

is the collaboration network for researchers in the subject of network science.

Political Blogs (PB) [113] is a political blog network form the US. Yeast [149] is a

PPI (protein-protein interaction) network for yeast. C.ele is the neural network of

the worm Caenorhabditis elegans [154]. E.coli is the dataset of pairwise reaction

network of metabolites in E.coli [174]. arXiv [96] is the collaboration network of

research papers on arXiv under the Astro Physics category. Facebook (FB) [96]

is the dataset of friend lists from the Facebook social network.
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Experiment Setup We performed an extensive set of experiments on the above

mentioned datasets in order to evaluate and compare our framework against state

of the art methods in link prediction. For each dataset, we sampled a variable

number of data samples into the training set and evaluated the model on the

remaining samples. The results presented here adopt the partitioning used in

the current state of the art method SEAL [173]. For smaller datasets with less

than 2500 nodes, we use 90% of the graph edges and an equal number of negative

samples for training, and present evaluation results on the remaining 10% edges

and equal number of negative pairs. For relatively larger datasets with more than

at least 4000 nodes, we partition the training and evaluation datasets at 50%.

The LEAP1 system and the aggregators were written in Python with Keras [32]

deep learning framework, using the Tensorflow [1] backend. The hyperparameters

for each aggregator were selected using multiple trials. We report the results with

the best hyperparameters for each setting individually. In all the reported results,

we used the path lengths in set L = {3, 4}, and used upto 50 paths for each length

selected randomly. All the methods were trained using a loss function of binary

cross-entropy and the Adam [85] optimizer for gradient descent with a learning

rate of 0.001. Each model was trained for upto 30 epochs with early stopping

enabled.

Results We present the results obtained as per the above mentioned experi-

mental setup for LEAP in table 6.6. The results comprise of LEAP with the four

aggregators — AvgPool, DenseMax, SeqOfSeq, and EdgeConv, discussed. Addi-

tionally, we also compare the ability of our model to learn node embeddings them-

selves against using pre-trained embeddings. For pre-trained embeddings, similar

to SEAL, we use the node2vec [60] method first on the graph to derive node em-
1The code is available at https://github.com/rakshit-agrawal/LEAP
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beddings, and then use them with the LEAP framework without updating them

further during the system training. We compare these results with three different

kinds of methods used for link prediction. We first use the heuristics including

Adamic-Adar [2], Katz index [83], and the PageRank [27] algorithm. For feature

learning based models, we use spectral clustering [145], and the node2vec [60]

algorithm which learned node embeddings and then performs a link prediction

task on them. Finally, we compare our system with subgraph-based link pre-

diction methods, defining the current state of the art. These methods include

Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel (WLK) [134], Weisfeiler-Lehman Neural Machine

(WLNM) [172], and Subgraphs, Embeddings, and Attributes for Link prediction

(SEAL) [173]. Performance of all the models is compared using the Area under the

ROC curve (AUC) metric. We use the settings and results by Zhang et al. [173]

for all our baseline methods.

As can be seen in table 6.6, LEAP performs best or close-to-best on each

dataset. Further, we show that an external method for learning node embed-

dings like node2vec can easily be used within the system. Similarly we can also

incorporate known feature vectors for the nodes whenever available.

In comparison to deep learning methods and current state of the art WLNM

and SEAL, LEAP achieves equivalent or better performance with the presented

aggregators. However, due to its modular nature, the LEAP framework can be

highly extended and adapted for different datasets with different latent proper-

ties. Further, SEAL requires two prominent steps of node labeling and embedding

generation before the neural network can be trained on the graph. In making a

learning framework easily deployable on multiple platforms, it is highly advanta-

geous to have an end-to-end trainable system and LEAP provides this particular

ability with sufficient modularity to tune the simplicity of the model as required.
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Weighted Signed Networks

In real world datasets representing relations of certain kind among the nodes,

the edges can possess different meaningful properties that are of significance to the

underlying network. For instance, in a user-user interaction system, each user can

have a trust associated with another user. This trust further propagates through

the network, affecting the trust between two different users in a certain way. A

generalized representation of such networks is obtained through weighted signed

networks (WSN). A WSN consists of a graph G = (V,E) where an edge eu,v ∈ E

between two nodes (u, v) ∈ V has a weight wu,v associated to it. The weight

wu,v can be a signed weight, specifying a positive or negative sentiment with a

magnitude |wu,v| specifying the intensity of the relation. A WSN graph can either

be directed or undirected.

Learning Objective Kumar et al [91] presented the task of predicting edge

weight in WSNs where given a graph G and a node pair (u, v), the objective is

to predict the signed edge weight wu,v between the two nodes. For simplicity, the

edge weights are normalized to a scale of wu,v ∈ [−1, 1]. In the case of the LEAP

framework, the problem of predicting edge weight can be treated as a regression

problem for the Edge Learner module. From the graph G = (V,E), we can use

the entire set of edges E with the edge nodes (x1, x2) ∈ V for edge ex1,x2 ∈ E

being the input nodes to the system. Each such node pair can be associated with

a regression label τ = wx1,x2 using the weights associated with each edge.

Datasets For evaluation of the LEAP WSN Edge Weight Predictor, we use

three real world datasets of user-user interaction networks. These datasets used

here are influenced by Kumar et al [91] and are available from SNAP database [96].

The three datasets are listed in Table 6.5.
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Bitcoin-OTC [91] is the “who-trusts-whom” network of people trading Bitcoins

on the platform “Bitcoin OTC”. The directed signed edge weight between the

users on this network refers to the rating given by a user to the other user on

the network on a scale from -10 to 10. Bitcoin-Alpha [91] is a similar network

for a different trading platform called “Bitcoin Alpha”. Wikipedia-RFA [157, 91]

is a voting network for Wikipedia request for adminship (RfA). The edges on

the network refer to directed votes between users. To associate weights to the

signed edges, Kumar et al [91] used the VADER sentiment engine [75] and used

the difference between the positive and negative sentiment scores obtained for the

vote explanation text in the Wikipedia-RFA dataset.

Experiment Setup In this evaluation, we present and compare the results

for regression on predicting edge weights with δ% edges removed. We vary the

value of δ between 10% to 80%, with a step size of 10%, specifying the range for

partitioning the training and the evaluation datasets.

The system and hyperparameter settings for this task are same as the link

prediction model. The only difference in this adaptation of LEAP for a regression

task is the choice of loss function. We use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as

the loss function used to compute the gradients for training the Edge Weight

Prediction model. The hyperparameter selection was performed using multiple

trials, and the best settings were used to report the results.

Results Similarly to link prediction, we evaluated our system for this objec-

tive with the four aggregators — AvgPool, DenseMax, SeqOfSeq, and EdgeConv.

Neural network based models are not used directly for the task of edge weight pre-

diction in WSN and therefore we compare our results to the heuristic and feature

learning based methods previously applied on these datasets.
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In the definition of edge weight prediction on WSNs by Kumar et al [91], they

adapted several algorithms for this task, providing us with a set of baseline mea-

sures on these datasets. We first use a basic method of Reciprocal [91], where

the edge weight wu,v is same as that of the reciprocal edge weight wv,u if there

exists an edge e + v, u ∈ E, and 0 otherwise. We then use two graph algorithms

PageRank [116] and Signed Eigenvector Centrality [25]. Each of these algorithms

independently learn a score for each node in the graph. The edge weight predicted

by these methods simply refers to the difference between the scores obtained for

the nodes u and v. Finally, we compare our system with relation specific algo-

rithms used for extracting interaction measures between the nodes. These include

Bias-Deserve [109] and Fairness-Goodness [91]. These are iterative algorithms

that associate two properties with each node, and learn them by performing se-

quential iterations on all the nodes in the graph, updating one property at a time.

An additional method used in [91] is a Linear Regression model using the above

mentioned values as features. This method is identified as Linear Regression (F

× G +)

All these methods were evaluated using the experiment setup mentioned above

and the results were measures across two standard metrics. We first measure

the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) on the predicted weights to highlight the

closeness between predicted and true weights. We then measure the Pearson

Correlation Coefficient (PCC) on the predicted weights in order to measure the

relative trend in the prediction.

As can be seen in Figure 6.5, LEAP based methods outperform all the base-

line methods on the three datasets, hence defining the new state of the art for

edge weight prediction. Moreover, with decreasing number of known edges, the

performance of LEAP degrades much slower compared to the other methods.
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Discussion

The results presented above on two edge learning problems prove the ability of

LEAP to learn edge properties directly from the structure of the graph. Beyond

this, we believe that this framework presents a unique quality of extensibility.

LEAP is a highly modular system that can be adapted for any learning objective

on the egde properties. In the two tasks presented in this section, by just making

a small change in the edge learner module for each task, the system was able to

match the state of the art results. In doing so, it did not require any heuristics

or feature extraction methods, and could learn only through the aggregation of

paths between the two concerned nodes. Further, LEAP can be trained end-

to-end, making it much more convenient to code, use, and maintain, as well as

more interpretable since the weights throughout the network are updated using a

common objective. The adaptability of LEAP also makes it a potential platform

for future research in learning edge properties, and for use of neural networks in

graphs.

6.2.6 Conclusions

We presented a novel end-to-end deep learning framework called LEAP for

learning edge properties in a graph in this work. LEAP includes a modular struc-

ture consisting of a path assembler, path vectorizer, and an edge learner. For any

graph G = (V,E) and two given nodes (u, v) ∈ V , the system learns properties

associated with the edge eu,v by aggregating paths between them from the graph.

The aggregation is performed using deep learning modules which can be selected

based on the dataset and the problem under concern. The system can perform

different kinds of supervised learning tasks such as binary or multi-class classi-

fication, multi-label classification and regression among others. Being powered
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by neural modules, the complete framework of LEAP is a layered deep learning

model that can be trained end-to-end using gradient descent based methods.

We demonstrate that LEAP can obtain state-of-the-art performance for dif-

ferent learning problems on several real world datasets. For two specific problem

of link prediction, and edge weight prediction in weighted signed networks, LEAP

shows great performance by matching or improving upon the current state of the

art. We also show that the LEAP framework is easily extensible, and can also

incorporate node embeddings, node features and edge features into the system.

We believe that this system can act as a great platform for experimentation in

edge learning, and can be adapted for several different problems. We also believe

that the simple architecture of LEAP allows it to be an easily deployable neural

model in production environments.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This dissertation presented generalized learning models for structured data.

This corresponds to the ability of learning algorithms to extract information hid-

den within the emergent structures in the data and utilize that for learning larger

objectives. We presented a general process for deriving the emergent structures

within data, capturing these structures for neural network based learning models,

build methods to extract sub-structure information, and aggregate it together to

learn different objectives.

We then described the implementation of this process on different prob-

lem spaces for sequential and graphical structures. We presented our learning

models for different application domains including e-commerce, social networks,

wikipedia, malware, ransomware, and several others. Across all these domains,

we were able to demonstrate the emergence of certain structures, using which we

could develop learning algorithms for the underlying data and objectives.

We also developed the concept of neural aggregation extensively, with the

LEAP (Learning Edges by Aggregation of Paths) framework presenting a general

framework of learning edge properties with the use of any kind of aggregator.

These aggregators can continue to evolve with research in neural networks and
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can potentially be used in the same or improved frameworks. With LEAP, we

also presented a modular approach of building these systems for learning from

structures. Large end-to-end neural networks can be broken down into these com-

ponents in order to make them modifiable with variations in structures and inputs.

For instance, LEAP can be extended to a bipartite-graph specific architecture with

minor variations in modules, while still using similar aggregators.

The work presented in this dissertation helps define a stronger base for learning

from emergent structures and creates future possibilities for continued research in

the space. We focused more on sequential and graphical structures. Tress and

lattices can be seen as two more structure categories that emerge commonly in

real world systems. Using the concepts defined in this dissertation, algorithms

and models dedicated to such structures can be developed. The presented pro-

cess of capturing the structure, sub-structure extraction, and aggregation, can be

replicated across different domains dealing with complex input data. The general-

izability of the presented models, architectures and frameworks in this dissertation

can make a wide platform for future research in learning from structures.
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